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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to document the
construction of subject matter content through the
description of daily lesson activities that occurred in two
eighth grade civics classes.

utilizing daily observations,

field notes, audio-tapes, and interviews to collect data,
this study focuses on how students and teachers work
collaboratively during activities in order to construct a
"text" of the subject matter of lessons.

The metaphor of

classroom as text was used as a framework for this study.
Participants in this study were two teachers and their
students in one section each of an American civics course.
Both classes were observed daily by a non-participant
observer over the course of one semester.

Field notes and

audio-tapes were recorded by the observer during each
lesson.

Copies of materials and resources used during

lesson activities were also collected.

Interviews with

teachers took place during the summer following the
observation semester.
Data were analyzed using an adapted version of Doyle's
Activity Analysis Procedures (1984).

In this procedure

data from all data sources except interviews are combined
in order to describe individual lesson activities.

The

11

focus of analysis was one unit that was taught as part of
the curriculum in both classrooms.
Results of analysis indicate that teachers and
students in the two classrooms constructed different texts
of the subject matter of the unit.

Though there seemed to

be similarities in general structure, the unit as it was
enacted in each classroom, reflected differences in what
aspects of content were represented, how content was
constructed, how teachers and students interacted within
the contexts of activities, and how activities were
internally structured.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In junior high and senior high schools, students take
courses that are part of a curriculum specifically designed
to meet district and state requirements for coursework at
the secondary level.

Every school district adopts a formal

curriculum that outlines what courses, both required and
elective, are available for students to choose from.

This

formal curriculum becomes, in a sense, a statement to the
public about what that school district feels it is
important or necessary for its students to know.
For each course that is a part of the adopted
curriculum, curriculum guides are established, and in many
districts, a common textbook or set of materials is adopted
for use in all sections of that course.
There is an assumption that because of these
procedures, students assigned to different sections of the
same course will be exposed ,to the same course content.
After all, the same guidelines and materials are being used
to frame instruction for a particular course.

Some school

districts build this assumption into the curriculum by
devising competency exams that students must

~ass

before

13
they move on to further grade levels or employ standardized
testing to make comparisons of students within and across
school districts in reference to particular content
coursework.
Research has shown, however, that this assumption is
not necessarily correct.

Work done by Keddie (1971), Heap

(1983), and Doyle (1986) shows that teachers' perceptions
and assumptions about students, or groups of students, make
a difference in what is represented to students as content
to be learned.

Keddie's study, for example, included

observations of students taking different sections of an
economics course.

One section of students, perceived to be

high ability, was taught how taxation is related to
economic growth, while a section of students perceived to
be low ability were instructed in the proper way to fill in
tax forms.

Even though students were supposedly taking the

same economics course, what was made available for them as
content was very different.
In another study conducted in high school social
studies classrooms, Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman and Smith
(1966) observed a unit on international trade as it was
conducted in fifteen different classrooms.

Though the main

focus of this study was the language patterns that were
found in each classroom as this unit was enacted, they
found that while the instructional patterns in the

14

classrooms were very similar, there was a marked difference
in the sUbstantive material covered during the unit in
classroom.

eac~

In different classrooms the topic of

international trade

was divided into different subtopics

and emphases, so that within each classroom there was a
great deal of variety in what was represented to the class
as international trade.
What these two studies indicate is that even though a
formal curriculum is written or adopted by a district or
school, it is what happens within each individual classroom
that determines how the content of that course will be
represented to students.

Even though efforts are made to

standardize the curriculum at the district and school
levels, what actually occurs between the teacher and
students in a classroom as the curriculum is enacted has a
great deal of influence in determining what is available
for students to learn.
In the past, curriculum research has not focused on
the content of curriculum, other than to make
recommendations about what should be included as part of
instruction.

Instructional research too, has not given

much thought to what happens to course content during
instruction.

Most instructional studies have been

interested in looking at how selected variables, such as
instructional techniques, different grouping arrangements,

15

or curricular material affect the outcome of students'
performances on tests or other assessment measures.

In

these studies course content was generally treated as a
variable to be controlled for.

The learning of course

content was seen as a direct outcome of how the teacher
taught.

If the cOllditions for instruction could be

maximized then learning would naturally take place.
There is a growing body of research that indicates
that teaching and learning do not have the simple linear
relationship that much of the process-product research on
teaching has tried to establish.

This new research

paradigm views students not just as the passive recipients
of instruction, or as the objects of teacher activity, but
as active participants in the construction of meaning
(Green, 1983b; Shulman, 1986; Cazden, 1986;

Weade, 1988).

Teachers and students work collaboratively to construct
meanings of curriculum content.
This process of collaboratively creating meaning
during instruction can be viewed as the construction of an
educational text about a specific piece of content.
Teachers and students can be seen as collaborating authors,
each coming to the creative process with varying degrees of
content and procedural knowledge, as well as different
perceptions of the importance of the content and what
should be learned.

As students and teachers interact the

16

content of the subject matter of a course is jointly
developed.

This constructed content becomes what is

represented to students as important knowledge about a
topic.
The construction of an educational text takes place
over time and in a specific social context (Elbaz & Elbaz,
1982).

It is this socio-historical context that shapes the

roles of the authors and determines the content of the text
as it is being written.

As with novels written in

installments, the authors have the chance at the end of
each class session to reflect on the progress of that day's
work, as well as on what has happened in earlier meetings
in order to make judgments about what needs to be changed
or added (Iser, 1989).
The metaphor of classroom as text is an important
framework for understanding what happens to curriculum
content during instruction.

As Weade and Ernst (1990)

note, metaphors are a resource for communicating that "take
us beyond the particular, the literal, and the moment-tomoment details of everyday experience" (p. 133).

They not

only provide a visual image of a situation but also provide
a language that can be used to communicate and make
interpretations and about a situation.
In viewing the classroom as a text, what happens to
curriculum content as it is enacted during instruction can
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be understood as an ongoing process that involves both
teachers and students and takes place in a particular
context.

content is not isolated from the surroundings in

which an understanding of it is conducted, nor from the
process that creates that understanding.
Just as with authors who are collaborating on writing
a text, in each classroom rules for participation are
conveyed implicitly and explicitly through daily
interactions.

These interactions, over time, help to

establish student and teacher roles (roles of each author),
the appropriate means of communication between
participants, and the kinds of activities that can be used
to represent and evaluate the content that is constructed
(Doyle, 1984; stodolsky, 1988; Weade, 1988; Mehan, 1979).
Over time, through the constant editing of the text as it
is created, teachers and students take a piece of content
and make it uniquely their own.
It is this unique representation of content as it is
constructed in classrooms that is central to this study and
it is the metaphor of classroom as text that allows the
content construction process to become visible.
statement of the Problem
To examine how content is constructed in classrooms, a
descriptive study was necessary.

The purpose of this study

was to document the construction of subject matter content
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that occurred

dur~ng

the activities and interactions of

teachers and students in secondary level content classes.
The documentation of this process included an understanding
of the daily events of classroom life, the activities in
which lesson participants were involved, and the resources
that were available to students and teachers as part of the
text construction process.
Theoretical Bases of the study
This study takes its theoretical bases from several
lines of research:

academic work (Doyle, 1983) and

classroom ethnography (for example, Cook-Gumperz, 1988;
Cazden, 1986; Green, 1983a, b) that provide the bases for
the research methodology of this study; and that of
literary theory (Iser, 1989, Elbaz & Elbaz, 1983) that
provides the framework within which theories and research
from academic work and classroom ethnography are linked.
These research programs are rooted in several
different traditions, but share the view that meaning is
constructed and reformulated in an ongoing process by
actively engaged participants in socially and culturally
organized environments.

Relationships between students and

teachers are seen as being reciprocal in nature.

Teaching

and learning do not have a simple linear relationship, nor
a causal one.

Both teachers and students contribute to the

knowledge construction process.
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In combining the activity analysis procedures of
academic work, the observational field notes, and interview
techniques common to ethnography, arid the content analysis
of literary theory, the tools necessary for studying the
construction of content in classrooms are made possible.
This allows classrooms, and the teacher/student
interactions within them, to be studied as a cohesive
entity instead of having to focus on one or two selected
variables separated out from the whole.
Research Questions
The questions that will guide this study are as
follows:
1.

How is content constructed in classrooms?

2.

What activities are central to content
construction?

3.

How are resources and materials used in content
construction?

4.

How does the content constructed in one classroom
compare to that constructed in a second classroom?
significance of the Study

Shulman (1986), in discussing the paradigms and
research programs that are part of research on teaching,
points out that a trait shared by all factions is the
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tendency to ignore specific curriculum content and subject
matter entirely.
Research on teaching and other fields of study have
provided understandings of how classrooms are organized and
how teachers and students interact within them.

New lines

of research, such as the work of stodolsky (1988), are
providing data on how subject matter influences the kinds
of instruction found in classrooms.
But knowing that certain patterns of instruction can
be found in particular content areas does not address what
is available in those content areas for students to learn.
We know very little about how curriculum is enacted in
classrooms as part of instruction.

This study focuses on

documenting the enactment process so that it can be made
visible for interpretation.
In using the metaphor of classroom as text, this study
attempts to view the classroom as a complete environment
without isolating curriculum from instruction.

Because

curriculum and instruction are never separate from each
other during classroom lessons, the methodology that was
chosen and adapted for use in this study may provide some
new insights into the daily events of classroom life--in
other words provide a way to see both the forest and the
trees during observation.

21

Definition of Terms
Academic Text:

The text that is constructed through

the sUbstantive activities and interactions of the teacher
and students across a unit of study.
Activity:

A bounded segment of classroom time

characterized by (a) an identifiable content or concern and
(b) a pattern or program of action (Gump, 1967).
Lesson:

One class period.

Activities and events

take place within the bounded time frame of the daily
lesson period.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In this chapter the research that frames the study is
reviewed.

Because this study is concerned with the

description of content construction within classrooms, it
is necessary to not only develop the contexts that frame
interactions and events, but the contexts that frame the
content as well.

The purpose of this review is to

establish those contexts.

The review then goes on to

explicate a way in which these contexts can be examined.
This chapter is divided into three sections.

Each

section is intended to establish a context into which the
following section can be nested.

The first section of the

review discusses the characteristics of secondary
classrooms.

This section includes a description of the

classroom environment and the curriculum as it shapes and
is shaped by that environment.

The second section of the

review moves within classrooms to describe characteristics
of classroom lessons.

The third section considers the

characteristics of the classroom as text and explicates a
way in which both classroom activities and interactions and
the content that is constructed in them can be examined.
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The research that is included in this review is
primarily descriptive in nature.

Because this study is

concerned with the construction of content within the
naturally occurring environment of the classroom, studies
that isolate classroom or instructional variables and/or
attempt to imply causal links between variables are not
included within this review.

This includes studies that

are concerned with defining effectiveness, whether in
teachers or instructional practices, as well as other
process-product studies concerned with the evaluation of
instruction.

These studies tend to lift variables out of

context in order to prescribe things that ought to take
place in classrooms.

The "ought" of instruction is not a

concern here; the intention of this study is to describe
what actually happens during the daily interactions and
activities of classroom life.
Characteristics of Secondary Classrooms
There is a growing realization that meaning and
knowledge are contextually bound (for example, Geertz,
1973; Green, 1983b; Cook-Gumperz, 1986; Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1989).

This section of the review delineates the

nature and characteristics of the contexts in which the
activities and interactions that construct meaning take
place, the secondary classroom.
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The review of this literature begins with a discussion
of how secondary classrooms and curriculum are organized
within schools, then moves to a description of
organizational patterns within classrooms.

Both secondary

classrooms in general and social studies classes in
particular will be considered.
The Organization of Classrooms
in secondary Schools
In most secondary schools curriculum determines how
the school will be organized.

Curriculum in this sense can

be defined as the institutional curriculum (Doyle, in
press).

Doyle describes the institutional curriculum as

"an abstract model that defines the essential character,
i.e., the experiences and outcomes of a school or school
system" (p. 6).

It is this model that schools use to

translate the perceptions and expectations for schooling
within a society into the programs and coursework that are
found in schools.

Programs determine the range and scope

of the coursework that will be made available to students,
how students will be grouped for instruction, and how the
school day will be segmented.
In most secondary schools this typically leads to a
curriculum divided into two or more academic programs, with
multiple sections of elective and required coursework.

The

school day is segmented into forty to sixty minute blocks
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of time with brief passing periods in between.

Students,

and sometimes teachers, move from one self-contained
classroom to the next, switching from one content area to
another with each move (Goodlad, 1984: Powell, Farrar, &
Cohen, 1985).
This means that at an institutional level curriculum
and organization of the secondary school go hand in hand in
determining the areas of study that will be made available
to students.

As Kliebard (1986) notes, there have been

different perceptions of what the curricula of schools
should be.

He identified four different trends in beliefs

over the past century.

What was offered to students as

coursework shifted with each trend.

Though a common "core"

of subjects--English, mathematics, sciences, and social
studies--remained fairly constant throughout the years,
each new trend brought with it a different emphasis within
those subject areas.
Cuban (1979) also described trends in curriculum
theory and course offerings over the last century.

He

found that while a change in beliefs about what should be
taught led to differences in the kinds of courses that were
offered to students, the organizational patterns of
secondary schools remained basically unchanged.

Students

and teachers met in self-contained classrooms, for a set
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amount of time to work with a specific portion of a subject
area within the curriculum.
The formal or institutional curriculum then,
establishes the boundaries of the classroom environment
from outside the classroom.

Because of the way in which a

school's curriculum is defined and structured, classrooms
become a contained unit in which one teacher and a group of
students will work on one fragment of one subject area for
a scheduled period of time.
Organizational Patterns within Classrooms
Classrooms themselves have been described as
environments or behavior settings, which shape the
interaction of the teachers and stUdents within them (Gump,
1967, 1980).

These behavior settings have two

interdependent components:

human behavior and the physical

milieu, which together form patterns for interactions in
classrooms (Burns & Anderson, 1987).

Barker (1968) notes

that the relationship between the physical environment of
the classroom and the kinds of instructional patterns found
within them is "synomorphic"--the classroom is arranged in
a manner conducive to the patterns of instruction that are
expected to take place within it.
Several large scale studies of schools have found that
at the secondary level, the physical characteristics of the
classroom environment are fairly standard (Goodlad & Klein,
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1970; Boyer, 1983; Sirotnik, 1983; CUban, 1984; Goodlad,
1984).

Boyer (1983) offers a typical description of a

secondary classroom:
Not much larger than a spacious living room, the
typical classroom accommodates thirty or more
stUdents. At most, each student occupies about
four square feet of space, not taking into
account chairs, desks, and tables. Desks are
typically placed in rows, often according to a
seating plan so the teacher can quickly spot who
is missing, who is acting up, and who is asking
for attention. • •• In front is the teacher's
desk. Just behind there is a blackboard or its
more modern counterpart, Clthe greenboard" (p.
141).
In a descriptive study that included almost nine
hundred secondary classrooms, Sirotnik (1983) found that
over 95 percent of the classrooms in his study were selfcontained.

The majority of the space in classrooms was

taken up by student desks, with little extra, usable space.
Sirotnik noted that while elementary classrooms contained
plants, rugs, or unusual bulletin boards, secondary
classrooms "have little or no elaboration of the basic
four-wall classroom environment" (p. 20).
Cuban (1984), in a study that described life in
classrooms from 1890-1980, reported few changes in
classroom arrangements over that time period.

In the early

part of this century, secondary classrooms were designed to
hold forty desks bolted to the floor facing the blackboard.
As time went on, changes in the physical arrangement of
classrooms were minimal.

Classroom windows began to be
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phased out, and moveable desks replaced their bolted down
counterparts.

As Boyer (1983) points out, lithe chairs are

no longer bolted down, and the floors are more apt to be
vinyl than wood, but •

a visitor from an earlier era

would have little trouble recognizing that he was in a
classroom" (p. 141).
The physical environment then, has changed little over
the years, but now allows for at least some movement of
individual desks within the classroom space.

It appears

though, that while other arrangements are possible, the
traditional arrangement of desks in rows facing the
blackboard is still common practice in today's secondary
classrooms.
However, Doyle (1980) contends that no matter how
classrooms are organized, all classroom settings have
certain properties that shape the instruction that takes
place within them.

These properties include

multidimensionality, simultaneity, immediacy,
unpredictability, publicness, and history.
Multidimensionality refers to the large number of
tasks, events and procedures that take place every day
within classrooms.

During each class period teachers have

to take attendance, make announcements, and take care of
school and classroom business in addition to making "over a
thousand decisions daily about what to teach, how to teach,
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maintaining a buzzing but orderly calm, and how to secure
student interest in the task at hand" (Cuban, 1984, p. 9).
Simultaneity refers to the fact that many different
things, at many different levels are going on in the
classroom all at the same time.

Both teachers and students

have to keep track of the content of the lesson, who is
interacting, who is supposed to be interacting, and what
the task at hand is.
Immediacy refers to the importance of keeping a lesson
flowing.
time.

Each class period lasts only a set amount of

Because time is limited, the pace of the lesson

determines how much will be accomplished during one class
period.

This allows teachers little time to reflect before

making make decisions and judgments about instruction as it
is taking place.
Unpredictability refers to the nature of classroom
interactions.

Though teachers plan lessons to follow a

certain course, in the interaction between teacher and
students those plans sometimes take unexpected turns.
Publicness refers to the fact that the participants in
the activities and events that take place in classrooms are
also witnesses to them.

Both teachers and students monitor

what others do during the course of a lesson.
History refers to the routines, norms, and the
implicit and explicit rules for interacting that develop
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through the classroom events in which teachers and students
participate over time.

From the beginning of the school

year shared experiences create a frame of reference for all
other interactions or events that will take place in a
particular classroom as the year goes on.
These properties describe classrooms as busy, complex
environments in which students and teachers interact during
lessons.

Cuban (1984) suggests that because of the complex

nature of classrooms, teachers adopted a set of
instructional patterns to deal with this complexity in a
practical way.
In secondary classrooms instruction is most often
organized so that the teacher is working with the whole
class at once (Sirotnik, 1981; Cuban, 1984; Goodlad, 1984).
Goodlad and Klein (1970) reported that the teacher
lecturing to the entire class or the whole class working on
written assignments were "the most monotonously recurring
pieces of data" in their study.

Sirotnik (1983) notes that

"in study after study, with great variety in observational
method, and with either 'thick' descriptions of a few
classes or 'thin' descriptiqns of many classes, whole group
instruction consistently emerges as the primary
instructional pattern found in classrooms" (p. 17).
Whole group instruction is also the most common
instructional pattern found in secondary level social
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studies classes (Fancett & Hawke, 1982: Sirotnik, 1983:
Goodlad, 1984).

Though small and co-operative group

arrangements such as the teams-games-tournament approach
(De Vries &"Slavin, 1978) were found in secondary
classrooms, they were found only rarely.
Sirotnik (1981) reported that less than 10 percent of
the students in his study could be found to be "engaged in
small group work.

In social studies classes, the majority

of classroom time was taken up in whole group instruction,
such as teacher lecture or oral reading, followed closely
by students working independently on written assignments.
Sirotnik also noted that a sizeable chunk of classroom time
in social studies classes was spent either in preparing
for, or cleaning up after assignments.

Approximately 15

percent of classroom time was spent in these types of
activities.
Korth and Cornbleth (1982), in a study of English,
science and social studies classes at the middle school
level, found that social studies content was covered most
often in an a teacher-centered question and answer activity
in which the whole class was involved.

Other studies also

report question-and-answer activities (recitation) are a
common occurrence in social studies classes at the
secondary level (Jarolimek, 1981: Fancett & Hawke, 1982:
Goodlad, 1984).
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From the findings of these studies, the range of
instructional practices in social studies classes at the
secondary level is rather limited.

Lecture, oral reading,

recitation, and working individually on written assignments
take up the bulk of instructional time.

These findings are

also consistent with instructional patterns found in other
academic disciplines in secondary schools.

Classrooms are

organized so that whole group instruction can take place.
Though classroom organization at the secondary level
is fairly consistent across classrooms, curriculum cannot
be said to follow suit.

outside the context of the

classroom curriculum is a representation of what should be
taught.

Many districts and schools formalize this

representation by documenting in written form the
curricular programs that have been established.

Along with

the adoption of resources and materials, many schools also
develop written curriculum guides that delineate the goals
and objectives of each program (Goodlad, 1979; Glatthorn,
1987).

Though this documented curriculum is intended to

exert some control over what is taught in classrooms
(Doyle, in press), it is still an abstract representation
of what "ought" to be included in instruction.
Once curriculum is viewed from within the context of
the classroom environment, its form and definition change.
Curriculum becomes something to be constructed.

It becomes
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what Weade (1987) calls "curriculum'n'instruction," an
interweaving of pedagogy and curriculum in which teachers
and students are actively constructing "the academic and
social knowledge of sUbstantive information and procedures
for participating that are becoming the developing
curriculum" (p. 17).
Within classrooms then, curriculum moves from
something abstract to something experienced.

within each

classroom it is the lesson participants, teachers and
students, who work together to construct their own version
of the curriculum.

curriculum, as it is enacted in

classrooms, is examined further in the second section of
this review.
Characteristics of Classroom Lessons
In this section, the literature review will move
within the context of the classroom to examine classroom
the characteristics of classroom lessons, including the
activities and interactions that take place during lessons.
Both the social and academic characteristics of
interactions are considered.
What will not be reviewed are studies that focus on
the micro-analysis of interactions, such as those of
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), which analyze classroom
discourse but do not attend to the context in which the
discourse takes place.

Because this study is' concerned
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with how content is constructed during lesson activities,
the review focuses on a more global definition of
interaction than these studies include.
There are, however, micro-analytic studies that do
situate the interactions studied within classroom lessons
(for example, Mehan, 1979; Green et al., 1988).

These

studies are represented in this review since they provide
insight into the contexts of classroom activities, though
their analyses focus on a much narrower definition of
interaction.
It should be noted here that for purposes of this
dissertation, activities and academic tasks are seen as
complimentary concepts.

The two are distinguished by the

focus from which they describe classroom life.

Academic

tasks focus on the work that students do in classrooms and
the cognitive demands of that work.

Activities describe

what happens in classrooms without focusing on what work is
to be done.
Activities focus on the structures within a lesson
that frame what students and teachers do as part of that
lesson.

That this study focuses on activities rather than

tasks is due to the kinds of data available for analysis.
Because both the literature on activities and the
literature on tasks is part of this review, it should be
made clear that these are not competing concepts.
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Characteristics of Lessons
In the first section of this literature review,
classrooms were shown to be organized so that whole class
instruction could take place.

These organizational

patterns, however, describe only the general form of
instruction and do not determine how these forms are used
or what will happen within them.

Depending on subject

matter, students in a class, and the purpose behind the
activity, instructional patterns such as recitation have
been found to have a variety of uses in classroom
instruction.
For example, in a study of junior high school English
classes, Doyle (1984) found that question-and-answer
activities, and teacher explanations to the class served
several purposes, including introducing new material and
checking completed work.

Korth and Cornbleth (1982) also

found that question-and-answer activities were used for
different purposes within classrooms.

stodolsky (1988), in

a study of upper elementary math and social studies
classes, found that while recitation was the instructional
pattern used most frequently during instruction in both
subject areas, its uses varied.

Recitation was used for

review, checking student work, introducing new material,
and practice.

In an earlier study (stodolsky, Ferguson, &
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Wimpleberg, 1981), the uses of recitation also varied with
subject matter and the socio-economic levels of students.
These recitation studies indicate that while classroom
organization and instructional patterns may, on the
surface, vary little from classroom to classroom, what
happen within those organizational patterns may be very
different.

Indeed, classroom organization may shape

classroom lessons, but it is what takes place within the
lessons themselves that determines how meaning and content
are constructed.
Lessons can be defined as the product of the
interactions of teachers and students, within the
environment of the classroom, as they work together to meet
the goals of the curriculum (Gumperz, 1981; Green & Smith,
1983; Green, Weade, & Graham, 1988).

Mehan (1979)

describes lessons as "interactional accomplishments,
dependent upon participation by many parties for the
assembly of their structure" (p. 190).

Lessons are

developed through the way lesson participants interact, and
as Erickson and Shultz (1981) note, interactionally
constituted environments can change from moment to moment.
These changes produce different contexts for interaction
that in turn shape the interactions within them.
lessons then, can be defined as dynamic.

Classroom

Students and

teachers interact within contexts that can change over the
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course of a lesson.

In this way, interactions contribute

to the structure of a lesson.
Characteristics of Lesson Activities
The change from one context to another during a lesson
segments lessons into activities.

Each segment represents

a natural unit of organized action (Doyle, 1986) which
surrounds and regulates the behaviors of lesson
participants (Gump, 1967).
Gump (1967) defines lesson activities as bounded
segments of classroom time that can be identified by a
purpose, an action structure or format, and a focal topic
or assignment.

Activities are the organizing structure of

lessons, the contexts in which teacher and student
interactions take place.

As lessons evolve, changes in

patterns of room arrangements, in rules for participation,
in the roles and

r~sponsibilities

of lesson participants,

or in the materials and resources used in instruction
signal changes in lesson activities (Gump, 1967: Doyle,
1984) •
Changes in activities are signalled by verbal and
nonverbal messages, shifts in the pace of actions, or
shifts in the focus of the activity (Erickson & Shultz,
1981: Erickson, 1982: Green & Harker, 1982).

These

contextual cues indicate to lesson participants that shifts
are occurring and help them adjust to what is going on
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around them.

Gump (1967) notes that the transitions

between one activity and the next help establish the
context for the next activity.

In secondary level

classrooms, these cues are important since students tend to
remain in their assigned seats across all lesson activities
(Evertson, 1982; Doyle, 1984).

Transitions between

activities in these classrooms are accomplished many times
by "switch-signals," a change in topic without a change in
group configuration (Hargreaves, Hestor, & Mellor, 1975).
When grouping arrangements in secondary classrooms do
change, transitions become more complicated and take longer
to accomplish.
It is within lesson activities that teachers and
students interact to construct meaning (Gumperz, 1981,
1986; Green, 1983b; Hymes, 1981).

Meaning is constructed

"by what participants do, with whom, under what conditions,
in what ways, when, where and for what purpose within and
across the everyday events of classroom life" (Green &
Weade, 1988).

Each activity establishes a particular set

of conditions for that construction process.
As Green and Smith (1983) note, certain activities
become an integral part of lessons in particular
classrooms.

Over time these activities develop into

standard routines of which teachers and students share a
common understanding.

Green, Weade, and Graham (1988)
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point out that even in these routinized activities,
participants may understand the general procedures, but it
is the interaction of the participants in the activity that
determine what kind of meanings will be constructed.

In

plainer terms, the structure of an activity may be
predictable, but the outcome of the interaction is not.
Activities can serve other than instructional purposes
within lessons.

Sirotnik (1983) found that about 75

percent of classroom time is spent in instructional
activities.

The rest of the class period is spent on

routines such as taking roll, preparing for activities,
cleaning up after activities, or assigning homework.

Burns

and Anderson (1987) note that these non-instructional
activities often occur at the beginning and/or at the end
of class periods.
Activities then are the driving force of lessons.
Some lesson activities serve non-instructional purposes,
but instructional activities are the contexts in which
meaning construction takes place in classrooms.
Social and Academic Characteristics of Lessons
In order to construct meaning within lesson activities
students not only have to have knowledge of content, they
also have to have an understanding of how they can
participate in the construction process.

Lessons, and the
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activities within them, are the integration of social or
interactive skills with academic knowledge (Mehan, 1979).
Green, Weade, and Graham, (1988) see lessons as the
co-occurring construction of both an academic and a social
text.

The social text of the lesson includes the rules,

expectations and procedures for participation while the
academic text refers to the content of the lesson and how
the content is structured.

Curriculum content, as part of

the academic text becomes realized through, and is embedded
in, the social text of a lesson, which in turn are embedded
in the activities which segment the lesson.

As students

and teacher interact in classroom activities then, both
social and academic meanings are constructed.
In the following SUbsections of this review, the
social, and academic characteristics of lesson construction
are examined.
social Characteristics.

The social structure of a

lesson influences not only how a lesson will proceed, but
also the types of knowledge students will have access to,
and what knowledge and skills are valued (Green, 1983a;
Cazden, 1986; Cook-Gumperz, 1986; Erickson, 1986; Green,
Weade, & Graham, 1988).
To participate successfully in classroom interactions,
students need to understand and interpret both the implicit
and explicit rules of classroom activities as lessons are
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being constructed.

"In order to know whatever they need to

know to operate in a manner acceptable to others in a
society, children and adults must know what forms of verbal
and nonverbal behavior are appropriate in which social
context" (Erickson & Shultz, 1977, p. 5).

When the context

changes, so do the rules of participation and roles of
participants.
Mehan (1979) notes that students must have
"interactional competence" in order to participate in
classroom lessons.
That is, competent membership in the classroom
community involves employing interactional skills
and abilities in the display of academic
knowledge. They must know with whom, when, and
where they can speak and act, and they must
provide the speech and behavior that are
appropriate for a given classroom situation.
Students must also be able to relate behavior,
both academic and social, to varying classroom
situations by interpreting implicit classroom
rules (p. 133).
Rules set the boundaries for lesson participants.

How

teacher and students will interact is determined by the
rules that the participants understand are operating during
a lesson.
Hargreaves, Hestor, and Mellor (1975), in a study of
secondary schools in England, found that many of the rules
in secondary classrooms were never explicitly stated.
Teachers and students implicitly understood rules and used
them to interpret what was going on within lessons, but the
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only time the rules became visible were occasions when the
rules were broken.

This study also pointed out that some

classroom rules are associated with different instructional
segments or "phases."

only within a specific context, for

example, were students allowed to talk to each other during
class.

students understood that it was appropriate to talk

during seatwork phases of lessons, but it was not
appropriate to do so during teacher lecture phases.
The system of rules that govern interactions have been
referred to as participation structures.

How lesson

participants speak, listen, gain the teachers attention,
are all part of the participation structures that take
place during lessons.

Each participation structure defines

and orchestrates the social structure of an activity.

A

lesson may consist of a series of participation structures,
or several participation structures may be going on all at
the same time at one point of a lesson (Phillips, 1972; Au

& Mason, 1981; Erickson & Shultz, 1981; Heath, 1982, 1983).
In a study conducted on the Warm springs Indian
Reservation, Phillips (1972) observed interactions of
students at home and at school.

She found that there were

implicit rules that had to be understood by students before
they could successfully participate in certain kinds of
interactions in both those contexts.
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Heath (1983) also studied the home and school
interactions of students.

Two groups of students, those

from Trackton and those from Roadville, were observed in
both home and school situations.

Heath found that children

in the two communities reacted to classroom activities in
different ways.

Students in Roadville had an easier time

participating in classroom interactions, in part because
the teacher and students in Roadville classrooms understood
classroom activities in the same way.

Students in Trackton

classrooms many times had different perceptions of what was
acceptable for

p~rticipation

in lessons.

Teachers and

students did not share an understanding of the implicit
rules for interacting in certain classroom activities and
this lead to frustration for both teachers and students.
Explicitly stated rules also shape classroom
activities and interactions.

At the beginning of each

school year teachers work to establish the rules which
govern both student behavior and the kinds of work students
will encounter during classroom lessons (Smith & Geoffrey,
1968; Doyle, 1979; Evertson & Emmer, 1982).

Over time, as

students and teachers interact together, these rules can be
modified, reinterpreted, or suspended (Doyle, 1984; Green,
Weade, & Graham, 1988), but establishing rules also
establishes the contexts for interactions.
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In a study of junior high school classrooms, Evertson
and Emmer (1982), found that teachers established classroom
rules during the first few days of the school years.

While

junior high teachers did establish rules for behavior, most
of the teachers in this study concentrated more on
establishing the ground rules for the kinds of work
students would be expected to do during lessons.
Doyle (1984) also found that junior high school
teachers concentrated more on establishing a work system
than on trying to enforce rules of behavior.

Both these

studies show that rules may be first directed by the
teacher, but only in interactions with students over time
is the rule system for a particular class
Academic Characteristics.

established.

It is the content of the

curriculum that is constructed in lesson activities and
interactions.

But this curriculum is not the curriculum

set out in curriculum guides or even in the lesson plans,
though this might be what the teacher intended.

While

guides and lesson plans may influence how knowledge or
content is represented to students, the content meanings
that are constructed are situated within the activities and
interactions themselves (Cook-Gumperz, 1986; Brown,
Collins, & Duguid, 1989).
Heap (1985) clarifies meaning construction within
activities:
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Rather than seeing knowledge as preconstituted,
existing outside the lesson, and transmitted in
the lesson to students, we have seen knowledge as
produced collectively in lessons by teacher and
students. On this view, the curriculum may
predate the lesson, but it does not count as
knowledge until it is reproduced, or even
produced, in the lesson. This is to say what the
teacher intends to elicit and establish as
knowledge may not be what he or she ends up with
once the lesson is run. And it is what is
established in the lesson that counts as
knowledge (p. 252).
In a study of reading lessons, Heap (1985) found that
propositional knowledge (content knowledge) is not the only
kind of knowledge produced in classroom lessons.

students,

in order to interact in comprehension activities, had to
bring their background knowledge and schema to bear.
Comprehension activities generated both a knowledge of the
story and "how the story can and is to be understood as
part of the culture, hence governed by its logic" (p. 266).
Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) also see content and
the understandings of that content as situated not only in
lessons, but also within the context of a culture.

They

use the term "cognitive apprenticeship" to describe how
students develop, acquire, and use cognitive tools to enter
into the meaning

constructi~n

process.

What students come

to know and how students come to know, is situated in the
activities students are engaged in.

It is through

activities that knowledge is constructed and used.

But

activities are not isolated instances, they are situated
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within the social and physical contexts of both the
classroom and society.
How knowledge is represented in classroom lessons and
activities is influenced by a number of factors.

Green,

Weade, and Graham (1988) refer to these factors as lesson
frames.

As teachers and students interact, these lesson

frames help participants interpret "what to do and what to
know" as the lesson develops (p. 15).
Some of the lesson frames are specific to lesson
participants, such as past experiences, perceptions, and
background knowledge that both students and teachers bring
with them to interactions (for example, Heap, 1985; Green &
Harker, 1982).

Green, Weade, and Graham (1988) point out

that not all lesson participants share the same personal
frames of reference.
Other frames are specific to the lessons themselves.
These include local frames which help lesson participants
interpret both academic and social aspects of the lesson as
it is evolving; academic frames which signal what is
important to know during a lesson or an activity, including
what is contained in textbooks or other instructional
resources that are used in activities; social frames which
include the norms and expectations for participation in
both lessons and lesson activities;
instructional/pedagogical frames which shape the kinds of
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activities that are found in lessons and shift with
activities as the lesson evolves; and material frames which
represent the content that is represented in textbooks as
well as in other materials and resources.
Michaels (1987) illustrates how lesson frames can help
or hinder students in the construction of meaning.
study

In a

which focused on composition writing of students in

one classroom, she found that when students were asked to
write about a trip the whole class had taken to a circus,
some students perceived the assignment in a different way
than the teacher did.

Michaels noted that there was a

system of norms that were implicit about all the writing
that students did in this classroom, and that for this
particular assignment the teacher had definite notions
about how the compositions would be structured.

In

conferences with students whose compositions did not follow
this form, the teacher tried to shift their perceptions to
become more like her own without ever making explicit the
rules she was operating under.

While several students

changed what they wrote to match what the teacher wanted,
they reported during interviews with the researcher that
the shift in format forced them to change the meaning that
they had intended to convey.

Students also reported that

they found more value in their own conception of the
activity than in the teacher's.

For one or two students
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this conviction was so strong that they either could not or
would not change the format of their writing.
There were different sets of personal, social, and
instructional/pedagogical frames operating throughout this
writing activity.

What the teacher and some of the

students thought was valuable or what "counted" in this
assignment were at odds.

In other words, students and

teacher interpreted the academic text of the lesson in
different ways.
In another study that illustrates the difference in
meaning construction frames within classroom lessons,
Golden (1988) analyzed how reading lessons about the same
story were conducted by teachers in two different
classrooms.

She found that one teacher emphasized the

episodic nature of the text and asked questions that
required students to make inferences about characters or
events.

The second teacher focused on the information

contained in the text and asked questions centered on
vocabulary.

Golden also found that there was a difference

in students recalls during a retelling activity.

Each

teacher's emphasis constructed a different instructional
text based on the same story.

What was available to the

students as content was based on the teachers
interpretation and presentation of the story.
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As Green, Weade, and Graham (1988) note, textbooks and
other instructional materials represent content in
particular ways.

The role these representations of content

play in the construction of meaning is debatable.

While

there seems to be a widely held belief that textbooks drive
instruction (Tanner, 1988), others propose the role of the
text is that of a participant, not a dominator· (Alvermann,
1987; Bernhardt, 1987; stodolsky, 1989).

In reviewing the

literature on textbook use in classrooms, Stodolsky (1989)
found little evidence that teachers teach strictly by the
book.

She noted that use of textbooks was determined by

grade level, the subject matter being taught, teachers own
convictions and preferences, the contexts in which
instruction took place, and the kinds of students that were
in the class.

Tanner (1988), Goodlad (1984), and Alvermann

(1987) also pointed out that teachers experience also
helped determine how texts were used in instruction.
Jackson (1989) notes that generalizations about textbook
use are essentially impossible to make.

It is clear that

texts (and other resources) are part of the content
construction process, but how they are used depends on the
contexts in which they are employed.
Recent research on teaching has shown that the
curriculum is made concrete to stUdents through academic
work (for example, Doyle, 1983, 1986; Doyle & Carter, 1984;
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Sanford, 1984).

The assignments given to students during

lessons represent the content of the curriculum to students
and shapes that curriculum in fundamental ways (Doyle,
1986).

The kinds of meanings that are constructed in

lessons depends in part on the kinds of work students are
asked to accomplish.
Doyle (1986) notes that academic work can be divided
into two broad categories:

familiar work and novel work.

Familiar work can be characterized by reoccurring
activities that have routine, recognizable structures.
This does not mean that these activities are not complex,
it means that there is little ambiguity about what needs to
be accomplished, and students face little risk in
accomplishing them (Doyle, 1983).
Novel work is characterized by activities that do not
have the easily recognizable boundaries that familiar work
has.

In novel work students are sometimes asked to make

their own decisions about the outcomes of an activity.
There is more ambiguity about what to accomplish in the
activity and how to accomplish it.

Students must take a

greater risk in attempting to reach a final product or goal
and often try to negotiate for less ambiguous or risky
versions of an activity with the teacher.
Doyle (1986) describes the impact of work has on
students and activities:
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When familiar work is being done, the flow of
classroom activity is typically quite smooth and
well ordered. Tasks are initiated easily and
quickly, work involvement and productivity are
typically high, and most students are able to
complete the work successfully. When novel work
is being done, activity flow is slower and more
bumpy. In comparison to familiar work,
introductions to tasks are lengthy, and work
involvement and productivity are sometimes low
(p. 372).
Concerns about ambiguity and risk are central to
academic work.

Because students are held accountable for

the work they do in classrooms, risk and ambiguity threaten
the successful completion of assignments (Doyle, 1983).
Doyle and Carter (1984) illuminated these concerns in
a study that described how one teacher and her students
negotiated the kinds of work the students were assigned
during English classes at the junior high level.

The

teacher in this study assigned writing activities that took
several days to accomplish and were seen by the students as
difficult to complete.

When the teacher first introduced

the assignment, students responded by asking many questions
about the nature of the assignment, how it was to be
accomplished, and what the requirements for and the
evaluation of the paper would be.

Even though the teacher

had already addressed most of these issues, students
delayed the assignment, and interrupted the activity once
it was started, by pressing the teacher to clarify what the
assignment entailed.

In order to keep the activity going
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and to stop the interruptions the teacher reacted by
reconfiguring the original assignment into one that was
less risky and less ambiguous to her students.
Though the nature of academic work can be broadly
characterized as familiar or novel, academic work is
defined by the tasks students are asked to accomplish
during lessons.

Tasks are defined as broad interpretive

frameworks that integrate entire lessons and sequences of
lessons (Doyle, in press).
Tasks are characterized by (a) a goal or end state
(product) to be accomplished, (b) a problem space or set of
conditions and resources, and (c) the operations necessary
to accomplish the task (Doyle, 1983).
Academic tasks organize the way content will be
represented to students and therefore shapes students'
cognition (Doyle, 1983, 1986).
different cognitive levels.

Different tasks operate at

What a task asks a student to

accomplish and the conditions it establishes for completing
a task influence the way students will interact with each
other, with materials and resources, and with content.
Doyle (1983) identified several types of academic
tasks.

Memory tasks are those which ask students to

recognize or reproduce information encountered previously,
such as memorizing a list of terms or the capitals of
states.

Procedural or routine tasks are those in which
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students are expected to apply a formula or algorithm, such
as solving a simple math problem.

Comprehension or

understanding tasks are those in which students are
expected to draw inferences, make predictions, or apply
procedures to new situations or problems, such as
comprehending a story, solving word problems in math or
making inferences based on a set of data.

Opinion tasks

are those which ask student to give their opinions or state
preferences.
Recent studies have shown that the types of tasks
found in lessons in secondary classrooms made minimal
cognitive demands on'students.

Mergandoller, Marchman,

Mitman, and Packer (1988) examined the nature of middle
school laboratory activities, worksheets, and exams, found
that the tasks represented in these assignments involved
mostly the reproduction of information and following
directions for simple procedures.
Similarly, Korth and Cornbleth (1982) reported that
the majority of tasks found in the middle school English,
social studies and science classes they studied were
focused on memorization or reproduction of facts.
Goodlad (1984) noted that in a study of over one
thousand classrooms:

"Only rarely did we find evidence to

suggest instruction likely to gO,much beyond mere
possession of information" (p. 236).

He goes on to report
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that "this preoccupation with the lower intellectual
processes" pervades social studies instruction.
Doyle (1986) suggests that the constraints of the
classroom environment may contribute to the proliferation
of lower level cognitive tasks.

These tasks may be more

suited to the classroom environment than others.
(1981) agrees.

Ponder

He finds that social studies classes are

structured in ways that facilitate "classroom activities
dominateq by lecture/recitation formats, worksheets, or
some other highly structured activity highly oriented
toward the acquisition of information" (p. 214).
What tasks are considered central in constructing
content will also be influenced by what teachers hold
students accountable for knowing (Heap, 1985; Keddie, 1971;
Doyle, 1983).

If, for example, a teacher employs videos

and other visual media as part of lesson activities but
only tests students on information taken from worksheets,
students are unlikely to pay as much attention to the
information presented in the videos as they do to that
presented on worksheets.

stodolsky (1988) suggests that

students develop conceptions about what "counts" for each
of the content courses they participate in.
The academic characteristics of classroom lessons
then, includes the ways content can be represented to
students, what is perceived to "count" as knowledge, levels
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of cognitive tasks, and the lesson frames that are brought
to bear during activities.

All of these things in

conjunction with the social characteristics of lessons
contribute to curricular content and its meanings that are
jointly constructed during the evolving text of a lesson.
In the next section of the review the notion of classroom
as text will be considered.

Because the contexts of

instruction are also seen as constructed by students and
teachers over time, what is constructed within a particular
context is unique to that situation.

In other words, the

context and the knowledge constructed within it are coconstructed and are situated within each other.

Meaning

then is specific to the context it is constructed in.
Characteristics of the Classroom as Text
This section of the review is divided into two parts.
In the first segment, the research that supports the notion
of classroom as text is reviewed.

The second part of the

review discusses the ways in which classroom as text can be
used for the examination of classroom life.
The Notion of Classroom as Text
In both of the previous sections of this review
curriculum and pedagogy have been seen as intertwined.

At

an institutional level curriculum is seen as defining what
society perceives schooling to be.

These expectations
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serve to organize secondary schools in specific ways.

What

is offered to students as content reflects what is
perceived to be important or valuable by society.

How

classrooms are organized reflects perceptions of how that
content should be taught.
within classrooms curriculum becomes something that
evolves as teachers and students interact with it.

It is

transformed from something that ought to be into what
students and teachers, through activities and interactions,
understand it to be.

Curriculum and pedagogy are united in

the construction of meaning of content.
This process of constructing meaning in classrooms
corresponds to the process of constructing meaning from a
text.

As reader-response theorists describe it, reading is

a process in which the reader uses the cues and conventions
of the text in order to construct meaning (Iser, 1978;
Golden, 1988; Culler, 1976).

While an author has an

intended message and organizes the content or topic of that
message in an attempt to convey it, it is within the
reading event, as the reader and text interact that meaning
is constructed (Iser, 1978; Ricoeur, 1974).
The meaning that is constructed, though is shaped by
the context in which the reading event is situated.
"Meaning is not simply 'in' the words but in a set of
values and implications which are matters of history and so
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must be

understoo~"

(Scholes, 1982, p. 10).

Shauber and

Spolsky (1986), in proposing a preference model for the
interpretation of literary texts, note that all
interpretation (meaning construction) takes place within
the governing conventions of a context.

"Reading

(listening, talking) is always done within a framework of
historical expectations or genres" (p. 24).

Meaning

construction is shaped by the rules and conventions which
underlie the context.

The rules and conventions that

structure that context, along with the perception of the
function of that context not only contribute to the
identification of the text that is constructed as belonging
to a specific category (genre) but how the text can be
interpreted as well.
In looking at the classroom as text then, the
expectations and conventions that underlie the
organizational structure of the classroom shape not only
the form of the text that is constructed, but how that text
can be interpreted.

In other words, the context in which

students and teachers interact frames both the form and
meaning of the text that is .constructed around a piece of
content.
Iser (1978), in speaking of literary texts, notes that
the readers use contemporary understandings of the world to
construct meaning from text.

In other words, someone
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reading Macbeth at the time it was written uses the context
of their every day life and the schema they have of the
world to interpret that text.

Someone reading Macbeth

today would use a different set of values and implications
to construct their meaning.
Iser (1978) also points out that each reading of a
text is unique.

Although the text remains the same, the

reader and the context change each time the reader and that
text interact.

How a reader and text first interact will

color all subsequent reading of that text (Fish, 1978;
Iser, 1978).
Meaning construction in classrooms can also be
described this way.

Teachers act as authors by organizing

the content of their curriculum in a way that intends to
send a message to students about that content.

But in

classroom activities and interactions, students acting as
readers use the cues and conventions of the context of the
interaction and what they-understand about the world to
construct meaning of content within those contexts.
From an anthropological perspective, the actions of
teachers and students within classrooms can be viewed as
text as well.

Geertz (1973), in describing a Balinese

cockfight, shows that the cockfight can be seen as a
"Balinese reading of a Balinese experience, a story they
tell themselves about themselves" (p. 450).

Treating the
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cockfight as a text brings together themes and binds them
into a set of rules which frame their actions.

It also

builds a symbolic structure in which the meaning of the
situation can be interpreted over and over again.

The

cockfight is a cultural text that "says something about
something."
Attending cockfights and participating in them
is, for the Balinese, a kind of sentimental
education. What he learns there is what his
cultures ethos and his private sensibility (or,
anyway, certain aspects of them) look like when
spelled out externally in a collective text; that
the two are near enough alike to be articulated
in the symbolics of a single such text; and--the
disquieting part--that the text in which this
revelation is accomplished consists of a
chicken hacking another mindlessly to bits (p.
449) •

When ethnographers or anthropologists record events
such as cockfights they turn them from "a passing event
which exists only in its own moment of occurrence, into an
account, which

exist~

in its inscriptions and can be

reconsulted" (Geertz, 1973, p. 19).

So these texts become

not only something that can be read or understood by its
"authors," the participants, but can be read by outsiders
as well.
Elbaz and Elbaz (1981) see students, and sometimes
teachers, as the audience of the texts that are developed
in classrooms.

Gordon (1988), however, sees a larger

audience for these texts.

He notes that students, first of

all, are the recipients of education as text.

For students
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the text is comprised of both the content of the curriculum
as it is constructed and the hidden curriculum "consisting
of the nonobvious readings (conscious or unconscious) by
the students of what their teachers are 'really up to'" (p.
439).
Gordon (1988) contends however, that the real reader
of the text constructed in classrooms is society.

The

values, beliefs, and perceptions that form the
institutional curriculum also form a context for
interpreting what goes on in classrooms.

Viewing what

happens in classrooms as a text "says something" about
eduction to society.
However, because the classroom text is constructed
within specific contexts, the participants in that
construction process, and "outsiders" such as parents,
administrators, and researchers do not share the same
history or perspective of that process and may have very
different text interpretations (Geertz, 1973: Iser, 1978:
Ricoeur, 1974).

While outsiders and participants will

never have quite the same perspectives of classroom events,
by exploring the actors, objects, events, activities, use
of time and space, and social conventions for speaking--in
other words by studying classrooms from inside classrooms-over time, outsiders can build a common frame of reference
with participants (Gumperz, 1982; Collins & Green, 1990).
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As Geertz (1973) maintains, "it is not necessary to know
everything in order to understand something," rather it is
to interpret the flow of social discourse, and to rescue
the "said" of such discourse from its fleeting occurrence
to fix it in perusable terms.
The notion that texts can be read and interpreted
differently by different audiences is explained by literary
theorists to be a function of differing interpretive
communities (Fish, 1976; Schauber & Spolsky, 1986).
the precise

Though

definition of interpretive communities differs

among theorists, an interpretive community identifies a
group that uses a system of rules, conventions, values and
beliefs to frame the meaning that they construct from a
text (Schauber & Spolsky, 1986).
This notion can be applied to classrooms in that the
content construction process in classrooms is "read" by
groups of people that have different perspectives.
Classroom participants, parents, administrators, and
researchers all may look at classrooms in different ways
and interpret what they see very differently.

Indeed, the

differentiation between the paradigms that govern
educational research describe two separate interpretive
communities.

All are reading from the same text, but their

frames of reference color the meaning they construct.
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What this means is that viewing the classroom as text
allows the everyday events of classroom life to become
visible.

The text then can be seen as one that is

constructed by the interactions and activities of teachers
and students in classrooms.

Both the lesson participants

and those outside the classroom "read" this text in order
to construct some meaning about it.

As the literary

theorists point out, how the text will be read is a product
of the context in which the reading event takes place
including the schema a reader brings to bear while reading
and the interpretive community one is a part of.
That this notion allows for the existence of differing
interpretations of classroom life can be seen a way to
develop deeper understandings of both the nature of
classroom life and the texts that are constructed within
those contexts.
Summary
In the first two sections of this review, both
classrooms and classroom lessons can be seen as having
physical, social, and academic characteristics that create
contexts for instruction.

These contexts structure the

activities and interactions that take place within them,
and by doing so shape how content will be represented and
how teachers and students will participate in the
construction of that content.
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In the final section of this review, the notion of
classroom as text is used to frame a way to study both the
process of content construction and the content that is
constructed.

It acknowledges the interactive nature of

classrooms and allows students to be seen as taking an
active role in their education.
This notion also allows the everyday events of
classroom life to become visible, and acknowledges that
different interpretations of the text and the text
construction process are possible.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to document the
construction of subject matter content during the daily
classroom interactions of teachers and students in two
junior high school civics classes.
this study were the activities

Of special interest to

that are a part of content

instruction, and the resources that are employed by both
teachers and students as part of this constructive process.
Through the examination of these activities, as they take
place in the context of two separate classroom
environments, both the process of content development and
the nature of that content in each classroom can be
revealed.
This chapter will delineate the data collection
procedures and the data analysis techniques that were used
to address the research questions.
Setting for the Study
Community Background
The junior high school at which this study took place
is one of two located in a growing school district on the
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outer edge ofa large southwestern city.

Approximately

seven hundred students in grades seven and eight attend
school at this campus which serves the eastern half of the
school district.
The school draws the major portion of its population
from the large, middle income housing developments that
have been consistently growing over the last several years.
For the most part, this is a residential area, with single
family housing the rule rather than the exception.
The population of these neighborhoods, and therefore
the school, is predominantly white, though a variety of
other ethnic groups are represented in small numbers as
well.

There is little variation in socio-economic status

in the student body, and it could be aptly described as
homogeneous in nature.

On the school campus, students tend

to group themselves by common interests and not on ethnic
grounds.
All students are bussed in shortly before the school
day begins, and bussed out almost immediately after the
school day ends.

All club, and most extra-curricular

activities are planned into the school day.
community is encouraged during school hours.

A sense of
The principal

and his assistant visit classes frequently and are always
available to the students during passing periods.

Both

teachers and students are urged to get involved with school
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activities, and the majority of the faculty and the
students participate in at least one activity.

There is

also an active school-community council in which most of
the parents are involved.
In order to understand the nature and context of the
classes that participated in this study, some background on
how students are placed in classes and the kinds of classes
that are available to them is necessary.

The following

section outlines the types of programs and levels of
coursework offered at the junior high school where this
study took place.

The information included in these

descriptions was provided by the handbook issued to the
teachers at the junior high school at which this study took
place.
Scheduling options
At this junior high school, three levels of coursework
are offered in the areas of Math, Reading, English, Science
and Social Studies.
Challenge classes are designed for students who
display an exceptional ability or have carried a B or
better· average in that subject area.

These classes offer

more in-depth content coverage than the Standard courses.
Any student may enroll in any challenge section of a
course, but must maintain an overall grade of B or above to
remain in that class.

Students may enroll in challenge
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classes in all subject areas, or they may opt for as many
or as few as they desire.

Challenge sections of some

courses tend to fill quickly.

Consequently not all

students desiring challenge level classes end up in them.
Standard courses are designed for students working at
grade level and cover the basic curriculum outlined by the
district.

The majority of students are expected to be

enrolled in standard level courses.
Basic courses are available for students who are
working below grade level in any subject area.

These

courses are focused on developing basic skills in that
content area.

Very few students are enrolled in basic

level courses at this school, and consequently these
courses are in the process of being phased out.
Program Options
Beginning in the Fall of 1989, students could choose
between taking classes in the traditional academic program
or the new block program.

In the block program students

were assigned to cohort groups which moved as a block
through a group of core courses.

These core courses were

designated as science, math, and civics for the eighth
grade students.

Grouping for the cohort groups was based

on math scores, and once students were assigned to a group
they moved with that group through all their morning
classes.

This meant that students placed in challenge math
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classes attended all their core courses together,
regardless of their abilities in those other classes.
(Only math classes bore the designation "challenge";
science and civics classes were not labelled.)

The benefit

of this scheduling method was the ability to do team
teaching around a topic if desired, and the ability to be
more flexible with the time boundaries of morning class
periods if necessary.
Over half the eighth grade class opted for inclusion
in the block program.

The rest of the students were

enrolled in what was referred to as the traditional
program.

In this program stUdents were placed in courses

following the usual scheduling procedures of the school.
Within this traditional frame students could request
challenge, standard, or basic level sections of courses and
could move back and forth between these levels as
necessary.
Choice of subject Matter for Observation
Eighth grade civics classes were chosen as the focus
for this study for several reasons.
course" for all eighth grade students.

civics is a required
It is not a course

that only one segment of the stUdents can elect to take or
only a select group of stUdents is channelled into.
It also has the advantage of being segmented into two
distinct parts--U.S. Government during the first semester
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and Arizona
semester.

Histo~

and Government during the second

Because of time restrictions, this would allow

the observer to view the completion of an entire segment of
the course in one semester.
Additionally, it was necessary to find classes to
observe in which at least some of the same topics would be
part of the instruction in both participating classrooms.
The nature of civics subject matter is such that a basic
core of topics is necessary to an understanding of the
content.

Because all sections of Civics employed the same

required text, it was reasoned that the occasion to observe
several of the same topics being developed in both
classrooms could be expected.
Another advantage of observation in civics classes
were the availability of outside resources and supplemental
materials for use in topic development.

Not only would

teachers and students share a common required text, other
opportunities to expand on the course content would also be
available.
One final consideration in choosing civics courses for
observation was the observer's familiarity with the subject
matter.

As a former junior high school social studies

teacher, the observer had firsthand experience in the
development of this subject matter with students at the
same grade level.

This allowed for an

unders~anding

of not
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only the content of instruction, but also the
organizational patterns and the interactional patterns that
might be employed during class meetings.
Participants
Teachers and students in two sections of an eighth
grade civics course participated in this study.

Initial

recommendations of teachers who would be willing to
participate in the study were given by the principal of the
school.
The principal was asked to select teachers who had at
least two years experience teaching the target course at
that school site.

This was to ensure that both teachers

not only would have a firm understanding of the course and
its components, but also that they were familiar with the
policies of the school and the characteristics of the
students that would be in their classes.
The principal was also asked to choose teachers who
had the ability to manage their classrooms so that
instruction would proceed without frequent interruptions
for management or disciplinary purposes.

Because content

construction is the focus of this study, it was concluded
that a classroom environment in which management issues
take up considerable instructional time would not be
conducive to the study of this process.
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Once the recommendations were made, the observer
contacted each teacher, explained the project, and asked if
they were willing to participate.

Both teachers that led

the list of recommendations volunteered to participate in
the study.

These teachers were then approved by the

district as well as the principal before data collection
began in the Fall of 1989.
After agreeing to take part in the study, each teacher
was then asked to select one section of his civics classes
to be observed across the semester.

Teachers were asked to

choose class sections in which having an observer present
would not be a distraction to the students or the teacher.
No other specific criteria for selection was outlined.
Both teachers offered several sections for consideration.
Because of the observer's own teaching schedule, and the
amount of time needed for travel to and from the school,
only morning sections could be considered for observation.
The final decision was made by the observer and the
principal after a discussion with both teachers.
Description of the Teachers and Their Classes
Teacher A has been teaching for thirteen years.

He

has always worked in this district and has been at this
school since it originally opened.

In addition to teaching

civics classes, he also teaches a section of physical
education, and coaches several sports.

In the evenings
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Teacher A is enrolled in a graduate degree program in
educational administration.

He and his family live in one

of the neighborhoods surrounding the school.
Teacher A's class was part of the Traditional program
and was designated as a Challenge class.
students were enrolled in this section.

seventeen
The relatively

small size of the class was attributed to the small number
of students that had opted to remain in the Traditional
program this year.

The class was predominantly female,

outnumbering the males ten to seven.

There were two black

students in this class--one male, one female.

There was

also one Hispanic female member of the class.

Two of the

students in this class were originally assigned to the
section of Teacher B's class that was observed, but
switched to the Traditional program when they found the
Block program classes to be overly full.
Teacher B was just beginning his third year of
teaching.

He was a graduate of this school district, and

had had Teacher A for a history instructor during his first
year of high school.

Coaching several sports and

sponsoring the largest club in the school consumed much of
his time.

He also lived within the school district, but

not within the attendance boundaries of his school.
Teacher B 's class was part of the new Block program.
The students that were assigned to this section were the
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Challenge math cohort.

There were thirty seven students in

this section, which was a typical size for Block program
classes.

In this section the number of male and female

students was about equal, with nineteen boys to eighteen
girls.

There was one Hispanic male in this section, and

one ESL student (female) who had just arrived in this
country from Israel.
Data Collection
Both classrooms were observed on a daily basis
throughout the first semester of the 1989-1990 school year.
During every forty-five minute class session narrative
field notes along with audio-tapes were used to record the
events and interactions of lesson participants.

Not all

the lessons recorded became part of the data to be
analyzed.

Two series of lessons, each covering a topic

that is part of the content covered in both classrooms were
lifted fr?m the whole for purposes of analysis.

The first

series of lessons was used to conduct a pilot study.

The

purpose of this pilot was to describe the framework for and
processes of content construction in each classroom.

It

was also used to confirm the utility of the data collection
procedures for the main study, as well as to aid in the
development of further data analysis procedures.

It should

be noted that this group of lessons is referred to as a
series and not a topic unit since, in both classrooms,
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there were no clear cut introductory or culminating
activities that signaled a switch in topic.
The second series of lessons constituted an entire
topic unit and was used as the target unit for the main
study for a more in-depth analysis of the content as it was
constructed in the separate classrooms.
The researcher was present in each classroom as an
observer, not a participant.

The purpose of this study was

to document the construction of subject matter content by
teachers and students in classroom settings.

The

introduction of an observer as a participant might have
changed the character of the interaction and therefore
would have defeated the purpose of the study.
In order to be as unobtrusive as possible, the
researcher conducted all observations from a vantage point
that was not in the direct view of the students, but
afforded an unobstructed view of the classroom and allowed
the researcher to hear both teacher and students clearly.
In Teacher A's classroom this was accomplished by sitting
in the center row of the classroom behind the last student
in the row.

In Teacher B's classroom, where space was

harder to come by, the researcher sat at the back of the
room at the teacher's desk which is in the center of the
room behind the back row of student desks.
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Data collected for this study include

*
*

audio-tapes of daily lessons
narrative field notes of daily classroom
observations

*

materials and resources used during instruction

*

teacher interviews

The data listed above will be described in the
following sections.
Audio-tapes
Audio-tapes were made using ninety minute tapes
in a standard tape recorder equipped with a special
microphone designed to pick up sound over a large area.

In

Teacher A's class the tape recorder and microphone were
placed on an empty desk behind the last student in a row
near the center of the classroom.

In Teacher B's room the

microphone was placed on top of a filing cabinet next to
the teacher's desk in the back of the room.

Because the

class periods observed were forty-five minutes in length,
one class session could be recorded on one side of the
tape.

This enabled the tape to run continuously during

each observation.
Verbatim transcriptions of the audio-tapes of all the
lessons included in the study were made and combined with
the narrative field notes for analysis.

A running account

of elapsed time for all presentations and interactions was
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included in each transcript.

All speakers were identified

so that contributions to the construction of content could
be traced.

Verbatim transcriptions of all audio or video

resources used during activities were also in lesson
transcriptions.

An example of transcriptions of lessons

used in analysis can be found in Appendix A.
Field Notes
The field notes that were taken during each class
session consisted of a running account of the events that
took place during each lesson.

This included descriptions

of lesson participants, details of the physical
characteristics of the classroom, notation of any resources
or materials used during instruction, notation of what was
written on the board or displayed during instruction.
Field notes were used to provide the contexts necessary to
frame the interactions that were tape recorded.

By

combining the field notes with the transcriptions of the
tapes both the process and the results of content
construction were able to be analyzed.

In this way a

picture of the daily events of classroom life could be
drawn while observing the classroom environment as
unobtrusively as possible (Appendix B contains copies of
field notes used in data analysis).
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Instructional Materials and Resources
All materials and resources used by teachers or
students during the second series of target lessons were
collected.

These include textbooks, worksheets, tests,

maps, and filmstrips and videos.

This collection includes

any oral or written directions that are necessary for use
of these resources.

As each document was collected the

date and order of use was noted.
These resources and materials were essential for
documenting the content construction in each classroom.

In

combination with the transcriptions of lesson events, these
data were vital to the understanding of the process of
content construction as well.
Teacher Interviews
Initially both teachers and students were interviewed
during the observation semester.

However, due to failure

of the microphone on the tape recorder used in all
interviews, the original interviews were lost.

By the time

this fact came to light, it was too late to re-interview
students.

The notes taken during the student interviews

were sketchy at best and could only be useful in making
some general statements about how the students viewed their
civics classes.

It was possible, however to interview both

teachers for a second time during the summer following the
1989-90 school year.
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Interviews consisted of twenty-five questions, grouped
into four categories:

background information about the

teacher, characteristics of the course, planning for
instruction, and descriptions of what typically happens
during instruction.

Interview formats were designed to

move from general to more specific questions.

Key sources

used in interview design were Spradley's (1979) "The
Ethnographic Interview," Goetz and

Le

compte (1984)

"Ethnography and Qualitative Design in Educational
Research," as well as interviews developed for the R1S and
Interact Projects at The University of Arizona (see
Appendix C for teacher interview formats).
Interviews were approximately ninety minutes in length
and both the researcher and the teacher being interviewed
had copies of the interview questions in front of them.
Teachers were also provided copies of worksheets used in
their classes during the observation period as a prompt for
answering several interview questions.

Interviews were

conducted in private offices with only the researcher and
interviewee present.

Both interviews were tape recorded

and later transcribed for purposes of corroborating
information gathered in field notes and tapes.

They also

provided insight into the teachers' beliefs about
instruction, their subject matter, and the students in
their classes.
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Data Analysis
Before data analysis for this study could begin, two
pilot studies were conducted.

The first of these studies

was concerned with establishing the utility of the data
gathering procedures described in the previous section, the
criteria for selecting a unit to examine in the main study,
and patterns of teacher and student interaction in both
classrooms.
The purpose of the second pilot study was to develop
procedures for analyzing instructional materials and
resources, as well as procedures for analyzing the content
constructed in each classroom.
Both pilot studies will be outlined in the following
section.

The results of both studies will be discussed

before data analysis for the main study is presented.
pilot study I
The first pilot study, using data collected at the
beginning of the observation semester, had several
purposes.

One purpose was to ensure that the data

collected would provide the kinds of information that would
be necessary to answer the research questions.

The second

purpose of this pilot was to establish patterns of
student/teacher interaction in each classroom.

In this way

a context for the events and activities that took place
during the main study could be framed.

A third purpose was
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to develop criteria for selecting a target unit for the
main study.
Description of the Data
Data used in the pilot study included narrative field
notes of classroom observations and the audio-tapes of the
lessons observed.

These two sources provided the majority

of the data for the main study, and it was essential to
ensure that the collection procedures were adequate.
Establishing interaction patterns in each classroom would
come directly from. these data; if these patterns could be
described during the pilot, then not only could data
collection for the main study begin, but this information
could be used for setting the criteria for the selection of
a unit for the main study as well.
The series of lessons chosen for the pilot covered a
two-week period of instruction that began during the third
week of the Fall Semester.
reasons.

This series was chosen for two

In both classrooms the student population was

stabilizing.

In Teacher B's classroom students had finally

been placed into their assigned cohort groups, which meant
an exchange of fifteen or sixteen students between the
observation class and other class sections.

Teacher A's

classroom, didn't go through as extensive a change,
although two new students joined the class.
Coincidentally, both these students had originally been in
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Teacher B's observation class but had elected to leave the
block program because of the large class sizes.
A second reason for choosing this series of lessons
was that it was the first time in the semester that both
teachers were covering the same instructional topics--the
establishment of the Articles of Confederation and the
events leading to the writing of the Constitution.

Because

the process and patterns of content development are central
to this study, it is necessary to examine interactions
about the same piece of content.
offered that opportunity.

This series of lessons

Because of the way in which each

teacher structured his course, it was one of the few
instances throughout the semester when both classes dealt
with a common topic.
Data Analysis - pilot I
The data for the first pilot study were analyzed
according to procedures adapted from the first two levels
of Doyle's Activity Analysis (1984).

This procedure

transforms the raw data from field notes and audio-tapes
into descriptions of classroom activities and processes.
Each stage of this procedure builds on the one before so
that the activities and transitions outlined in the first
stage of analysis build the foundation for comparisons of
activities both across time in one classroom and across
classrooms themselves in later stages of analysis.

This
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allows the processes of classroom interactions to be
described and also allows them to be tracked over time.

If

content construction was to be traced, this information
would be vital.
Adaptation from the original activity analysis
procedure primarily concerned a change in the focus of the
analysis.

In

Doyle's original study (1984) the central

issue was classroom management.

Classroom activities and

the transitions between them were described so that
patterns of management could be made clear.

For the

purposes of this study, activities were described so that
the processes of content construction, the steps in the
creation of an academic text, could be revealed.

How

activities were managed was part of this process, but not
the focus of analysis.

The only change this switch in

focus made to the analysis procedures was that management
issues were not described in detail, nor were they the
focus of comments about activities.
One other change made to the original procedures was
the deletion of a comments section at the end of the first
stage of analysis.

In Doyle's (1984) study this section

was used to comment on the patterns or themes that seemed
to be emerging from the data.

It was decided that while

the researcher would make note of interaction patterns that
would emerge from the data, these comments were not going
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to become part of the data to be analyzed in later stages
of analysis.

Therefore comments would not be included as a

step in the analysis procedure.
stage One
The first stage of the adapted procedure for the pilot
study was to transform narrative field notes into activity
segments.

In order to do this the following procedures

were employed:
1.

Each day's narrative field notes were read through

at least twice in order to get an idea of the number of
activities there were within the lesson.

For this study an

activity is described as " a bounded segment of classroom
time characterized "by (a) an identifiable content or
concern and (b) a pattern or program of action" (Gump,
1967).
2.

Each lesson was then divided into activity

segments as defined in step one of the procedure.
Transitions between lesson segments were also identified.
3.

The elapsed time for each segment was noted.

Elapsed time for transitions were noted when the transition
itself included a shifting of the room arrangement or
materials that took more than a minute to be accomplished.
As Doyle (1984) notes, "transitions vary in character and
duration depending upon a number of factors, such as the
types of activities between which the transition fits."
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Some transitions take place within the breadth of a
sentence, others involve more complicated shifts.
Transitions between one activity and the next were
identified using the following criteria (adapted from
Erickson and Shultz, 1981):
a.

Shifts in the pattern of the arrangement of
students.

For example, the movement of

desks from rows facing the board into
circular groupings for small group
interactions or movement from the classroom
to another part of the building, such as the
library.
b.

Differences in the actions,
responsibilities, and roles of students and
teacher within a lesson, such as the shift
from students taking notes while the teacher
lectures to students leading group
discussions.

This also includes a shift in

the rules for participation in an activity.
c.

Changes in materials or resources used by
students and/or the teacher, such as the
shift from videos to worksheets or the shift
from textbooks to lecture.

d.

The announcement of a switch in topic or
activity by the teacher.
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4.

A descriptive label was given to each activity

segment.

The purpose of the label was to describe the

individual segment without trying to fit it into a
predetermined category.
segment labels was not

In other words, a series of
~enerated

a priori to analysis.

Each segment was labelled so that its purpose could be made
clear in as few words as possible.
5.

Activity segments for each lesson were listed for

each day within the series of lessons in each classroom and
were then listed chronologically so that the component
activities of each lesson within each classroom could be
easily identified.
The following is an example of how each lesson looked
at the end of the first stage of analysis.
Teacher B
20
21
23
41
45
05

-

21
23
41
45
05

9/11/89

10:20-11:05 a.m.

attendance
preview of today's class
filmstrip
question and answer @ filmstrip
worksheet assignment
bell rings, class ends

1 minute
2 minutes
18 minutes
4 minutes
20 minutes

A complete list of all activity descriptions generated
from each classroom for this pilot can be found in Appendix
D.
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stage Two
The second stage of the analysis procedure was to
write a description of each activity segment.

These

descriptions included
1.

What was written on the board, either before class

started or during class time.

This was important to

include since this information was often vital for students
to understand or participate in activities.
2.

How·the room was arranged and where students and

teacher were located throughout an activity.

Changes in

arrangements not only helped to indicate changes in an
activity, but also helped indicate how students were
grouped for an activity and what role the teacher played
during that time.
3.

What students and teacher did during an activity.

By describing what students did during an activity how an
activity was carried out could be understood.

The roles of

the teacher and the student could be identified, as well as
who participated or didn't participate in the activity.
4.

Materials and resources used during the activity.

Because no materials were collected during the pilot study,
and the focus of the pilot is the patterns and processes of
content construction, only general descriptions of the
materials was made for each activity.

Even though the

materials themselves were not fully described, it was
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necessary to note what students and teachers used as
resources to accomplish an activity.
Transitions between segment were also described.

The

criteria for identifying transitions was outlined in the
first stage of this analysis.

Since transitions mark a

shift between one activity segment and the next, transition
descriptions were included at the end of the activity
segment that they mark the end of.

This was done so that

each activity could be seen as completed before the
following activity was described.

As noted in Stage One,

if a transition took a minute or more of class time, the
elapsed time was included in the transition description.
Activity descriptions were written directly from the
field notes, without the use of the audio-tapes.

These

descriptions were intended to take the information from the
field notes and present it in such a way that the activity
processes were made clear without making any judgments or
comments about what was happening during that segment of
the class.

The activity descriptions are meant to follow

the actions of teacher and students in an activity while
making an effort to be as non-judgmental as possible while
writing those descriptions.

It is not the intention of

this study to make any assessment of effective teaching or
learning in or between the classrooms observed.
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For the first pilot study, a second step in this stage
of analysis was to match the transcriptions of the audiotapes from each lesson to their corresponding activity
segment.

This made it possible not only for the process of

each segment to be described, but for the interactions
within that activity to be delineated.

If content

construction in the main study was to be made possible it
was necessary to ensure that the tapes combined with the
field notes could provide the kinds of data that were
needed.
Tapes for each lesson were transcribed using the
procedures described in the Audio-tape section of the
description of data collection for the main study.

After

each lesson segment was described, these descriptions were
used to segment the transcriptions of the audio-tapes.

The

transcriptions were then appended to the activity and
transition descriptions so that all the information
concerning each segment would be together.
An example of the data at this stage can be found in
Appendix E.
This second stage concluded data analysis for the
first pilot study.

Results of the

in the following section.

an~lysis

are discussed
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Results of Analysis - pilot I
In general, the results of the first pilot study
indicate that the data collection procedures would provide
data necessary to carry out the analysis for the main
study, and that it was possible to identify student and
teacher interaction patterns in both classrooms.

These

findings are discussed more fully in the following
sections, as are the criteria for selecting a unit for the
main study that developed from the findings of this pilot.
Data Collection Procedures
Data analysis procedures for the first pilot study
show that data collection procedures yield the kinds of
data necessary to conduct the main study.

The field notes

alone provided enough information to complete both stages
of the Activity Analysis.
The audio-tapes, while not used directly in writing
detailed descriptions of the activities in stage Two, were
useful in providing additional information in one or two
instances when an activity described in the field notes
needed clarification or elaboration.

Audio-tapes were also

necessary to provide the substance of the student and
teacher interactions within the activities described.
These findings meant that no changes in data
collection procedures used for this pilot study would be
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necessary before data collection for the main study could
begin.
Patterns of Student and Teacher Interaction
Results of the first pilot study showed that the
patterns of interaction between students and teachers in
each classroom can be identified.

Though some indication

of interaction patterns can be gathered from the list of
activity segments at the end of Stage One of analysis, by
the end of Stage Two when detailed descriptions of all the
activities in each lesson are completed, patterns can be
discerned.

By reading through the activity

descriptions

for ,one lesson, an understanding of how the teacher and
students within one classroom interact with each other is
initiated.

When these activity descriptions are combined

across the length of the lesson series, interaction
patterns clearly emerge.

In the following section initial

interaction patterns of teacher and students in both
classrooms for Pilot Study I are presented.
Interpretation of Collected Data - pilot I
In this section interaction patterns that were found
in both Teacher A and Teacher B's classroom during the
first pilot study are described.

These descriptions are

intended to provide only a basic framework for
understanding the kinds of interactions that

~ake

place in
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each classroom.

No comparison between classrooms was

intended.
Teacher A.

During the pilot study lessons in Teacher

A's classroom were generally broken into three to five
activities.

Question and answer activities, worksheet

assignments, and video watching are the most common types
of activities that were observed during the pilot lessons
in Teacher A's classroom.
Students in his classroom are given an indication of
what will happen in class that day by the agenda the
teacher writes on

the board.

Teacher A frequently begins

class by asking students to relate short pieces of
information to him.

Sometimes this information has to do

with the topic under study, but it is just as likely that
the information the teacher asks for will be personal in
nature.

This teacher uses a deck of cards with the

students' names written on them to calIon students during
activities.
Reading assignments in Teacher A's class during the
pilot unit generally covered two or three pages of text.
Students read the assigned pages silently to themselves.
At the end of the reading assignments students were asked
to answer questions posed by the teacher.

When worksheets

were assigned in this class, Teacher A may go over one or
two example questions, but students were expected to do
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their own work silently in their assigned seats.

When

teacher and students checked the worksheets in class, T
called on two or three students to read their answers
aloud.

Different answers were acceptable if students could

provide their reasoning for what they wrote.
Teacher B.

In the series of lessons examined in the

first pilot, Teacher B's lessons were usually divided into
three segments.

Review/preview activities, worksheet

assignments and having students read aloud from the
textbook were common activities observed across the pilot
lessons in this classroom.
Teacher B generally began each class by orally
reviewing the previous lesson or previewing what would be
happening during class that day.

Teacher B also wrote this

information on the board in list form before class every
day.
Teacher B used several methods to calIon students in
his class.

At times he had students raise their hands,

other times Teacher B chose by calling out a students name.
In still other instances, students were encouraged to call
out their responses without first being selected by the
teacher.
Most of the reading assignments in this class during
the pilot were accomplished, for the most part, by having
students read designated section of the text aloud.

This
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pattern was also used with worksheet assignments which
included a text section.

students usually read a paragraph

aloud, then the teacher would talk about it before the next
reader was selected.

When students in this class did

worksheet assignments they tended to complete the
assignment by working with other students.

As worksheets

were reviewed, Teacher B encouraged students to make sure
their responses matched the answers that the teacher gave
them.
Though no comparisons between Teacher A and Teacher
B's classrooms was intended in this interpretation of the
data from the first pilot study, differences in interaction
patterns could be noted.

Although more extensive

descriptions of processes and patterns might result from
the analysis of more data gathered in the main study, pilot
study I indicates that this type of description is indeed
possible.
criteria for Selection of a Unit for the Main study
The interaction patterns described above also provided
useful information about the kind of unit that should be
targeted for the main study.

Because the construction of a

text about the same content in the context of two
classrooms was central to this study, it was necessary to
select one unit that both classes' included as part of the
curriculum covered during the course.

The unit needed to
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have a clearly defined starting and ending point so that a
complete piece of text (the complete coverage of a unit)
could be studied.

The series of lessons used in this pilot

study did not have these clearly defined boundaries, and
ensuring that all the lessons that were part of this series
were indeed included was time consuming.

Being able to

identify explicit starting and ending points made the unit
selected identifiable as a complete piece of text.
The experience of working with the data from pilot
study I suggested that the unit chosen for the main study
should be long enough so that the topic could be adequately
examined and should take about the same amount of
instructional time in both classrooms.

Comparing a unit

that runs three weeks in one classroom to one that lasted
three days in the other classroom would shed little light
on what aspects, if any, the content construction processes
in both classrooms share.

Finding a topic that both

classes spend about the same amount of time on allowed for
the processes and the content constructed in both
classrooms to be viewed in a more even-handed manner.
The series of lessons used for the first pilot study
represented two weeks of class time for both classes.

This

time period provided more than enough information to
identify patterns and activities.

Because only two stages

of analysis were conducted on the data from this lesson
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series, the amount of data generated was manageable.
However, with the additional stages of analysis that are a
part of the main study, a unit more than two weeks in
length may prove too complex to deal with efficiently and
with sufficient depth.
To summarize, the results from pilot study I resulted
in establishing several criteria for selecting a target
unit for the main study.

It indicated that the unit to be

chosen for the main study should be one that covers the
same topic in about the same amount of time in both
classrooms; should have explicit starting and ending
points; and should run no longer than two weeks of class
time.

These criteria were used to select the unit that

became the focus for the main study.
Adaptation of Analysis Procedures - pilot I
While some adaptation of Doyle's Activity Analysis
took place before data analysis for pilot study I began,
the pilot analysis indicated that further adapt ion of the
analysis procedures were necessary before the data from the
main study could be analyzed.

The procedures of the first

stage of analysis worked well and did not require any
changes; however, at stage Two several changes needed to be
made.
The most necessary adjustment to stage Two of the
analysis procedures had to do with the transcriptions of
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the audio-tapes.

It was apparent during the activity

descriptions that not all activities described during the
course of a lesson deal with the construction of subject
matter content.

Some activities were concerned with the

procedures necessary to run the classroom.

These

activities, such as taking attendance or handing out papers
had nothing to do with development of content.

While

procedural activities were a part of many lessons, they
played no part in the content development process.

The

audio-tapes for these activities provided little or no
information useful beyond the activity description.
Therefore, a decision was made to distinguish these
procedural activities from the sUbstantive activities that
dealt with content construction.

For the main study,

procedural activities would be identified and described
according to the criteria outlined for stage Two of
analysis; however audio-tape transcriptions would not be
appended, nor would these activities be included at any
further stage of analysis.
The combination of audio-tapes with the activity
descriptions for pilot Study I also pointed up differences
in sUbstantive activities.

While, by definition, all

sUbstantive activities contributed to the development of
content during a unit, not all substantive activities are
conducted through verbal interactions between students and
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teacher.

Activities such as silent reading of textbooks,

taking a quiz, or working individually to complete an
assignment take place without a word being spoken.

In

these cases, audio-tapes can provide no information.

There

is nothing to transcribe, and therefore there is nothing to
add to the activity description.
It was decided that for the main study, sUbstantive
activities would be categorized as either verbal or nonverbal.

Activities that included verbal interactions would

include both an activity description and an aUdio-tape
transcription at stage Two.

SUbstantive activities

categorized as non-verbal would not include a tape
transcription.

This means that in some cases only certain

sections of the audio-tapes will be included in the data
analysis, and in others the entire tape will be utilized.
These adaptations will become part of the second stage
of the Activity Analysis for the main study.

But, because

in the main study Stage Two will not be the final level of
analysis a second pilot study was conducted in order to
develop further data analysis procedures.
pilot study II
At the end of Stage Two it became clear that this
level in the analysis procedure needed to be expanded for
the main study to include the description of the materials
and resources used in activities.

Since the combination of
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activity description, tape transcription, and description
of materials and resources was necessary before any
analysis of the content constructed during those activities
could be made, it was decided that a description of
material and resources should be added to the end of stage
Two.

Including a description of the materials at this

point in the analysis would be essential to compare content
construction within and across classrooms in later
analytical stages.
The purposes of this second pilot study then were to
develop procedures for conducting a material and resource
analysis and, once these procedures had been tested, to use
them to develop the content analysis procedures that would
take place at stage Three of data analysis for the main
study.
Description of the Data
This procedure was piloted on several text selections
and

on several worksheets collected at various times

throughout the observation semester, and on a video that
was shown in both teachers' classes but was not a part of
the le.sson series in pilot study I or the unit analyzed in
the main study.

since these kinds of data were not

collected expressly for pilot study II, the materials
chosen for testing the developed procedures were taken from
data collected later in the observation semester.

No
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effort was made to use materials from one specific unit.
The intention was to examine a wide variety of materials,
not all of which would necessarily occur within a single
unit.

Materials and resources for pilot study II were

selected from those that were available for use at the time
the pilot was analyzed.

While the data come from different

units, all of the data used in this pilot study were
gathered before data collection for the main study began.
Using the activity description procedures as a model,
a resource and material description procedure was
developed.

This procedure was intended to describe

materials in the same manner that the activities were
described.

Materials and resources that be might included

in this analysis are worksheets; written materials,
including the required text, handouts, newspaper articles,
magazine excerpts, encyclopedia entries; audio or video
media, including filmstrips, movies, records.
Description of the Material and
Resources Analysis Procedures
The steps developed to analyze materials and resources
used during content construction were designed to take
place at the end of stage Two after individual activity
descriptions had been written and transcriptions of the
tapes had been appended to them.
were

steps in this procedure
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1.

write a general description of the material or
resource.

This description included

a.

the length of the material

b.

its general layout or format, including a
description of each section or subsection of
the material or resource

c.

the major concepts covered in the material
or in each section of the material

d.

how these concepts are presented

2.

Give each material a descriptive label.

3.

Append the material description to the activity
or activities it is a part of along with the tape
transcriptions and the transition descriptions.

4.

List the material labels with the chronological
list of activity labels developed in stage One of
the analysis.

The results of this pilot will be discussed in the
following section.

Appendix F contains examples of

material and resource descriptions.

In all four

worksheets, two textbook passages, one filmstrip, and one
movie comprised the data for pilot study II.
Results of Analysis - pilot II
The results of this pilot showed that descriptions of
each resource or material could be accomplished by
following the procedures that were developed.

Since the
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intention of the main study is to define the content
constructed in classrooms in a global sense, and is not an
attempt to isolate and analyze every fact or generalization
that may be a part of each material or resource, the steps
in the developed procedure met these goals.

The procedures

provide a general overview of what information is available
to stUdents and teachers in the content construction
process.

Because this procedure was developed with the

activity analysis as a model, the descriptions generated
from it are consistent with those produced at earlier steps
of analysis.
Development of Content Analysis Procedures
It is the contention of the main study that the
content constructed by the interaction of students and
teacher within a classroom constitute an academic text of
that content.

Results of pilot study II indicate that the

content of written texts can be made available through the
procedures developed in this pilot study.

Since the

content of the unit becomes a text, the same descriptive
procedures used to analyze materials and resources can be
used to describe that text.
It was decided that, for the main study, the content
constructed in each classroom would be analyzed using the
criteria outlined in the first step of the material and
resource analysis procedures.

These criteria become Stage
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Three of the data analysis for the main study.

steps two

through four of the material and resource procedure were
not included since their purpose was to link resources to
activities and tape transcriptions.

This was not necessary

for the analysis of constructed content.

Again, since this

procedure was based on those developed or adapted at
earlier stages of the analysis process, the results of this
third stage of analysis are consistent with those of
previous analysis stages and do not require further
piloting of procedures.
pilot study I and pilot study II were essential to the
development of data analysis procedures to be used in the
main study.

pilot study I revealed that data collection

methods were adequate and that data analysis procedures
needed to be adapted before the main study could be
conducted.

Pilot study II continued the adaptation process

and expanded the established data analysis procedures to
include both resource and content analysis techniques.

At

the conclusion of the second pilot study, it was determined
that data analysis for the main study could begin.
Data Analys'is - Main study
This section of the chapter will outline the
procedures for data analysis as they were used for the main
study.

Since both pilot studies influenced changes in the

original procedures as outlined by Doyle (1984), a summary
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of each stage in the analysis procedures will be given.

At

the end of this section procedures for analyzing interview
data will be discussed.
Before any analysis procedures are outlined, the unit
chosen to be the focus of this study is detailed.
Description of the Unit
criteria outlined in pilot study I were used to select
the unit for this study.

These criteria specified that the

target unit should be one in which the same topic was
covered in both classrooms for about the same amount of
time.

The unit should have explicit starting and ending

points and should run no longer than two weeks of
instructional time.

The unit selected for the main study

met all these criteria.
The topic of the unit chosen was one on the
Legislative Branch of the federal government.

In both

classrooms just less than two weeks of instructional time
was devoted to this topic.

In Classroom A the unit ran for

nine days, while in Classroom B the unit was covered in a
span of seven school days.

In both classrooms the unit

began during the first week of October, and for both
classrooms this was the last unit completed during the
first quarter of the Fall semester.
In both Classroom A and Classroom B this unit had
clearly distinguished starting and ending points.

For both
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classrooms

th~s

unit began directly after a major exam.

Classroom A this unit also ended with an exam.

In

In

Classroom B the end of the unit was signalled by a
culminating activity and the teacher's injunction that a
topic switch would take place at the beginning of the next
class meeting.
Teacher A and Teacher B structured their courses so
that the unit leading up to the target unit and the unit
that followed the target unit were different in both
classes.

Teacher A had just completed a unit on the

amendments to the Constitution, while Teacher B had just
concluded a unit on voting and other responsibilities of
citizenship.

Both teachers did follow the unit on the

Legislative Branch with a unit on the Judicial Branch of
the government; however, in Teacher A's classroom this unit
lasted almost a month, while in Teacher B's classroom this
unit was covered in a week's time.

From this point

onwards, the content covered in both classrooms had little
in common.
Analysis Procedures
For this study data were analyzed using procedures
adapted from Doyle's (1984) Activity Analysis.

As adapted

in both pilot studies, this procedure includes four stages.
In the first stage, lessons are divided into segments and
are given descriptive labels.

In the second stage, each
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activity was described and combined with its corresponding
transcription from the audio-tapes.

At this stage

resources and materials'used during each activity were also
described and matched with activities.

Using techniques

developed in the second pilot, the third stage of analysis
described the content constructed within and across lessons
in each classroom.

Patterns of content construction were

also described at this stage.

In the final stage of

analysis, both the' content constructed, and the patterns of
this construction were compared between classrooms.

These

stages are summarized in Figure 1.
stage One
As outlined in pilot study I, the purpose of this
stage of analysis was to segment the raw data from the
narrative field notes into activity segments.
Adaptation from the original activity analysis
procedure primarily concerned a change in the focus of the
analysis from classroom management to the activities
themselves.

For the purposes of this study, activities,

and the transitions between them were described so that the
processes of content construction in the creation of an
academic text could be revealed.

The only changes this

switch in focus made to the analysis procedures was that
management issues were not described in detail, nor were
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Summary of the stages in the Data Analysis
Procedures.

Figure 1.

STAGE

PROCEDURES

PURPOSE

1. Identify activities from field
Mt~.

.

.

DATA

10 segment the raw data from
the narrative field Mtes into
activity segments.

Narrative
Field
Notes

To transform the data from
field Mtes into activity
descriptions.

Narrative
Field
Notes

2. Divide each lesson into activity
segments and the transitions
between segments.
3. Determine elapsed time for each
activity segment and for each
transition over a minute in
length.
II

Phase One
1. Describe what is on the board.

2. Describe the room arrangements.
Include the location of the
teacher and the students
during the activity.
3. Describe the actions of the
teacher and students during
the activity.
4. Give a general description
of the materials and
resources used during the
activity.
5. Describe transitions
between activity
segments.
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Figure 1, continued
STAGE
II

PROCEDURES
Phase Two
1. Label each activity
8S being substantive
or procedural.
2. Divide substantive
activities into verbal
and non-verbal
categories.

PURPOSE

DATA

To determine which
activities will
become part of
the data analysis
and to determine
which activities
will include audiotape transcriptions.

Activity descriptions and
audio-tape
transcriptions

To transform the
raw data from
materials and
resources used
in activities
into material
and resource
descriptions.

Materials and resources
collected during the
unit

3. Combine all verbal,

substantive activities
with tape
transcriptions for
those activities.
Include all
substantive
activities in the
data analysis.
Procedural
activities are
not included in
analysis.
Phase Three
1. Describe the material

or
a.
b.
c.
d.

resource.
length
layout or format
major concepts
presentation of
concepts

2. Give each material or
resource a descriptive
label.
3. Add material or
resource label to
list of activities
from Stage One.
4. Add material
descriptions to
the activities
and tape
'transcriptions
from the first
two phases of
Stage Two.
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Figure 1, continued
STAGE

PROCEDURES

PURPOSE

III

1. Specify the length
of the interaction
or assignment.

To describe the
content of the
Lrlit as it is
constructed in
each classroom.

Activity descriptions,
audio-tape
transcriptions, and
material and
resource descriptions.

To make comparisons
between the two
classrooms.

Activity descriptions,
audio-tape
transcriptions,
material and resource
descriptions, content
descriptions.

2. Describe the layout
or format of the
interaction.
Include sections
or stbsections.

DATA

3. Identify the
major concepts.

4. Describe the
presentation
of content.

IV

1. Compare the kinds
of activities that
were part of
content
constructi on.

2. Compare patterns of
activities within and
across lessons.
3. Compare interaction
patterns within
activities in both
classrooms.

4. Compare the
academic text
constructed in the
two classrooms.
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comments about activities included at this level of
analysis.
steps in this procedure are described fully in pilot
study I.

Briefly summarized, steps in this procedure

include
1.

Identify activities from the field notes.

2.

Divide each lesson into activity segments and

identify the transitions between activities.
3.
segment.

Determine the elapsed time for each activity
Include elapsed time for transitions as well for

transitions that are longer than one minute in length.
4.

Give each activity a descriptive label.

5.

List all activities for each lesson and combine

the lists for all lessons into a chronological listing.
The chronological lists of all activities generated in
stage One of data analysis for both classrooms can be found
in Appendix G.
stage Two
The purpose of stage Two was to transform the raw data
from field notes, audio-tapes, and materials and resources
used during content construction.

This was accomplished by

writing detailed descriptions of activities and resources
and combining them with transcriptions of the audio-tapes.
Data analysis at stage Two can be divided into three
phases.

In the first phase activity descriptions were
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generated.

In the second phase transcriptions of the

aUdio-tapes were combined with activity descriptions.
During the third phase, materials and resources used during
activities were described.
Several adaptations of.Stage Two took place in both
pilot studies.

These adaptations are outlined below.

For

more in-depth descriptions of the activity analysis
procedures and audio-tape transcriptions refer to pilot
study I.

Details of the material and resource procedures

can be found in pilot study II.
As noted above, the first phase of analysis at this
stage was the description of each activity segment
identified in stage One •. These descriptions included
1.

What was written on the board before or during

class time.
2.

The room arrangements and the location of teacher

and students throughout the activity.
3.

What students and teachers did during the

activity, including the roles of the teacher and students
and who participated in the activity.
4.

A general description of the materials and

resources used during the activity.

These resources are

described in greater detail later in Stage Two.
5.
next.

How transitions were made from one activity to the
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The activity descriptions generated from the steps
outlined above were combined with transcriptions of audiotapes in the next phase of data transformation in stage
Two.

The guidelines for carrying out this combination of

data were developed in pilot study I.
1.

They entailed

Labelling each activity as procedural or

SUbstantive.

Substantive activities were those that

contributed to the construction of content.

Procedural

activities were concerned with carrying out necessary
classroom business and played no part in content
construction.
2.

Dividing SUbstantive activities further by

labelling them as verbal or non-verbal activities.

Verbal

activities include verbal interaction between lesson
participants.

Non-verbal activities do not include any

verbal interaction between participants.
3.

For any activity labelled SUbstantive and verbal,

transcriptions of aUdio-tapes were combined with the
activity description.

For all procedural activities and

SUbstantive activities characterized as non-verbal no
transcription were combined with the activity description.
In the last phase of stage Two, the materials and
resources used in SUbstantive activities were described.
Only SUbstantive activities deal with the construction of
content, and therefore only materials used during these
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kinds of activities were described.

The following is a

summary of the steps that were used for describing
materials and resources:
1.

Descriptions included the length of the material;

its general layout or format, including descriptions of
each section or sUbsection; the major concepts covered; and
how these concepts were presented.
2.

Each material was given a descriptive label.

3.

Material or resource labels were added to the

chronological list of activities developed in stage One of
the analysis.
4.

Material descriptions were added to the activity

descriptions and the tape transcriptions of sUbstantive
activities produced in the preceding phases of stage Two.
At the end of stage Two all data that were used in
subsequent levels of analysis were converted from raw data.
These data were then combined so that all the data
concerning an activity were connected.
An example of data as they look at the end of this
stage can be found in Appendix H.
stage Three
The purpose of the analysis conducted in stage Three
was to take the transformed data from stage Two and
identify interactional patterns and the content constructed
within each classroom.

This enabled both the form of the
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academic text and the content of that text to be explicated
for both classrooms.
Pattern identification was made possible from the
chronological lists of activity and material and resource
labels established during stage One and stage Two of data
analysis.

Activity descriptions were also used to

characterize activities so that differences in similarly
labelled activities could be delineated.
As noted in pilot I, patterns of interactions for each
classroom were reported as descriptions of how the teacher
and students in each classroom move from one activity to
the next, both within and across lessons.

There was no

attempt to assess the quality or the effectiveness of these
interactions; the focus of this analysis was making the
patterns themselves clear.
content analysis procedures were developed from the
results of Pilot study II.

In this procedure

transcriptions of the audio-tapes and the descriptions of
the materials and resources used during sUbstantive
activities were combined.

These two sources

provided

descriptions of the unit content as it was presented in
resources and materials, and content as it was constructed
during student and teacher interactions.

In combining

materials, resources, and interactions, all possible ways
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content could formally enter the text construction process
were meshed.
Activity descriptions were used to provide contextual
information about each activity.

This included details

about the length and framework of each activity.

While

these descriptions provided no information about the
content itself, they did provide an understanding of the
form the text construction process took.
Procedures for analyzing the content that was
constructed.were derived from the material and resource
analysis procedures developed during pilot study II.

These

steps included
1.
resource.

Specification of the length of the material or
For content analysis this meant that the length

of the interaction or assignment was noted.
2.

Delineation of the layout or format of the

activity, including a description of each section or
sUbsection of the activity.

This step identified the form

of the content constructed during an activity.
3.

Identification of the major concepts covered

during an activity.

Data from both the tape transcriptions

and the material and resource analysis were combined to
identify these major concepts.
4.

Describe how content was presented.

For the

content analysis this meant identifying the source or
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sources of the major concepts developed during lessons.
These data were useful in tracing how concepts were
introduced and what the primary sources of information
within each classroom were.
At the end of Stage Three, descriptions of both the
academic text constructed in each classroom and the
patterns and processes that underlie that construction were
completed.

In stage Four these patterns and texts are

compared.
Appendix I contains examples of the data as they
appear at the end of stage Three.
stage Four
This is the final stage of the Activity Analysis as
adapted from Doyle (1984).

The purpose of this stage of

analysis was to make comparisons between Classroom A and
Classroom B.

Comparisons of both the academic texts

constructed in each classroom and the patterns of the
construction process were carried out.

These comparisons

focused on the following points:
1.

Similarities and differences in the kinds of

activities that were a part of content construction.
2.

Similarities and differences in the patterns of

activities both within and across lessons.
3.

Similarities and differences in the interaction

patterns within activities in both classrooms.
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4.

Similarities and differences in the academic text

constructed by the two classrooms.
comparisons were based primarily on the data from
Stage Three of analysis, but data from Stage One and Stage
Two were also incorporated into these comparisons.

It is

from these comparisons that the unique characteristics of
the content construction processes that occur in every
classroom are made clear.
The four stages of the adapted Activity Analysis took
the raw data from field notes, audio-tapes, materials and
resources and transformed them so that topic content and
patterns of interactions were described and compared.

Data

from the teacher interviews could then be used to bring
further insight to

the information provided by the final

stages of the Activity Analysis.

The next section of this

chapter describes the procedures for analyzing the
interview data.
Interview Analysis
The purpose of this analysis was to provide
information about the teachers' beliefs about instruction,
their ·students, and their subject area.

This information

was used to make interpretations of the data provided in
stage Three and Stage Four of the Activity Analysis.

While

data from the interviews were not incorporated into those
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analysis procedures,' they were useful for gaining insight
into the content construction process in both classrooms.
To analyze the information, questions that had a
common focus or intent were grouped.

Though the interviews

were constructed so that questions were organized under
three broad headings, other common themes emerged from a
closer inspection of the questions themselves.

By grouping

questions by these common themes or intentions, one
teacher's responses could be compared with the other's, and
the consistency across all responses given by one teacher
to similar questions could be determined.
Five general themes emerged from the interviews.
These themes were identified as
1.

Views about students

2.

Views about organization and planning

3.

Views about course content

4.

Views about the goals of instruction

5.

Views about teaching

In addition to these five themes, the interviews also
provided information about the teachers' experience and
training.

Teacher responses to interview questions were

sorted by assigning a color code to each theme and
background question.

Hard copies of the interviews were

then color coded and sorted by hand.

Once the hand sort

was completed, the responses were also coded on the
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computer files so that print-outs by theme could be
generated.

These computer print-outs, along with notes

taken during the interviews were used to interpret the data
from the Activity Analysis.
A sample of the coded interviews can be found in
Appendix J.
The Relationship Between Research
Questions and Data Analysis
In this section the research questions that guided the
main study are linked to the data analysis procedure(s)
that were used in answering them.

Each research question

is stated, then followed directly by a description of the
data and the analysis techniques that were employed in the
search for its solution.
How is content constructed in Classrooms?
This question focuses on the processes and patterns
that underlie the construction of content.

Lists generated

at the end of both stage One and stage Two of the Activity
Analysis provided preliminary information for responding to
this question.

These lists are developed primarily from

field ·note data.
It is stage Three however, where the real answer to
this question lies.

At this stage of analysis, a

combination of data from field notes, materials, and
resources, and audio-tapes was used to identify patterns
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and processes of content construction.

By the end of this

stage of analysis the construction process in each class
could be documented.
What Activities Are Central
to Content Construction?
The activity descriptions that took place as a part of
stage Two of the Activity Analysis provided important data
for answering this question.

The designation of activities

as either procedural or substantive that occurred in the
second phase of this stage of analysis was a key step in
determining what kinds of activities were

part of the

content construction process.
But, in order to determine which activities were
central to content construction, the content that was
constructed first had to be described.
stage Three of analysis.

This took place in

It is only through the

combination of activity descriptions, material and resource
descriptions, and tape transcripts that enough information
could be provided to determine what activities were central
to the development of content.
Data from the interviews also provided some insights
to this question.

Comparisons made between what teachers

felt were the central activities and the activities that
the data analysis found to be central are enlightening.
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How Are Resources and Materials
Used in Content Construction?
Data for answering this question came directly from
the

~escription

of materials and resources that were

generated from procedures that were part of stage Two of
the Activity Analysis.

In this procedure the materials and

resources that were collected during the target unit were
described using steps developed in pilot study Two.
While interview data were not employed directly in the
analysis procedures used to answer this question, they did
provide insight into both teachers' perceptions of the role
materials and resources play in content construction.
How Does the Content Constructed in One Classroom
Compare to That of a Second Classroom?
This question deals with both the content and the
content construction process.

All data collected for this

study, with the exception of the interview data, were
necessary in order to answer this question.

This question

was specifically addressed by stage Four of the Activity
Analysis.

Interview data were also useful in contrasting

the two classrooms.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

In this chapter the results of the data analyses
procedures outlined in Chapter 3 are presented and
discussed.

This study is concerned with documenting the

construction of content within the contexts of two
classrooms.

Because contexts are important in establishing

frameworks for constructing meaning, the data are presented
and discussed in the context of the research questions that
framed the study.
The chapter is divided into six sections.

The first

section is a brief description of the unit chosen to be the
focus of this study.

The next four sections each focus on

a research question.

At the beginning of each question

section, the data that were used in answering that question
are identified.

The final section summarizes the

contributions of each data source to the findings of the
study.
Description of the unit
The unit that was chosen to be the focus of this study
was on the bill passing process in Congress.

In Teacher

A's classroom this unit followed one on the characteristics
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of the legislative branch of the federal government.

In

Teacher B's class the preceding unit had been one on the
duties and rights of citizenship as laid out by the
amendments to the Constitution.

In both classrooms the

target unit was followed by one on the executive branch of
the federal government, though Teacher B's class spent only
a few days on this topic before moving on to a unit on the
judicial branch.
In Teacher A's classroom (Figure 2) the target unit
covered nine class periods.

It began with a simulation of

the bill passing process and ended with a video on the
history of Congress.

The simulation lasted four class

periods, about half the length of the unit.

Two class

periods were spent on reading and worksheet assignments,
followed by a day of test preparation and review for the
unit test that was given the following day.
Teacher B's class (Figure 3) spent six days on the
unit.

In this classroom it began with an oral reading of

one section of the textbook and ended with a two day long
simulation of the bill passing process.

The same video

that was shown on the last day of Teacher A's unit was
shown in the middle of Teacher B's.

Students also spent

time working on several long text related activities.
Both teachers employed several of the same materials
and resources during the course of the unit.

sections of
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Figure 2.

unit and Component Activities.
Teacher A
2

Introduction

6

Reassign Roles

7

Introduction

3

4

Bill Passing

32

Bill Passing

34

9

Bill Reading

4

Filmstrip

11

Intra-Bill
Writing

Role
Assigning

17

Bill Writing

Bill Writing

9

5

4

3

25

Bi II
Conmittees

Hanel Back
Papers

5

Press Conference

Current Events 2
Intro-Exp.
Powers
Si lent
Reading

10

Fi lmstrip

14

WorksheetEXp. Powers

6

7

8

Introduction

6

Hanel Back
Papers

Quiz

9

Highlighting
Test Prep.

25

Test

Reading
Review

5

Review Game

13

Collect Test

Silent
Reading

2

Worksheets

17

7

Hanel OUt
Tests

9
9

26
8

Introduction
Video

5

40

7

6
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Figure 3.

Unit and component Activities.
Teacher B
2

Unit Introduction

5

ROlrId Robin Rdng.

28

3

Introduction

3

Introduction

Si lent Reading

6

Video

Chart Copying

9

Uorksheet-Exp. Powers

Question Check

3

Uorksheet Check

Introduction

2

Reading/Chart
Drawing

38

Introduction

43

10

6

6

5

4

2

4

Introduction

4

Bill COITIIli ttees

11

Bill COITIIli ttees 11

Voting on Bi lls

28

Voting on Bills 28
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the required text, the video, and one worksheet were used
in both classrooms.

Though simulation activities were part

of the unit in both classes, each of the simulations were
organized differently.
How is content constructed in Classrooms?
In this section the first research question is
discussed.

This question concerns the processes and

patterns of content construction and is considered through
a description of three processes in each classroom; the
general patterns of instruction, the patterns of
interaction of lesson participants, and the patterns of
topic development across the unit.
in the presentation of data.

Discussion is included

Because this is a descriptive

study, this format allows for a coherent picture of both
classrooms to be developed.

In this section, the processes

of content construction are not compared.

comparisons

between classrooms are included in the fourth section of
this chapter.
The data used to answer this question came primarily
from the activity descriptions that were generated from
field notes,

in conjunction with the transcriptions of the

audio-tapes.

These data were developed in stage Two of the

analysis procedures (see Appendix H for example of the data
from stage Two).

Interview data are also included in the

discussion in this section.

Data for Teacher A's classroom
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are presented

fir~t

in each discussion, followed by the

data for Teacher B's classroom.
Patterns of Instruction
In Teacher A's classroom instruction could be
separated into two distinct patterns.

During simulation

activities students worked in small group configurations
for most of each lesson.

After the simulation had ended

the pattern shifted to students working as a whole group,
either in teacher-centered activities or in completing
assignments on their own.
As Figure 2 illustrates, four days of class time were
devoted to the simulation of the bill passing process.
Except for the first day of the unit when Teacher A gave a
short lecture and showed a filmstrip to introduce the unit
topic, students were involved in activities in which they
assumed the roles of Senators or Representatives in order
to move through the law making process.

During the

simulation, Teacher A spent a brief period of time at the
beginning of each lesson reviewing what happened the day
before and introducing what students would be doing that
day.

,In these introductory activities, students were

sitting in their assigned seats and Teacher A addressed the
whole class as one group.
At the end of lesson introductions, students then
split into small groups in order to carry out' their
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assignments.

During simulation activities students worked

primarily on their own, with little input from the teacher.
Teacher A would move between the two groups to monitor
their work, but his role was that of a consultant not a
participant in the activities.
On the second and final days of the simulation,
Teacher A held brief review activities.

For both these

reviews, students moved out of their simulation groups and
back to their assigned seats before the reviews began.

The

first review was a question-answer activity in which the
teacher selected students to respond to his questions.

In

the second review activity, students listened as Teacher A
recapped the steps students had followed in the simulation.
In the second half of the unit, after the simulation
had been completed, the structure of the lessons and the
grouping of students changed.

As Figure 2 indicates,

instead of one or two activities taking up the majority of
class time, each lesson during the second half of the unit
was segmented into four or more activities that were
shorter in duration.

Activities in which students read

silently or completed worksheets on their own were
interspersed with activities in which Teacher A showed a
filmstrip or gave a brief lecture.

This pattern is more

typical of the structure of lessons in Teacher A's
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classroom across the semester than the small group
structure of simulation activities.
During his interview, Teacher A indicated that he did
not like to spend a great deal of time lecturing to his
students.

He felt that this was not only boring to his

students, but to himself as well (from Interview Question
19).

The only extended periods of time in which Teacher A

was the focus of the class for more than ten consecutive
minutes, were the role assignment activity on the first day
of the unit and the highlighting assignment on day seven.
Even during these activities however, Teacher A talked only
part of the time.

Teacher questions, along with students

questions and comments were included in these extended
teacher-centered activities.
The majority of teacher-centered activities were those
in which an activity or a lesson were introduced or
reviewed.

The unit introduction and the introduction of

express powers of Congress were the only two activities in
which

~he

presentation of information to the class was the

focus of the activity, though the role assignment activity,
the reading review activity, and the highlighting activity
also served as contexts for Teacher A to share information
with students.
In summary, instruction in Teacher A's classroom
(Figure 4) during the unit included both small and whole
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Figure 4.

Patterns of Interactions within Lesson
Activities.
Teacher A
Lessons

A*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

2

W=I

W=TD

S=C

S=C

W=TD

W=I

W=TD

W=I

W=I

3

W=TD

S=C

S=C

W=TD

W=I

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

4

W=I

W=TD

W=I

W=I

W=TD

W=I

5

Key
*A = Activities
W = Whole Class
S = Small Group
I = Students Work Independently
C = Students Work Cooperatively
TO = Teacher Directed
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group instruction.

Work in small groups was organized by

the teacher, but was accomplished with little teacher
input.

In the second half of the unit activities in which

the class was organized as one large group included both
teacher-centered activities and those in which students
worked independently in order to complete assignments.
Further discussion of activities in Teacher A's classroom
is included in the second section of this chapter.
Lessons in Teacher B's unit (Figure 5) began each day
with a short introductory activity in which the teacher
generally

r~viewed

what the class had worked on the

previous day or would be working on during that class
period.

These introductions were followed by one or more

activities in which students completed some sort of
assignment.

At the end of each class period, except on the

day that the video was shown, there was also a brief review
activity before the class was dismissed.
In his interview, Teacher B noted that he tried to
structure his classes so that in each class session
students would have some sort of introduction or review of
what went on the day before, an instructional activity, and
practice activity, so that students could leave class with
a clear idea of what had been the focus of the lesson that
day.

This pattern was consistently followed throughout the

unit, with the exception of the day the video was shown.
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Figure 5.

Patterns of Interactions within Lesson
Activities.
Teacher B
Lessons

Activities

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

W=TD

2

W=TD

W=I

W=I

W=C

W=TD

S=C

3

W=C

W=C

S=C

W=TD

4

W=TD

5

Key
W = Whole Class
S = Small Group
I = Students Work Independently
C = Students Work Cooperatively
TD = Teacher Directed

S=C
w=c
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The film ran

righ~

up until the final bell rang, and no

review took place that day.
The unit began with a short lecture introducing the
unit topic.

This was followed by an extended oral reading

activity which doubled as a lecture.

As each student

finished reading a section of the text aloud, Teacher B
would summarize what he felt were the key points of the
selection and add examples or further explanations.
The majority of the activities in this unit were based
on information from the text and were directed to the class
as a whole group.

For each activity Teacher B would give

the class directions for completing the assignment, then
allowed each student to determine how to get the work done.
Students in this class tended to work with other students
in order to complete assignments.
During the last two days of the unit, students took
part in a bill passage simulation.

Except for the final

voting activity, students worked in teacher organized small
groups to take part in simulation activities.

This was the

first (and only) time during the semester that students
were officially placed in small groups to complete
assignments.

Directions for these activities were given to

the whole class as they were in their assigned seats.
After directions were given, stUdents moved into small
groups to carry out the instructions on their own.
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The final activity in this unit was an extensive
teacher-led voting simulation.

Just as in the opening oral

reading activity, Teacher B chose who would participate,
then would summarize or explain to the class what had been
said before moving on to the next student or stage of the
activity.
Instructional patterns in Teacher Bls class then were
structured primarily so that the class was a whole group.
These whole group activities.shifted between teachercentered introductory, review, or lecture activities and
those in which students were to complete assignments.
During simulation activities students were organized into
small groups in order to take part in activities that dealt
with the law making processes of Congress.
In the following subsection, patterns of students and
teacher interactions within activities are presented.
within the general patterns of instruction described above
there were distinctly different sets of rules in each
classroom that shaped the interaction patterns of teachers
and students.
Patter·ns of Teacher and student Interactions
Teacher A (Figure 6) was a calm, quiet man who never
raised his voice above normal speaking level when talking
to his class.
class.

These characteristics carried over to his

Students would talk quietly to each other before
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Figure 6.
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the day's lesson began, but once Teacher A had announced,
as he typically did, that is was time to begin, students
stopped talking and listened to the teacher.

Only once

during the unit did Teacher A have to tell a student to
quiet down.

After one warning this student was quietly

directed to move to the back of the room, which she did
quickly without protest.
Once the lesson had started, student were expected to
talk only with the teacher, and only when called on.
Teacher A employed two methods to calIon students during
activities.

At times, Teacher A would ask student to raise

their hands on order to be called on, but the majority of
time he relied on a deck of

old playing cards on which he

had written the students' names.

To calIon a student, he

would pull a card from the deck and callout that student's
name.

The student was expected to answer, even if just to

say that he or she did not know the answer.
During the role assigning activity for the bill
passing simulation, these cards were also used to determine
which student would be elected to an office:
Teacher A:

First we need a President. The President
isn't a part of either the House or the
Senate, but he or she does have an important
role in deciding which bills get passed. If
you're elected, you'll have some clerical
tasks to do for me, like keeping track of
the bills in each house. Let's have some
nominations.

Patty:

Me!
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Amy:

No, I want to be President. (Jackson,
Kathy, Erica, and vicki also raise their
hands. )

Teacher A:

Let's see, how will we do this? The easy
way. I'll just get the cards. (He gets the
cards from the shelf in the corner and pulls
out a card.)
vicki. Vicki, did you have
your hand up to be President?

Vicki:

Yeah, did you see me?

Teacher A:

Yes, but I was just checking.
Congratulation, you're our President.
is President.

Vicki

[Al-3,lines 275-293]
Cards were also used to calIon students during the
review activity at the end of Lesson Two:
Teacher A:

[with card deck] Let's get some of our
Congressmen to talk to the press. Let's
see, [pulls card] Senator S--- from Ohio,
what bill were you working on today?

Ian:

Parents being able to put their kids in
mental hospitals.

Teacher A:

will you indicate your position on this bill
Senator?

Ian:

Yes they should be able to. Parents that
care about their children may need to put
them in mental homes, like, for drug abuse.

Teacher A:

Thank you Senator. [pulls another card]
Representative A--- from New York • • • •
[A2-4, lines 284-291]

In his interview, Teacher A noted that he felt this
system helped him avoid always calling on the same
students.

He felt that be using the cards, more students
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would participate in class than just the students that
always had their hands up (from Interview Question 20).
No calling out was acceptable in this class.

On

occasion, if a students tried to do this, other students
would tell that person not to.

If students wanted to make

a comment, ask a question, or contribute information, they
were expected to quietly raise their hands and wait for
Teacher A to calIon them.

Once they were called on, both

teacher and students were expected to listen quietly while
that student spoke.
student questions and comments were treated seriously
in this classroom.

Teacher A made it a point to calIon

all students that raised their hands.

If the student asked

a question that Teacher A did not have an answer for, he
often went to the bookcase for a reference book or had the
student look for the answer in the required text.

The

student that asked the question was then to look for the
answer and share what was found with the rest of the class:
Teacher A:

Amy what's your choice [of roles for the
simulation activity]?

Amy:

Can I ask you something first? I don't get
what the difference is between a Republican
and a Democrat. Which one is better?

Several
Students:

Republicans!

Teacher A:

Is there anything in your textbook about
that? Why don't you look in the glossary?
Then maybe you can tell us.
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Amy:

Should I go to the chapter?
glossary?

Or the

Teacher A:

Give the glossary a shot first. Then if you
can I·t find anything you may need to go to
the encyclopedias.
[Al-3, lines 334-347]

During simulation activities, when students were
working in small groups, Teacher A would give instructions
for activities and then have students work on their own to
complete them.

At the beginning of the school year,

Teacher A had spent several days going over rules for
working in small groups.

These rules were them permanently

posted above the board at the front of the room.
of these rules can be found in Appendix K.)

(A copy

In other

units, when students worked in small groups, Teacher A
always spent several minutes going over these rules, which
gave each group member a specific responsibility, before
group work began.

During the simulation activities, these

rules were not mentioned, however students used them
anyway.

Groups were organized by the students so that each

group member had a responsibility.

Another of the rules

stated that students were to ask at least two other
students for help with problems or questions before coming
to the teacher with them.
during the simulation.

This rule was also carried out

While Teacher A did work with

individual students during simulation activities, only a
few students approached him for help.
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In the second half of the unit when students were
completing worksheets as part of lesson activities, Teacher
A expected them to work by themselves.

When students were

working on worksheet assignments the classroom was silent.
students did not seek help from each other.

If there was a

problem or question, the student would raise his/her hand
and Teacher A would go to the student's desk and quietly
talk about the issue at hand.

If Teacher A felt the

.problem was something that other students needed to hear
about, he would give the information to the rest of the
class.

Otherwise he would return to the podium in the

front center of the room and monitor students silently from
that vantage point.
When Teacher A was addressing the class, students were
expected to sit silently and listen.

During this unit,

students were not asked to take any notes during these
activities, but there was an expectation that they would be
able to apply or use the ·information during other
activities.
In Teacher A's class then, the rules for interacting
were rarely stated, but clearly understood by the students.
In simUlation activities students interacted primarily with
each other within a rule system that they, themselves
enforced.

In other classroom activities the students
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interacted only with the teacher, and only when they had
been called on to do so.
Teacher B's classroom (Figure 7) operated under a very
different set of rules.

Both Teacher B and his class could

be characterized as verbal and full of energy.

This class

was twice the size of Teacher A's class, with thirty-four
students to Teacher A's seventeen.

Students entered the

classroom noisily, talking and laughing in groups.

Teacher

B made it a point to spend time before class, and sometimes
during class, talking socially with small groups or
individual students.

Before the bell rang to signal the

beginning of class students could mostly be.found out of
their seats talking in small groups around the sides of the
classroom, or in front of the computer that was on the side
of the room.
When the bell rang for class to start, students would
continue to talks as they moved to their desks and while
Teacher B scanned the class to take attendance.

To start

the lesson, Teacher B would raise his voice to talk over
the students.

If students did not quiet down after a

minute or two, Teacher B would ask them to settle down
before continuing.

Students would generally quiet down,

but on some days it took more than one attempt to begin a
lesson.
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Figure 7.
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During teacher-centered activities, such as
introductions or lectures, student were expected to listen
quietly, but it was an acceptable practice to callout
questions or comments as Teacher B was speaking.

There

were two or three students who could consistently be
expected to call out "at least once or twice a class period.
For the most part, Teacher
comments and continue.

B

would simply ignore the

At times however, he would

acknowledge the comment or question.

An acknowledgement

might be in the form of a laugh or a humorous comment:
Teacher B:

• • • Your job is to choose a majority
leader in the case of the females and a
minority leader in the case of the males

Hester:

[interrupting]

Teacher B:

We're going to forgo the party whips. You
can bring the party whip tomorrow. [class
laughs]

Do we need party whips?

[B5-2, lines 39-41]
It could also mean a brief answer to a question before
continuing:
Bob:

Does the Speaker~-is he the one that sits on
that high bench? Can he throw you out?

Teacher B:

Yeah, they could if you don't follow
parliamentary procedure. He's the one in
charge. Moving along, Leaders of the
Senate, would you read please, Peggy?

[Bl-2, lines 177-179]
For any assignment completed during class, students
could opt to do the work in several ways.

Once directions
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for an assignment were given, students could choose to work
alone or with other students.

It was implicitly understood

that any of these arrangements were acceptable as long as
desks were not moved and students remained in their
assigned seats.

Occasionally a student would ask the rest

of the class what the answer to a question was.
more students would callout the answer.

One or

In his interview

Teacher B indicated that he found this an acceptable
practice.
other.

"A lot of the time their answers come from each

I have no problem with my students working together

to come up with answers.

They learn just as much by

getting the answer from each other as they would by having
to always refer back to the textbook" (from Interview
Question 20).
The simulation activities were the first time students
had worked together in this class in teacher organized
small groups.

Teacher B did not spend time in instructing

students how to conduct themselves in these groups, he told
students what they needed to accomplish and students did
what he asked.

When the class was split into male and

female groups for the simulation activities, Teacher B took
charge of the boys group and the girls
own.

moved off on their

The girl's group quickly organized themselves, and

continued to work without supervision throughout the
simulation.
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The simulation activities were accomplished smoothly
and with a minimum of confusion.

Only at the end of the

first day of the simulation when some students finished
writing their bills before others did students take a few
minutes to socialize outside of their groups before Teacher
B called them back to order.
To summarize interaction patterns in Teacher Bls
classroom then, students had many opportunities to interact
with each other.

Students generally worked with at least

one other student to complete assignments.

During teacher-

centered activities, students could make comments or asks
questions, but these contributions were either ignored or
dealt with quickly before Teacher B moved on with the
activity.

Teacher B also took time before or during class

to interact with his students about things other than
classwork.
In the next section, how the content was structured
within and across lessons is presented.

This presentation

is not intended to identify every fact or understanding
that was part of the unit in each classroom, but rather
focuses on the pattern of the topics that developed as the
unit unfolded.
Topic structure of the unit
In Tables 1 and 2 the topics that frame each
activity in each lesson are outlined for Teacher A and
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Table 1.

unit content - Activity Topics
Teacher A

Day 1
A1-1 How We Follow
Congressional
Activities
The Bill Passing
Process
A1-2 Congress and its
Powers
A1-3 Assigning Roles
How Congress is
Organized
A1-4 How Bills Are Written

Day 2

A3-1 How Bills Are. Passed

A2-1 Reassign Roles
How Congress is
Organized

A3-2 How Bills Are Passed

A2-2 Writing Bills on
Specific Issues

A3-3 How Bill Comnittees
Work

A3-3 Writing Bills on
Specific Issues
A2-4 What Bills Were
Written
topi c of bills
position

Day 4

Day S

A4-1 Procedural - Hand Back
Papers

AS-1 What the U.s. Congress
is Doing Now

A4-2 How Bills Are Passed
Comnittees
President
Veto/Pass

AS-2 Express Powers of
Congress
Constitution,
Article 1,
Section B

A4-3 Review - What Bills
Were Passed

Day 3

A5-3 Powers of Congress in
Constitution

Day 6
A6-1 How to Take the Quiz
A6-2 Quiz - Bill Passage
Process
A6-3 Powers of Congress
A6-4 Implied Powers of
Congress
A6-4 Implied Powers of
Congress

A5-4 Powers of Congress
A5-5 Express Powers of
Congress

Day 7

Day B

A7-1 Procedural - Handing
Back Papers

AB-1 Procedural - Hand OUt
Tests

A7-2 What Will be on the
Test
Organization of
Congress
(Previous Unit)
Powers of Congress

AS-2 Test

A7-3 Review Game for Test
Same Topics as A72

A8-3 Procedural - Collect
Tests

Day 9
A9-1 History of Congress
A9-2 History of Congress

Organization of
Congress
(Previous Unit)
Powers of
Congress
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Table 2.

unit content - Activity Topics
Teacher B
Day 2

Day 1
B1-1 Definition of the
Legislative Branch
B1-2 How Congress is
Organized
B1-3 How Congress is
Organized
Standing
Cornnittees of
Congress
B1-4 How Congress is
Organized

B2-1 How Congress is
Organized
Powers of
Congress

Day 3
B3-1 History of Congress
B3-2 History of Congress

B2-2 Powers of Congress
Constitution
Article 1,
Section 8
B2-3 Express Powers of
Congress
B2-4 Express Powers of
Congress

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

B4-1 How a Bill Becomes Law

B5-1 How a Bill Becomes Law

B6-1 Bill Cornnittees/Voting

B4-2 How a Bill Becomes Law

B5-2 How to Write a Bill

B6-2 Making Decisions in
Bill Comnittee

B5-3 Writing Bills
B5-4 How Bill Cornnittees
Work
B5-5 Procedural - Clean Up
Room

B6-3 Voting on Bills as the
Senate
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Teacher B's classes.

These tables are generated from the

combined descriptions of activities and materials with
activity transcripts that were completed at stage Three of
the data analysis procedures.
In Teacher A's class, the unit began with a set of
clippings taken from the local newspaper.

Each clipping

dealt with some action Congress had just taken; such as
appropriating money to fund the war against drugs, or how
the Congressmen from the state had voted that week.

The

clippings were used to get students to guess what the topic
of the unit was to be:
Teacher A:

"Drug Tax Bill Passed.

Congress Adjourned."

That one was just a wrap up of what they
[Congress] had been doing. Look through
there [hands a stack of clippings to a
student in the front row]. Look at the
first paragraph to get the main idea. Okay,
here's another one that talks about bills.
What do you think we're going to study
today?
Jackson:

Drugs.

Tom:

The Congress.

Amy:

Congress.

Teacher A:

Congress, and passing laws--passing bills
into laws. Remember "I'm just a bill on
Capitol Hill, I want to be a law someday?
That's on that Saturday morning rock
message, whatever it's called.

Passing laws.

[A1-1, lines 15-20]
This introduction was followed by a filmstrip on the
powers of Congress.

Actually, only part of the filmstrip
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was shown on the first day of class, the rest of the
filmstrip was shown on the fifth day of the unit.

Teacher

A gave stUdents definite instructions for watching the
filmstrip on the first day.

Students were told that they

would have to go to the board afterwards and a write a
summary of how a bill becomes a law.

Teacher A even

divided the class into two halves so that one would watch
for things that were done in the Senate to pass on a bill
while the other group could concentrate on the processes in
the House.
After the filmstrip was stopped however students, were
not able to come up with the necessary steps.

After

several failed attempts to get the students to go to the
board, Teacher A then directs students to get out their
textbooks in order to read about the process.

But before

students begin reading, the assignment changes again:
Teacher A:

Okay, let's see what happens. Open your
books to page 105. How a Bill Becomes a
Law. Why don't you read 105, 106, 107,
through 111. I want you to read that. On
page 109 there is a bill. Some of you are
going to be Senators or Representatives.
Someone will be President, Vice-President.
We're going to have an election in here.
Think about what part of the country you'd
like to represent. As you're reading that-okay we'll do elections first. Okay,
presidential candidates? • • •
[Al-3, lines 165-174]

For the next three days, students took part in a
simulation of the bill passing process.

Day Two of the
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unit saw a

reorga~ization

of the roles that were assigned

the day before and the addition of five topics that
students had to write a bill on.

Roles for the simulation

were reassigned so that the majority and minority parties
reflected those of the real Congress.

This meant shifting

most of the students from the Republican Party to the
Democratic Party.

During the first role assignment, only

three students had chosen to be Democrats.
On the first day of the simulation Teacher A had
students start to write bills, but may of them spent most
of the time debating certain issues like abortion, and did
not get anything written.

On the second day of the

simulation Teacher A supplied them with five topics.
students were to pick one of the topics to write a bill
about and then write on a subject of their choice.

The

topics included

*

Should parents be allowed to place their children in
mental hospitals?

*
*

The death penalty for those under 18

*

Complete freedom of speech in school

*

Search and seizure of students in school

Drug testing before driver's licenses

In the next few days students move from a bill writing
activity to a bill passing activity, to a bill committee
activity to another round of bill passing.

Before
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beginning this simulation Teacher A had told the observer
that this was the first time he had attempted to do
something like this with his classes.

As an observer it

was difficult at times to follow what students were doing
during an activity.

Teacher A and the students had trouble

with this as well.

Some bills went through the House group

or the Senate group and were voted on by the President
before they had been seen by the other group.

The second

of the two bill passing activities was an attempt to
straighten out the proceedings of the activities on the
previous day.
Part of the problem stemmed from students having to
move through the simUlation before they did any reading
about the process that they were to simUlate.

While

Teacher A directed students to use the chart on page 109 of
the book, there was no attempt to insure that students had
done so.

Because students were relying on themselves, and

not Teacher A to accomplish the work of activities,
sometimes they moved their group ahead before Teacher A was
aware of what was happening.

At the end of the unit

Teacher A noted that there had been some problems, and that
if he decided to attempt this simUlation again, it would be
on a much smaller scale.
After the simUlation ended, the unit switched its
emphasis from the bill passing process to the kinds of
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bills that Congress could pass based on what was written in
the Constitution.

In his introduction to this part of the·

unit Teacher A tried to make sure that the class understood
the difference in something expressed and something
implied.

Unfortunately, the student that he called on to

help him explain these terms did not quite understand what
he was getting at:
Teacher A:

• How would you go about expressing
something to me? Don't think in terms of
Congress necessarily, express something to
me. [silence]

Jed:

I'd say something to you.

Teacher A:

Okay, that's one way.

Amy:

Does that mean sort of show you something?

Teacher A:

Would you get out a cough drop, please?
[Amy does so.] Put the cough drop in my
hand. [Amy does so.] Now express to me how
you feel.

Amy:

Hhhhh. Hhhhhh [breathes heavily, the class
laughs] •

Teacher A:

What are you implying there?

Amy:

That I'm dying.

Teacher A:

Are you implying or expressing?

Amy:

Implying.

Teacher A:

I think that implying would mean that we see
the cough drops there, and we see the
chapstick. And if you had a bottle of cold
medicine there on your desk, would that be
implying that you weren't feeling well.

Amy:

It could be like Kathy's or something and
I'm just holding it for her. [class laughs]

Someone else.

Amy?

What's implying?
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Teacher A:

But don't think beyond the situation. With
your cough drops and chapstick, would that
imply you're not feeling good?

Amy:

Yeah.

Teacher A:

And how would you express that you weren't
feeling very good?

Amy:

Hhhh. Hhhh [more heavy breathing].
breathing, looking drowsy.

Teacher A:

Okay, now thinking of Congress, are there
things they can do to expressively and some
things they can imply?

Amy:

Like expressing that they like an idea or
something?

Teacher A:

Okay, would anyone else like to try this?
Terri?

Terri:

Well, are the expressed powers the ones that
are written in the Constitution and implied
powers are the rest of them?

Teacher A:

Yeah, exactly.
classes?

Heavy

Can you come back to all my

[A5-2, lines 25-46]
The simulation ended on the fourth day of the unit.
students were quizzed on the processes they had simulated
on Day six.

Teacher A wrote a list of thirteen steps on

the board, each step identified with a letter.

Students

were to number their papers from one to ten and place the
letter that corresponded with that step of the process on
their papers.
The next two days of the unit, beginning with day
five, concentrated on Article One·, sections 8 and 9 of the
Constitution.

These two lessons were organized around
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three worksheets and several sections of the textbook.
Even the filmstrip that was concluded during the fifth day
of the unit dealt with Articles 8 and 9.

The worksheets

dealt with what was contained in specific clauses of the
two articles, as well as with defining specific terms that
appeared in the clauses.
This meant that not only did the focus of the unit
switch after the simulation ended, but the level of
specificity had shifted as well.

During the simulation

activities students dealt with the bill passing process in
broad terms, but during the article activities, students
were asked to supply very specific pieces of information
and definitions in order to complete worksheet activities.
This specificity was reinforced on Day Seven of the
unit during both a highlighting activity and a review game.
In the highlighting activity Teacher A handed back all the
worksheets that had been completed during this unit and the
previous one.

For each worksheet, Teacher A would go

through each question and tell students what they would
have to know for the test.

Students were to highlight this

information on the worksheet.

At the end of this activity,

Teacher A gave the class a list of term that were not
included on any of the worksheets but would be on the test.
Students were to write the list down to study from.
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The rest of the period was spent in a game called
"Stumper."

Students were divided into three teams.

The

object of the game was to stump the other teams by asking
them a question about the information from the worksheets.
The unit test was multiple choice, using Scantron
cards as answer sheets.
different handouts.

The test itself was made up of two

One handout had the test questions,

the second handout listed the answers that students could
select from.

The majority of the questions asked students

for factual information or to supply defini,tions for terms.
There were fifty-two questions on this test, with a little
less than half of them dealing with the target unit.

The

majority of students finished before the allotted time was
up and spent the remainder of the time reading silently at
their desks.
The day after the test Teacher A showed a video on the
history of Congress.

Students did not see the entire film,

but did watch the portion that began in 1787 with the first
Congress and continued through the early decades of the
twentieth century.

In his introduction to the film Teacher

A explained that the video would be the last look at
Congress for this class.

The next day the unit on the

executive branch began.
To summarize, the first part of Teacher A's unit
(Figure 8) was structured around the topic of how bills
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become laws.

In this part of the unit the law making

processes of Congress were the focus of activities.

The

second part of the unit was structured around the express
and implied powers of Congress.

Specific definitions and

facts were the focus of this p.art of the unit.

The last

few days of the unit were devoted to review and testing
over both the processes and powers of Congress, along with
information from the previous unit.
In Teacher B's class (see Table 2) the unit began with
a short introduction in which Teacher B told the class that
they were beginning a unit on the legislative, or the law
making branch of the federal government.

Students then

took turns reading aloud section Two, How Congress is
organized, from Chapter Five of the required text.

This

activity was partially oral reading and partially teacher
lecture.

A student was called upon to read aloud one

sUbsection of the text, then Teacher B would summarize what
he felt were the main points, adding information and
explanations.

During this activity Teacher B emphasized

three things; the large number of bills Congress deals with
each year, how little congressional leaders make compared
with leaders of industry, and the importance of committee
in the work of Congress.
The oral reading activity was followed by an activity
in which students copied a chart on the standing committees
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of Congress directly from the text and were supposed to
write answers to the review questions at the end of section
Two.

Before students had finished copying the chart,
Teacher B announced that he was going to begin going over
the review questions.

Though most of the students

protested that they had not finished the chart, let alone
the questions, Teacher B proceeded anyway.

In his

interview, Teacher B noted that he often began checking or
reviewing before all students finished an assignment.

He

felt that by doing this he was contributing information,
that the students who were finished had something to
concentrate on and that the students who were not quite
finished could listen as they completed the assignment.
Once Teacher B reassured the class that because time
was short the answers would not have to be written, and
would not be included in their notebooks, students settle
down and raise their hands to answer the questions.

After

each student response, Teacher B repeats or paraphrases
what the student had said, and adds information.
phrasing of student responses is important.

The

If students

don't use the same words Teacher B did as he explained the
term or concept, Teacher B restates the student answer
using the desired words, then asks the students if that is
what they meant:
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Teacher B:

Okay, we're going to move right to number
three. Why does Congress work in
committees? Who can tell me? Peggy?

Peggy:

So there's that like one committee won't
have too much to do. There are a lot of
jobs and this way they can get a lot done.

Teacher B:

okay, in order to make the
other words?

Peggy:

Yeah.

~ork

easier in

[Al-4, lines 512-518]
The activities that took place before the simulation
activities were all based on the textbook, except for the
video on the history of Congress that was shown for the
entire period on Day Three.

The activities that took place

on day two were focused on Article One, section Eight of
the Constitution--the express powers of Congress.

Students

were to use the copy of the Articles in the text in order
to match the worksheet item with the clause that it was an
example of.

On the fourth day of the unit the organizing

topic was the bill passing process.

Students were to use

section Four of Chapter Five, and specifically the chart on
page 109 of the text in order to design their own diagram
of the bill passing process.
The final two days of the unit focused on a simulation
of the bill passing process.

Teacher B segmented the

simulation into three basic activities; one on bill
writing, one on making decisions about bills during
committee meetings, and one in which students were merged
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into one group in order to vote on the bills that they had
written.
In writing bills for the simulation, Teacher B
encouraged students to consider their own interests in
choosing a topic to write about.

He included examples of

gum chewing rules for the classroom, abortion, and flag
burning.

He also asked students to consider who would have

to pass the bills, jokingly suggesting that since the girls
were the majority group in this class, that the boys make
sure that their bills would be of interest to women.
Before the bills were written Teacher B explained to
the class that these bills would become the basis for the
committees that would be formed for the second activity of
the simulation.

At the end of the bill writing activity,

Teacher B gave the bills to the leaders of both groups and
asked them to divide them into four or five categories.
The categories that the two leaders came up with were

*

bills about ages

*

bills about abortion

*

school issues

*

human rights

*

miscellaneous

students in committees had to decide which of the bills

.

were worth voting on and which bills should be thrown out.
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They then gave the approved bills to Teacher B for the
voting activity that ended the unit.
The final activity in the unit was the voting
activity.

Teacher B acted as presiding officer.

He would

read a bill, call for discussion of the bill, recognize
students to state their positions, and lead the voting.
students followed procedures until one of the human rights
bills was read, then order was temporarily lost.

At the

end of the period, students asked if the simulation could
continue for one more day, but Teacher B told them it was
time to move on.
In Teacher B's class (Figure 9) then, the first three
days of the unit focused on three different topics:

the

organization of Congress, the expressed powers of Congress
as outlined in Article One, section Eight, and the history
of Congress.

The last three days of the unit were focused

on the process of making a bill into a law.
In this section the general patterns and processes of
the content construction process were presented.

Though

comparisons between the two classes are discussed in detail
in a later section of this chapter, it is clear that
content was constructed under different rules and
instructional patterns in both classrooms.

The topic

structure of the unit in the two classroom also differed.
The following section takes a closer look at the activities
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Figure 9.

Major Topics of Activities Across the unit.
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that are central to the construction of content in each
classroom.
What Activities Are Central to Content Construction?
In this section the kinds of activities that were
central to the construction of content in each classroom
are presented.

The presentation includes those activities

that took up the majority of class time, as well as a
discussion of the activities that were vital to building an
understanding of the content of the unit.
The data used for answering this question came from
stage One of the data analysis procedures in which each
lesson was segmented into its component activities, and
stage Three in which transcriptions, activity and material
description were combined.

At stage Three a gist of each

activity was generated so that the contribution of each
activity to the content of the unit could be outlined.

An

example of the gists that were developed can be found in
Appendix L.
As Table 3 indicates, in terms of class time,
activities in Teacher A's classroom were primarily divided
between those in which students worked independently or in
small groups, and those which were led by the teacher, with
testing and handing out papers, and procedural activities
accounting for the remainder of class time during the unit.
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Table 3.

Instructional Patterns - Percent of Classroom
Time.
Teacher Directed - Whole Group

Teacher A
Day

Minutes*

Teacher B
Activity

Day

Minutes*

Activity

1

23

Introduction
Role Assgn.

1

36

Introduction
R.R. Reading
Checking

2

15

Reassgn. Roles
Introduction

2

9

Introduction
Worksheet
Check
Review

3

3

Introduction

3

2

Video Intro.

4

4

Review

4

5

Introduction

5

15

Current Events
Introduction
Review

5

11

Intro -Sim.
Introduction

6

11

Quiz Intro.
Reading Review

6

32

Introduction
Voting

7

38

Highlighting
Review Game

8

9

Test Directions

9

5

Video Introduction
TOTAL

95 minutes

TOTAL· 123

minutes
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Table 3, continued
student Work - Individual or Small Groups
Teacher A

Teacher B

Day

Minutes*

Activity

Day

Minutes'*

Activity

1

9

Bill Writing

1

9

Chrt Copying

2

25

Bill Writing

2

16

Silent Rdng.
Worksheet

3

41

Bill Passing
Bill Committees

3

43

Video

4

34

Bill Passing

4

38

Chrt Drawing

5

10

Silent Reading

5

30

Bill Writing
Bill Cmmttee

6

28

Quiz
Silent Reading
Worksheets

6

11

Bill Cmmttee

7

0

8

26

Test

9

40

Video

TOTAL

213 minutes

Summary
Teacher Directed
Student Work

TOTAL 147
Teacher A
123 (32%)
231 (55%)

TOTAL TIME IN UNIT
Teacher A: . 382 minutes
Teacher B: 246 minutes
'* total time in minutes for that lesson

Teacher B
95 (39%)
147 (59%)
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For this table, activities are categorized into
student and teacher focused groups.

An activity was

categorized as teacher-directed if the teacher was
interacting directly with the class.

Recitation,

introductions, lectures are examples of teacher-led
activities.
student centered activities are those in which
students were expected to work on their own or in small
groups in order to complete an assignment.

silent reading,

working on worksheets, or writing bills are examples of
student centered activities.
As Table 4 indicates, there were more teacher centered
activities in Teacher A's classroom than there were student
centered activities, though Table 3 illustrates that
student focused activities took up more actual class time.
Table 4 shows that teacher centered activities were much
shorter in duration than activities in which students
worked to complete assignments.

simulation activities

especially lasted an extended period of time, taking up all
but a few minutes of the class period.
Videos and filmstrips were used on three occasions
during Teacher A's unit.

Only for the first filmstrip were

students asked to do anything other than sit and watch the
screen.

In his interview, Teacher A stated that he felt

filmstrips and videos gave students another voice than his
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Table 4.

Major Patterns of Instruction in Both Classrooms.
PATTERNS OF INSTRUCTION

Teacher A

Teacher B
Teacher-Centered Activities

A1-1
Al-3
A2-1
A2-2

unit Introduction
Role Assignment (S)
Reassign Roles (S)
Intro. - Bill Writing (S)

B1-1
Bl-2
Bl-4
B2-1

A2-4 Press Conference (Review) (S)
A3-1 Review/Directions (S)
A4-3 Bill Reading (S)

B2-4
B3-1
B4-1

A5-1 Current Events

B5-1

A5-5 Worksheet

B5-2

A6-1 Intro. - Quiz
A6-5 Reading Review
Bills/Voting (S)
A7-2 Highlighting
A7-3 Review Game
A8-1 Test Directions
A9-1 Intro. - Video

B5-4
B6-1

unit Introduction
Round Robin Reading
Question Check
Intro. - Powers of
Congress
Worksheet Check
Intro. - Video
Intro. - Bill
Passing (S)
Intro. - Simulation
(S)
Intro. - Bill
Writing (S)
Clean Up (S)
Intro.-

Small Group Activities
Al-4
A2-3
A3-2
A3-3

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

Writing (S)
1'1riting (S)
Passing (S)
Committees (S)

A4-3 Bill Passing (S)

Chart copying
Worksheet
Chart Drawing
Bill Writing
(S)
B5-4 Committees (S)
B6-2 Committees (S)
Bl-3
B2-3
B4-2
B5-3

Individual Activities - Whole Group
A5-3
A6-2
A6-4
A6-5
A8-2
A9-2

SIlent Reading
Quiz
Silent Reading
Worksheets
Test
Video

(S) = simulation

B2-2 Silent Reading
B3-2 Video
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to listen to.

He· also sees these visual materials as a way

to supplement and add dimension to the content as presented
by the book and through lectures.

When asked if material

from videos or filmstrips ever appeared on a quiz or on a
test, Teacher A responded that that would not happen
(Interview Question 18).

While he may ask questions about

the filmstrips or video after students have watched them,
he felt he could not hold students responsible for their
content.
In Teacher B's classroom, Table 4 points to the same
division of time between teacher centered and student
centered activities that were found in Teacher A's class,
except that there were no tests included in his unit, and
since students dido not hand in completed work, no class
time was needed to hand back assignments.
Table 4 indicates that there are more teacher directed
activities in Teacher B's classroom during this unit than
student focused activities, however just as in Teacher A's
classroom, student focused activities tended to be longer
in duration.

Teacher centered activities in Teacher B's

class generally took place at the beginning and end of each
lesson, with student centered activities taking up the bulk
of lesson time in between.

As Table 3 shows, the majority

of teacher centered activities in this classroom were
introductions and reviews.
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In terms of content construction, the most significant
activities in Teacher A's classroom were in the second half
of the unit.

While simulation activities took up a great

deal of time in Teacher A's unit, it is difficult to
pinpoint just where students got the information to carry
out the simulation.

Teacher A noted on the board that

students could refer to the chart on page 109 of their text
if they needed help with the process.

He also worked

individually with a few students during simulation
activities.

These conversations, however tended to be

about what was a good topic to write a bill on and not on
what steps were involved in the bill passing process:
Teacher A:

What can I do for you?

Terri:

We want to write a bill about drinking and
driving but we don't know what we should put
in it. Can we make it like illegal for
anyone who has had one drink to drive?

Amelia:

Yeah, or can we say that alcohol is a drug
and everyone needs to be tested before they
drive?

Teacher A:

Decide on what it is about drinking and
driving you think is most important. Just
pick one thing and write your bill about
that.
[A2-3, lines 238-247]

On the fifth and sixth days of the unit, Teacher A
spent a great deal of time defining express and implied
powers of congress.
terminology:

He was especially concerned with
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Teacher A:

okay, find the elastic clause. Any of you
have an elastic waistband? You know what
elastic is, it stretches. Think of the
elastic clause this way--as a pair of
stretch pants into which is stuffed all the
other laws of Congress, everything that has
been made up over the years •••• So all
these laws that have been made over the
years are stuffed into this thing called the
elastic clause.
Implied powers, okay?
That's what we're going to concentrate on.
[A5-2, lines 59-72]

He spent a great deal of time explaining letters of
marque, even though these were taken out of the
constitution many years ago, in order to give students the
answer to one of the questions on a worksheet entitled
"What Congress Cannot Do":
Teacher A:

Okay, number four, letter of marque. We
have to find out what a letter of marque is.
Anybody got prior experience with that?

Lisa:

Is it power over the Navy?

Teacher A:

Nope. Okay, letter of marque. write this
down. Here is the purpose for this one. A
letter of marque is a letter of reference.

Amy:

Where are we?

Teacher A:

Number four. A letter of marque. Remember
I talked about Errol Flynn as being a
pirate? He was a privateer way back when.
In that time the Queen would unofficially
say that its okay to raid Spanish ships
•••• The idea behind this is that the
Queen would get a percentage of everything
captain Thorpe would take off the Spanish
ships. Eventually the privateer, the
pirate, and the country would benefit from
this. Well the letter of marque would come
when the King would write a letter saying
the private ship was working officially
under the use of the government. And so
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there were official pirates. And that's
what a letter of marque would say. That the
king would allow them ships to attack and
raid other ships that were enemies of their
country. So what was a letter of marque?
It allowed you to become an official pirate
of the country. So now you tell ·why
Congress was forbidden them.
Kathy:

What, an official pirate?

Teacher A:

Yeah.
[A6-5, line 256-281]

In his interview, Teacher A noted that definitions
were important to him, "Teachers like to say 'well, I want
them to know the why of things not the what of things.'
Well, I think there is a balance in there, you need to
what, what's out there.

Then you can study the why" (from

Interview Question 12).

He goes on to say that definitions

and terminology are the concepts that students learn.

Once

students understand terms or concepts, then they can apply
them.
The worksheets Teacher A used during this unit called
for students to know terminology and to identify the source
of express and implied powers.

The first worksheet that

students completed was one in which they had to match the
exampl.e on the worksheet to the clause in Article One,
section Eight that it illustrated.

Students were told to

be careful since each clause was only represented once.

In

order to complete this worksheet,· students had to use pages
58 and 59 in their textbooks.

They were directed not to
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get the information from the text of the constitution
itself, but from the margin notes that the textbook
provided.
Express Powers of Congress
Tell which clause of section 8 gives Congress the
power to act in the following situations:
1.

establish a post office in Ferris,
Illinois.

2.

issue a patent to Kent Hamilton to
protect the design of his new solar
collector.

3.

set the minimum prison sentence for
those found guilty of counterfeiting u.s.
currency.

4.

authorize a new issue of government
bonds.

5.

determine the rules governing Carlo
Ferraro's request for u.s. citizenship.

In the second worksheet activity, students were given
two worksheets to complete.

These worksheets dealt with

section Eight and Nine of Article One of the Constitution.
In several of the questions students were to compare terms;
express vs. implied, patents vs. copyrights.

Other

questions asked students to provide example from "everyday
living" that illustrated one of the clauses in section
Eight or Nine:

"Article 1, Section 8, clause 2 gives

Congress the power to borrow money.
borrowing this money?

How does it go about

Also find out about the present

staggering national debt." Students were given no
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information about the national debt during class time.
Teacher A and the worksheets indicated that students could
use newspapers and magazines in order to come up with their
answers.
Express Versus Implied Power
1.

Explain the difference between the express and implied
powers contained in section 8, and provide examples to
support the strength clause 18 gives to Congress.

2.

Article I, section 8, clause 2, gives Congress the
power to borrow money. How does Congress go about
borrowing this money? Also find out the present
staggering national debt faced by out government.

3.

Find out the present requirement that must be
satisfied when a foreigner becomes a naturalized u.s.
citizen.

4.

What is the difference between patents and copyrights?
What purpose do they serve?
Implied Power

1.

In the space below cite several examples in today's
world were Congress has exercised implied power. Look
in newspapers and magazines for additional ideas.

2.

List some powers you feel Congress should have that
are not listed in Article 1, section 8.
What Congress Cannot Do

1.

What is the difference between an ex post facto law
and bill of attainder? Both sound so unfair that it
makes one wonder why the framers of the Constitution
would even bother mentioning them. Why did they
include this paragraph?

2.

What is the main essential in a writ of habeas-corpus?

3.

What purpose did Article 1, section 9, clause 1 serve?
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4.

Define lette~s of marque and tell why you think
Congress was forbidden from granting them under the
Constitution.

5.

Why are titles of the nobility outlawed by the
Constitution?

6.

How did the 16th Amendment modify Article 1, . section
9, clause 4?
All three worksheets were turned in to Teacher A as

they were completed.

Work was not reviewed at the time

students handed work in, which was unusual for Teacher A.
Except during the highlighting activity on the day before
the test, students got no feedback about their work.
Students were then told what was important to know from
each worksheet for the test, but the answers themselves
were not reviewed.
The test highlighting activity was important for
indicating to students what they would need to know for the
test.

The information came almost exclusively from the

worksheets students had completed.

Teacher A only added

four terms that had not been included on any worksheet
assigned during the unit.
In Teacher A's class then, these three worksheets were
central to the development of content for this unit.

The

filmstrip that was shown on two occasions in this unit
contained some of the same information that was covered by
the worksheets, though, as Teacher A indicated earlier, the
filmstrips were seen as supplemental

material~

The quiz on
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the bill passing process indicated that knowing the steps
in this process was important, but how students got the
information about the process is unclear.

No student

failed to get an A on the quiz, however, so students
apparently got the information somewhere.
In Teacher B's class two activities were central to
content construction.

These were the round robin reading

activity on the first day of the unit and the chart drawing
activity that took place on day four of the unit.

In the

first activity students read about and were lectured to
about how Congress is organized.

The section on

Congressional committees especially was important for the
simUlation activities that took place later in the week.
The following is an excerpt from that activity.
Teacher B:

The next item is standing committees. We're
going be reading about five different
committees right now. As we read each one
I want you to remember a little something
about them. Mainly, the important thing
about it, such as what it is, or
what is
perhaps does. Carrie, could you start by
reading standing committees?
[Carrie reads the two paragraphs aloud.]

Teacher B:

So bills can die by not even making it out
of a committee. If the committee decides
its not even worth voting on they choose
that. If they recommend against passing a
bill they send it back to the floor of the
House or the Senate. The Senate tends to
vote the way the committee says.
If they
send it to the floor with the recommendation
to pass it, then it tends to get passed.
You're breaking down the work, making it
easier.
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Kelly:

So they get a bill and the seven or so of
them decide like to vote on it or they throw
it out?

Teacher B:

Well, they don't throw it out but they can
let it die in committee. In other words,
never get back to the floor. Or they can
say they disapprove of the bill and send it
back to the group as a whole to have them
vote on it.

Kelly:

So if they disapprove·of it they have to
send it to a vote to get rid of it?

Teacher B:

Yeah.

Kelly:

So either way all the bills come back?

Teacher B:

Not necessarily. Sometimes they never make
it out of committee.

Kelly:

But you said they have to vote on it to
throw it out.

Teacher B:

Yeah, but no. Okay, let's keep going.
Perhaps your question will be answered. So
first of all, what is your explanation of a
standing committees job? What is a standing
committee and what does it do? Randy?

Randy:

[begins reading from the text]

Teacher A:

Don't read it Randy, tell me. Let's start
with his first statement that standing
committees are responsible for a special
area. What does the term standing committee
tell you though?

Several Students:
Teacher B:

[mumble]

It's permanent. That tells you its
permanent. These permanent committees like
the finance committee or the ways and means
committee, they deal with certain issues.
Okay, money with both the finance committee
and ways and means. Subcommittees, these
are something to do with standing
committees. will you read please Jack?
[Bl-2, lines 234-260]
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In the second activity, ·the chart drawing activity,
students had to read the text about the steps in the bill
passing process then look at the chart on page 109 of the
text in order to design their own diagram of that process.
In this activity students had to incorporate what they read
in the text with their own interpretations of that process
in order to come up with an original model of the law
making process.

students worked with each other to design

their models with no input from Teacher B after his
explanation of what they were to do.

During this activity

Teacher B was busy at his desk in the front of the room
checking notebooks with individual students and was not
available to help students for much of the class period.
The information that students worked with in this
activity also was necessary in carrying out the simulation
on bill passage.

The simulation tied together the

information from the two activities described above with
the work that had to be accomplished during simulation
activities.

The reading activity, and the chart drawing

activity then, provided the information necessary for the
activities that were part of the simulation.
The other activities that were part of Teacher Bls
unit provided information about aspects of Congress other
than the process of making laws.

These topics, the express

powers of Congress, and the history of Congress, each were
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the focus of one class period.

The express powers of

Congress were dealt with in a silent reading and a
worksheet activity on the second day of the unit.

(See the

example of the worksheet "Express Powers" given above for
Teacher Als classroom.)

None of this information was

included on the unit test given after the end of the unit
that followed the target unit.
The video, on the history of Congress, took almost
all of the third day of the unit.

In his introduction to

the film, Teacher B told students what the film would be
about and that they would probably not be able to finish
watching it during that class period, but gave no specific
instructions to students about what to watch for during the
film.

In reviewing the film briefly at the beginning of

the next class period, Teacher A simply reminded students
that it dealt with the history of Congress.
In Teacher Bls class then, the round robin reading
activity, the chart drawing activity, and the simUlation
activities formed the core of the unit in this classroom.
These can be seen as the key or central activities of
Teacher Bls unit.
To briefly summarize the information presented in this
section, in both Teacher Als and Teacher Bls classrooms,
the time spent on activities seems to be equally divided
between teacher centered and student centered activities,
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though in both classroom there are a greater number of
teacher centered activities.

In both classrooms student

centered activities tend to take more class time than
teacher centered activities.
In Teacher A's classroom the activities that can be
seen as central to content construction are those that were
organized around a set of worksheets dealing with the
express and implied powers of Congress.

In Teacher B's

classroom the central activities were seen to be those that
focus on the bill passing process of Congress.
In the following section the material and resources
that were used during activities are presented.
How are Materials and Resources
Used in Content Construction?
In this section the materials and resources that
teachers and students in both classrooms used in order to
construct content are discussed.

Both classes employed

several of the same materials and resources during unit
activities.
The information used to answer this question comes
from the material and resource descriptions that were
generated during stage Two of the data analysis procedures.
Examples of these descriptions can be found in Appendix H.
Materials and resources used during

th~

unit in

Teacher A's classroom (Figure 10) included the following:
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Figure 10.

Materials Used in Activities Across the unit.
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

newspaper clippings about Congress and bill passing
a list of bill writing topics listed on the board
a filmstrip on the powers of Congress
a worksheet on the express powers of Congress
a worksheet on the implied powers of Congress
a worksheet on what Congress cannot do
pages 58-61 in the required text American civics
pages 101-105, and page 109 in the required text
a list of steps in the bill passing process written
on the board for the quiz

*
*

a test on this unit and the previous unit
a video on the history of Congress from 1787-1930

The newspaper clippings and the first part of the
filmstrip were used to introduce the unit.

The newspaper

clippings were those that Teacher A had taken from the
local paper over the last several years.

Each clipping

dealt with the appropriation of funds, the passage or
defeat of particular bills, or the voting record of local
Senators or Congressmen.

Teacher A read the headlines and

passed the clippings around the class, but only one on
appropriating money for the war on drugs and one in which
how local Congressmen voted (or didn't vote) were part of
the class discussion.

As illustrated in an earlier

section, Teacher A used the clippings primarily to have
students identify the topic of the unit.

So, in essence,
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the clippings did not play a central role in developing the
content of the unit.
The. filmstrip that was shown following the opening
activity of the unit dealt with the kinds of powers that
Congress was given by the Constitution, especially those
outlined in Article One, section 8 and 9.

Students were

originally expected to use the information from the
filmstrip in order to summarize the bill passing process of
Congress.

Though this information was included in the

first half of the filmstrip, students could not complete
the summarization assignment.

When students viewed the

second half of the filmstrip, they were given no specific
direction for watching.
During the simUlation activities students relied on
the directions from the teacher and the topics that were
written on the board in order to complete activities.

(See

the discussion of topic structures for Teacher A in the
second section of this chapter for a list of these topics.)
Though Teacher A did tell the class that they could use the
chart of the bill passing process on page 109, not all
students took advantage of this resource.
The textbook was an essential part of the worksheet
activities on days five and six of the unit.

Students

needed the copy of the Constitution that could be found on
pages 58-61 of their required text.

Students also were
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directed to read pages 101-105 that covered section 3, The
Powers of Congress.

This was the only extended reading

that students did during this unit.

As Table 5 indicates,

only 10 percent of unit time was devoted to textbook
reading.
For the quiz on the bill passing process, Teacher A
wrote steps in the process on the board.

These steps were

not listed in order, since the purpose of the quiz was for
students to chronologically order them.

Students did not

have to copy the list, only write the letter that
designated the step on their papers.

(See Appendix L for a

description of the quiz.)
The test covered material from both the target unit
and the previous unit.

Using a multiple choice format,

this test included a three pages of questions and a
separate page that contained the answers students could
choose for these questions.
separate from the test sheet.

The answer sheet was also
In order to answer a test

question the students would first read the question on the
test paper, locate the corresponding answer possibilities
on a second sheet of paper, then darken the circle on the
separate answer sheet for that question.

Though this

sounds confusing, students had no trouble using this
system.
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The video on the history of Congress was used as a
culminating activity in Teacher A's unit.

students had

already taken the unit test when this video was shown.

The

film included old snapshots and paintings interspersed with
actor quoting or portraying members of Congress through the
years.

The video took the major

is~ues

of the time--

slavery, or problems with the civil service for example and
presented the views of contemporary Congressmen.
The worksheets were the focus of the lessons on days
five and six of the unit and were used again in the
highlighting activity in preparation for the unit test.

As

noted in the previous section these worksheets were
important in constructing the content of the unit.
In Teacher A's classroom then, students tended to use
resources and materials in isolation from each other.
material was used for an individual activity.

Each

only in the

worksheet activities were the text and the worksheets
combined in order to complete assignments.
In Teacher B's class (Figure 11), the following
materials and resources were used during the unit:

*

pages 97-101, section 2, "How congress is
.Organized," in the required text, American Civics.

*

pages 101-105, Section 3, "The Powers of Congress,"
in the required text.

*

pages 105-111, Section 4, "How a Bill Becomes a
Law," in the required text.
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Figure 11.

Materials Used in Activities Across the unit
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*

pages 58, 59, Article one, section 8, in the
required text

*

a worksheet on the express powers of Congress

*

a diagram of the bill passing process drawn on the
board

*

a video on the history of Congress

As the lists indicate, the required textbook was an
important resource for Teacher B's unit.

All text

selections were taken from Chapter 5, "Congress makes our
Nation's Laws," except the pages dealing with Article 1,
section 8, which are found in a

special section of the

text that includes the entire Constitution and the
amendments.
Teacher B opened the unit with a round robin reading
of section Two of Chapter 5.

Each sUbsection of this part

of the chapter was read aloud by one student, followed by a
short lecture by Teacher B.

The other two sections of the

chapter were read silently by students.

In both cases the

reading was connected with an assignment--Section Three
with a worksheet on the express powers of Congress, and
section 4 with a chart drawing assignment.

The pages on

Article 1, section 8 of the ,Constitution were also to be
read in conjunction with the worksheet assignment on
express powers.
In addition to the text of these sections, Teacher B
called special attention to two charts that were included
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in the chapter.

(see the materials descriptions in

Appendix L for descriptions of these charts.)

The first

chart, on the standing committees of Congress was copied
directly from the text to be included in students'
notebooks.

The second chart, on page 109, of the text

diagrammed the process of how a bill becomes a law.
Students were to use this chart as an example for drawing
one of their own.

In addition to the chart in the book,

Teacher B also had drawn a simple illustration on the board
to be used as an example.

A rendering of this illustration

can be found in Appendix M.
only one worksheet was included in this unit.

As

noted above it was used in conjunction with two selections
from the textbook, This worksheet asked students to match
the clause from Article 1, section 8 of the Constitution
with the example given on the worksheet.

Students worked

together in order to complete this worksheet.
A video on the history of Congress was shown on the
third day of the unit.

Students were not given specific

directions for watching the video.

As stated in an earlier

section of this chapter, while Teacher B spent a few
minutes summarizing the video on the following day, day
three was the only period that the history of Congress was
presented.
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In Teacher B's classroom then, the required text was
an important resource for students during this unit.
Assignments that students completed during the activities
in his unit, including the worksheet on express powers of
Congress involved some use of the textbook.

The video

functioned as a way to present some of tbe history of
Congress to students on one day of the unit.
To summarize the information presented in this
section, both Teacher A and Teacher B employed several of
the same materials and resources in their units.

However,

while Teacher A relied on worksheets and, to a lesser
degree, a filmstrip and parts of the text in his unit, in
Teacher B's classroom the textbook was the primary
resource.
In the next section Teacher A and Teacher B's
classrooms are compared.

This comparison includes

information discussed in each of the first three sections
of this chapter.
How Does the Content Constructed in One Classroom
Compare to that Constructed in a Second Classroom?
In this section the content that was constructed in
Teacher A's unit is compared with that constructed in
Teacher B's unit.

This comparison focuses on what topics

were part of the unit in each teacher's class as well as
what aspects of those topics were part of lesson
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activities, interactions, and assignments.

This comparison

also focuses on the processes that underlie the
construction of content.
Information used to answer this question came from
stage Four of the data analysis procedures.

This included

the combination of activity descriptions, material
descriptions, content descriptions (gist), and transcripts
of the audio-tapes.

(See Appendices H and I for examples

of the data combined in stage Four.)

Interview data,

though not combined with the activity analysis data, were
included in this discussion as well.
Organization of the unit by subtopics
Table 5 illustrates how the unit was divided into
subtopics in each classroom.

Both Teacher A's and Teacher

B's units were divided between two major subtopics and one
or two smaller ones.

In Teacher A's classroom the bill

passing process and the powers of Congress were the focus
of the majority of unit activities, with an almost equal
number of activities devoted to each.

Procedural

activities and brief looks into the organization of
Congress, and the history of Congress rounded out the unit
in Teacher A's classroom.
Teacher B's unit was also divided between the major
topics of the powers of Congress and the bill passage
process, however, in Teacher B's class more time was
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Table 5.

Division of the unit into Subtopics.
unit Subtopics

Subtopic

% Total Act.

Number of Activities

A

en = 32)

Def. of Congress
Org. of Congress
Powers of Congo
Express Powers
Implied Powers
Bill Passing
Bill Writing
History of Congress

B

en = 20)

A

B

0
2

1

0

3

6

7

2
2
0

22

7

25
12.5
12.5

2
3
8
4

6
9

2
2

2

5
15
10
10
0
35
10
5

Major unit Subtopics
Subtopic

Number of Activities
B

A

B

4

2

9
6

37
37
6

20
45
15

2

6

6

10

A

Powers of
Congress*
Bill Passing**
Org.of Congress
History of
Congress

% of Class Time

12
12

* Includes:
Powers of Congress
Express Powers
Implied Powers

** Includes:
Bill Writing
Bill Passing
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devoted to the bill passing process.

In terms of class

time spent on activities, the bill passing process
accounted for more than half the class time devoted to this
unit.

Teacher B's unit also devoted time to looking at the

organization of Congress and the history of Congress.
In the following sections, how the two major subtopics
of this unit were constructed in each classroom are
presented.

These major subtopics include the bill passage

process and the powers of Congress.

Though the

organization of Congress and the history of Congress were
subtopics shared by both classrooms, comparisons between
classrooms on these topics are not included in this
discussion.

Teacher A had just concluded an entire unit on

the organization of the legislative branch just prior to
beginning the target unit, while Teacher B included this as
a subtopic in the target unit.

In both classes the history

of Congress was represented by showing the same video
during one class period.

Comparisons here would provide no

information about content construction.
The Bill Passage Process
In Teacher A's classroom the bill passage process was
the focus of the simUlation that took place during the
first half of the unit.

The simUlation was organized so

that students were divided into two groups, a House group
and a Senate group.

On the second day of the simUlation
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Teacher A gave the whole class a list of t,opics to choose
from to write one bill.

Students were directed to write

another bill on the topic of their choice.

This meant that

students working in the House group and the Senate group
were writing bills on the same topics.

These students were

then to turn the bills in to either the President or the
Vice President.

From this point the process got confusing.

Before the simulation began, students were not given an
opportunity in class to go through the steps in the bill
passing process.

While a chart from the textbook was

suggested as a reference, only individual students took
advantage of it during class time.

In his introduction to

the bill writing activity on the second day of the
simulation Teacher B made the following points:

*

If you don't recall the bill process, use page 109
in the textbook.

*

Write, argue, discuss your bills in the House and
Senate Committees.

The bills eventually have to be

voted on in a committee.

Then they'll have to go

to the other committee.

*

If there aren't enough votes to pass a bill, the
bill dies or can be resubmitted.

Final votes will

be recorded on the board.
Students were responsible for figuring out the rest of
the steps in the process by themselves.

It snould be noted
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again that this was the first time Teacher A had attempted
this simulation.

Though the steps students took in their

simulation did not match those outlined in the book,
students managed to organize their own processes in order
to write, discuss, and vote on bills.
The only other activity outside the simulation that
dealt with the bill passage process was a quiz given
several days after the simulation had concluded.

As

described in a previous section of this chapter, students
had to order the steps in the process from those that were
written on the board.
In Teacher B's unit a much more extensive treatment of
the bill passage process was included in the unit.

In this

class students also took part in a bill passage simulation.
In contrast to Teacher A's class, however, students in
Teacher B's class read the section in the textbook that
outlined the steps in the bill passage process, then used
that,information, a chart, included in that section of the
chapter, and a diagram that Teacher B had drawn on the
board in order to diagram their own chart of the bill
passage process before simulation activities began.
The simulation in Teacher Bls classroom was organized
differently from Teacher A's and was much shorter in
duration.
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In Teacher B's classroom all students were members of
the same house of Congress.

The class was segmented into

majority and minority groups by gender.

Students moved

directly from bill writing to small committees that were
organized by the topics of the bills the students had
written.

Once students had decided in committees which

bills would be included in the voting procedures, the
committees disbanded and the voting process, led by Teacher
B as presiding officer began.
That the simulations were organized differently was
not unusual, both teachers indicated in their interviews
that teachers that taught the same classes in their
department did not plan together or even necessarily share
materials or resources.

"Planning together, somewhat, we

do tell each other about the videos or filmstrips that
we've found.

But basically, we treat each other like

professionals.

They know where they are going and how to

get there, we don't need meetings to talk about that.
Everyone will get where they are going in their own way"
(Teacher A,

Interview Question 15).

"We do things like

plan guest speakers together, and on things like substance
abuse.

• •• We don't communicate on such things as 'what

are you doing in class, what am I doing in class', other
than generally asking 'what unit are you on?'" (Teacher B,
Interview Question 15).
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In comparing the bill passage topic in Teacher A's
unit to that of Teacher Bls, Teacher A spent less time
developing the steps in the bill passage process and more
time letting his students discover the steps for
themselves.

In Teacher B's construction of this topic, the

steps as they were outlined in the text, his chart, and the
charts students created were an important component of the
bill passage process.

only after students had spent time

reading and working with those steps in the activities that
took place the day before the simulation, did student go
through these steps as part of the simulation itself.
In Teacher A's class then, a general sense of what the
bill passing process entailed was the focus during the
construction of this topic.

In Teacher Bls classroom the

specific steps and procedures that are part of the bill
passing process were the focus during instruction in this
unit.
Powers of Congress
In contrast with the topic of bill passage, Teacher
A's unit included a detailed look at the powers of
Congress, while in Teacher B's unit there was less emphasis
placed on this topic.

Twelve activities in Teacher A's

classroom were devoted to the powers of Congress (including
both express and implied powers),·while in Teacher B's
classroom only four activities dealt with this same topic.
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Activities in Teacher A's classroom on this topic
included a filmstrip, reading activities, and three
worksheets.

(See the section on materials and resources

used during the unit for a description of these
worksheets.)

Teacher A also spent time in class lecturing

about the powers of Congress.

It was in the development of

this topic that students were asked to define terms such as
habeas corpus, bill of attainder, and ex post facto as well
as look at each clause in Article 1, sections 8 and 9 of
the Constitution.

Teacher A also spent time describing

letters of marque during construction of this topic.
During the highlighting activity and the review game, the
powers of Congress were included, but the bill passage
process was not.

For each of the three worksheets, much of

each worksheet was to be highlighted.

For example,

Teacher A:

• So implied power is also called the
elastic clause. So Article 1, section 8,
clause 18 is known as the elastic clause.
You might highlight where it says Article 1,
Section 8, clause 18 there. Draw a line or
make an arrow or something to connect that
to the elastic clause. Okay number 56 "What
Congress Cannot Do." This is one I haven't
had a chance to grade. Number one--well
actually I'm going to ask you to define ex
post facto law and bill of attainder. I'll
give you the definition and you'll have to
recognize the word. So if you don't have
those down, look at the definitions for
those two.

Amy:

You mean you'll give us the definition and
we have to give you the word?
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Teacher A:

Right. Well, I'll give you the definition
of ex post facto law and on the multiple
choice you have to recognize it as such. So
if haven't defined those yet, do that
tonight. Number two. I'll give you the
definition of habeas corpus and you'll have
to recognize that. And number four about
letter of marque ••••

This continued until all the terms that were included on
all three worksheets were highlighted.
In Teacher B's class, all four of the activities that
dealt with the powers of Congress took place on the same
day and involved introducing, reading for, doing, and
checking a worksheet on the express powers of Congress.

In

his introduction to these activities, Teacher B linked the
topic to the bill passing process:
Teacher A:

Yesterday we began finding out about the
process of how a bill becomes a law by
reading about how Congress is organized. If
you'll remember, there are two branches of
the legislature, the House of
Representatives and the Senate. You learned
about committees and how Congress is
organized so that they can deal with all the
work they have to do. Today we are going to
delve a little deeper into how a bill
becomes a law by working on express and
implied powers of Congress. Tomorrow you're
going to watch a film that traces the
history of Congress. That'll take the whole
time tomorrow, but right now I want you to
turn to page 101 if you will ••••

Though Teacher B told the class that they would be
dealing with both the express and implied powers of
Congress, the worksheet dealt only with matching the
express powers in Article 1, section 8 with the example
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given on the worksheet.

Implied powers were mentioned in

the reading, but were not discussed in class.

As noted in

an earlier section of this chapter, no questions about the
powers of Congress were included on the unit test.

Once

students checked their answers on the worksheet and put
them in their notebooks, the topic of the powers of
Congress was ended.
There was a large contrast then with the construction
of the powers of Congress topic in Teacher A's and Teacher
B's units (Figure 12).

Teacher A spent several days

developing specific facts about the powers of Congress,
while Teacher B spent one class period on this topic.
In Teacher A's class then, the unit was divided into two
large components, one in which a general perception of the
bill passage process in Congress was constructed, and a
second component in which specific information on the
express and implied powers of Congress was constructed.
Teacher B's unit, in contrast, emphasized specifics
about the bill passing process and spent several individual
class periods dealing with other subtopics including the
express powers of Congress, .the organization of Congress
and the history of Congress.
Content was represented differently in each classes
unit, though several of the same resources and materials
were used by both groups of teachers and

stud~nts,

grouping
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Figure 12.

Topic structures of the unit.

Teacher A

Bill Passing

POWERS OF CONGRESS History of Congress

simulation

worksheets/text

Small Groups

Individual Work

video

~

Whole Class

Teacher B

Organization
of Congress

oral reading/
lecture

Whole Class
Student Collab.

History of
Congress

~

video

Whole Class

Powers of
Congress

worksheet/
textbook

Student
Collaboration

-

BILL PASSING

~

simulation

Small Groups
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arrangements were similar for activities in both
classrooms, and the units had subtopics in common.

Teacher

A's unit emphasized the powers of Congress, while Teacher
B's emphasized bill passage.
Contributions of the Data to
Analysis and Interpretation
In this section, each data source and its contribution
to the study is discussed.

Data collected for this study

included

*

narrative field notes of daily classroom
observations

*
*

materials and resources used during instruction

*

teacher interviews

audio-tapes of daily lessons

Narrative field notes provided the framework for
documenting the action structure of the unit.

Field notes

were central in segmenting each lesson into its component
activities, writing activity descriptions, and tracking the
interaction patterns within lessons and lesson activities.
Like an artist preparing a canvas by applying a base
color and roughly sketching in the outlines of the intended
picture, the field notes--and the activity segments and
descriptions that were generated from them, provided the
outlines within which a picture of classroom life could be
fleshed in.
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The following excerpt from one of the simulation
activities in Teacher A's classroom illustrates how action
was captured in the field notes:

[The numbers at the left

indicate clock time, as in 8:48, 8:49, etc.]
47

Amelia calls (House) Bill #2 to be read--\my
begins to read. Senate group--Kelly has gotten
Jed to read his bill. Vicki WB = S1 4:2 T is on
House side listening to Amy. [WB stands for
writes on the board] [T stands for Teacher A]

48

vicki is moving from group to group T goes over
to quiet down Senate, returns to House listens to
voting. vicki WB = P 11:1. Kelly still with
Senate.

50

Amelia reads her own bill to House (Vicki
listens). T goes to Senate side, listens to
them--T standing at side of room leaning on the
bookcase. House votes--Vicki WB P 11:0

51

Lisa begins to read bill (holding her teddy
bear). Lisa and Kathy begin to bicker--Amelia
mediates. Lisa can't finish reading, others
interrupt her. T, vicki, and Kelly with other
group.
[A3-2]

In this excerpt, Teacher A, Vicki, who was elected
President in the simulation, and Kelly who was elected
Vice-president, moved back and forth between the two small
groups as students in those groups read and voted on the
bills that they wrote.

The.field notes included a sketch

of where each group was located during this activity.
list of the students in each group was contained in the
field notes for the previous lesson.

A
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By looking for changes in the action patterns of each
days field notes, and by noting during observations when
changes in activities occurred, segmenting the lesson into
activities was made possible.

The next step that involved

field notes was the writing of activity descriptions.

The

following example presents an excerpt from the field notes
from Teacher B's classroom and the activity description
that was generated from them.
Field notes for B4-1
T calls for attention. The librarian comes
in and leaves a note on his desk. T tells
class what will happen today (has to talk
over kids).

23

TRB [Teacher refers to the board] what will
be read
TRB--describes what he's drawn.
a Mr. Bill imitation

Ethan does

25

T explains the bill process TRbook, page 109
(some kids open books). T tells them what
they are to do. Kelly raises his hand, T
continues to talk.

26

TRB--grades--how he will grade chart.
goes to trash can, rips up paper.)

28

T tells class to start with the reading.

(Brad

Activity Description for B4-1
Introduction 02-07
T calls for attention.

T refers to the left hand

board as he tells students what they will do in class
today.

When he talks about drawing a chart he goes to the
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board and refers to the diagram of Mr. Bill walking through
Congress.

Ethan does a Mr. Bill imitation.

students talk·

quietly as T explains the bill passing process.
students to the textbook as he gives directions.

T refers
All

students are sitting in their assigned seats except for
Brad who is standing next to the trash can at the back of
the room ripping a stack of paper to pieces.

Kelly raises

his hand but T ignores him and continues explaining what he
wants students to do and how the assignment will be graded.
When T is finished his explanation, he tells students to
begin with the reading.
The activity descriptions took the shorthand of the
field notes and put them in a more readable form.

Again,

these activity descriptions acted as an outline for any
given activity.

The picture of what happened during an

activity was made clear when the transcripts of the
audiotapes were appended to the activity description.

The

transcript for activity B4-1 follows:
Teacher B:

Folks, can I get your attention? Kelly,
turn around and quiet down. The things that
we have planned today--its going to be a
very much working on your own situation. So
I suggest that you don't get off task
because I don't know that I'm in very much
of a good mood to deal with a person that's
not on task from what has gone on so far
today. Our topic today is how a bill
becomes a law. They way you're going to
learn this, or work on this, grow to
understand this is going to be
several ways. One way, your first job is
going to be reading pages 105-111. That
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describes how certain ideas for laws come
about and then it goes through the specific
process of how a bill becomes a law. Number
2 on the board says using the information
learned through reading, construct your own
original diagram of how a bill becomes a
law. Example: I've started one on the
board.
Ethan:

Oh, no! Oh, no!

Mr. Bill.

Mr. Bill.

You always start with what the idea is.
Mine starts with a light bulb--somebody has
an idea about a law. Where does it go from
there? Well in your textbook you're going
to read that next in the process a bill is
introduced to the House of Representatives
or the Senate, whichever one you want. It's
up to you. You then have to decide where
the bill goes after Mr. Bill is introduced.
students:

Oh,no!

Brad:

Can we copy your idea?

Teacher B:

You can use my idea. Actually I stole this
idea from J. J. Cardinal this morning. The
book is going to tell you that the next step
in the process is that the bill is
introduced in the House or the Senate. What
happens next? Well you have to determine
that and then make your arrow lead to that
and write it down. And so on, right until
you get to the part where the President
either signs the bill or vetoes it and sends
it back to the legislature. I see Mary and
Kelly have already found the chart on page
109. It is a suggestion to you to make it
more understandable, to make it correspond
more to what you'll be tested on and what
you'll be asked to review in the chapter
review. Or, instead of following the chart
on page 109, follow the information that
begins in the top right hand column of page
107. If you're there you know what I'm
talking about. On page 107 it says the bill
is introduced in the House and then the next
section tells you . what the next step is,
going on from there to section 4. You need
to diagram, but you need to do the reading

Mr. Bill, Mr. Bill!
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first. I should not see any of you writing
yet ••
It needs to be completed and in
your notebooks for the next notebook check.
I'm saying it needs to be done or mostly
done by the end of class because I'm going
to come around and if you're working you get
10 points. If you haven't been working its
a zero. I won't be able to move around
today. start with the reading. I shouldn't
see anyone with a paper and pencil out.
Okay, go ahead and get started.
[B4-1, lines 15-57]
without the field notes, there was no action in this
introduction.
content.

without the transcripts, there was no

The combination of activity descriptions with

tape transcriptions gave this activity life.
The materials and resource descriptions added a
further description of content to those activities in which
resources and/or materials were employed.

For example, a

description of the chart on page 109 of the text, and a
description of pages 107-111 are included in Appendix L.
From those descriptions, both the structure and content of
each of those materials can be included with the activity
descriptions and the tape transcriptions.
To briefly summarize the descriptions, the chart on
page 109 follows the steps taken in passing a bill that was
introduced in the House of Representatives.
are depicted.

Eleven steps

Each step has an identifying graphic and is

connected to the next step by

an arrow.

Pages 107-111

outline nine steps in the bill passage process beginning
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with a sUbsection titled "The Bill is Introduced in the
House" and concluding with

"The President Approves the

Bill."
It was from the combination of the activity
descriptions, the material and resource descriptions, and
the tape transcripts that the content description (gist)
for an activity was constructed.

For activities that did

not include materials, the content description was
generated from the combination of activity descriptions and
the audio-tapes.
Examples of content descriptions for activities can be
found in Appendix I.

The following is an excerpt of the

content description for B4-1:

bill.

1.

The topic today is how a bill becomes a law.

2.

You'll learn about this in several ways:

*

reading pages 105-111

*

designing a chart detailing the steps in the
bill process

3.

Bills always start with an idea.

4.

The next step in the process is introducing a
This can happen in the House or the Senate.

The only data source that is not included in the
content construction process are the teacher interviews.
While the interviews provide insight into each teachers
perspectives about what goes on in their classrooms, they
were conducted well after the unit had been completed.

The
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main contribution. of the interviews to this study are the
insights they provided about the overall processes and
characteristics of each teacher's classroom instruction.
After the teacher interviews were conducted and
transcribed, the responses to questions were grouped by
themes.

These themes included

l.

views about students

2.

views about organization and planning

3.

views about course content

4.

views about the goals of instruction

5.

views about teaching

Hard copies of the interviews were color coded so that the
themes could be easily pulled together.
While the results of the interview analysis provided
many insights into each teacher and his own perspectives
about teaching, only two themes--views about the goals of
instruction and those about course content provided
insights into the content construction process of the
target unit.

(An excerpt from a coded interview can be

found in Appendix J.)

This information was included in the

discussion of several sections of this chapter.
In summary then, data generated from narrative field
notes provided the structural framework in which data
generated from materials and resources and aUdio-tapes were
situated.

It was from the combination of

dat~,

excluding
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that from the interviews, that the content constructed
during lessons was illuminated.
For this study, the combination of activity
descriptions, material and resource descriptions, and tape
transcriptions allowed the processes and content
constructed in two classrooms to be described and compared.
The description and comparisons indicate that both the
processes of content construction and the content that was
represented in each classroom differed within and across
the unit that was the target of this study.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY

In this chapter the study is summarized.

This

summarization includes a statement of the problem, the
literature that was reviewed, the design of the study, and
findings from the results of the data analysis.
Conclusions, implications, and issues as well as
recommendations for further research are also included in
this chapter.
Nature of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to document the
construction of subject matter content that took place
during the daily classroom activities and interactions of
teachers and students in two junior high school civics
classes.

In order to address the content construction

process, the metaphor of the classroom as text was used to
frame the study.

This metaphor enabled curriculum and

instruction within a classroom to be viewed as an entity
and not as separate phenomena.
The research questions that guided the study were as
follows:
1.

How is content constructed in classrooms?
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2.

What activities are central to content
construction?

3.

What activities are central to content
construction?

4.

How does the content constructed in one classroom
compare to that constructed in a second classroom?
Literature Reviewed for the study

The literature reviewed for this study came from
several fields of research, particularly the areas of
academic work, curriculum theory, and classroom
ethnography.

Literary theory was used as a framework in

which the research on both the academic and social
characteristics of classrooms could be combined in order to
study daily classroom interactions about curriculum
content.
Research that was central to the theoretical and
methodological bases of this study was that of Doyle
(especially 1983, 1984, 1986).

The work of classroom

ethnographers such as Green and her colleagues (for example
1983a, b, 1986) also influenced the theoretical bases for
this study, especially in providing in the bases for the
idea of meaning construction within classrooms.

The work

of literary theorists such as Iser (1978) in conjunction
with the work of Geertz (1973) was the foundation for
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establishing the notion of classroom as text as it was used
in this study.
The purpose of the review was to establish the
contexts in which content construction could be situated
and interpreted.

These contexts included those at school

and classroom levels, as well as those within secondary
classrooms.
In order to characterize classrooms, literature that
focused on how secondary schools are organized and how the
classrooms within secondary schools are organized was
reviewed.

This literature includes both descriptive

studies of schools and schooling that dealt with both
present day and historical examinations of organization
patterns in secondary schools.

The impact of curriculum on

school organization, the instructional patterns found in
secondary classrooms, and the grouping of students for
instruction were included in this review.
Characteristics of lessons within classrooms were
drawn from descriptive studies of lessons and lesson
activities that focused on both the social and academic
structures of lessons and activities.

Research included

sociolinguistic and micro-ethnographic studies of
classrooms that included a focus on the context in which
interactions take place as well as classroom research that
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characterized the academic work that takes place in
classroom lessons.
The notion of classroom as text was developed from
research conducted primarily in the fields of literary
theory and cultural anthropology.

Research focused on how

human action can be seen as text and how these texts can be
interpreted.

This includes reader response theories,

literary criticism theories, work on the interpretation of
cultures, and comparisons between human action and literary
texts.
Research Design
Participants in this study were two teachers and their
students in one section each of eighth grade civics classes
at one junior high school.

This was a descriptive study in

which classes were observed and tape recorded daily by a
non-participant observer over the course of the entire fall
semester of 1989.

Field notes were recorded by the

observer during each observation.

Copies of materials and

resources used during lesson activities were collected.
During the summer following the completion of data
collection, both teachers that participated in the study
were interviewed.
Procedures for analyzing the data from field notes,
audio-tapes, materials and resources were adapted from
Doyle's (1984) Activity Analysis Procedures.

These
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procedures were used to construct both the processes and
content of one unit of study that was part of instruction
in both civics classrooms.
Using the adapted procedures lessons in each classroom
were segmented into their component activities.

A written

description of each activity was generated and given a
descriptive label.

In subsequent stages of analysis,

aUdio-tapes were transcribed.

Descriptions of materials

and resources were also written and combined with activity
descriptions and tape transcriptions so that a description
of the content in each classroom could be generated.
Teacher interviews were conducted for this study, but
were not a part of the analysis procedures.

Instead,

responses to interview questions were coded by themes in
order to provide insights into the data analysis
procedures.
Findings
Results of the data analysis procedures showed that it
was possible to capture both the processes and contents
that were constructed in the two classes.

Curriculum and

instruction, as part of the "activities and interactions
that take place within classroom lessons, could be studied
as an entity.
Results of the analysis for the first research
question showed that both teachers used a combination of
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small group and whole class instructional patterns in this
unit.

For both classrooms, the instructional patterns

identified in the literature--for example recitation or
seat work--were present during the unit.

What this study

found, however was that within these recognizable patterns,
both teachers had very different rules for interactions,
and different uses for the same general pattern.
Recitation, for example could be used to introduce topics
as well as to check assignments.
Findings from the second research question, which
looked at the activities that were central to content
construction indicated that in each classroom different
types of activities were used as the means to construct the
content.

In one classroom silent reading and worksheets

were central to content construction, while in the other
classroom oral reading combined with teacher lecture, and
collaborative work on a design project were the central
means for constructing content.
In looking at the materials and resources used during
the unit in both classrooms, it was found that there were
several common resources that were employed by both
classes.

This did not mean that these resources were used

in the same manner.

In one classroom the required textbook

played a major role in lesson activities.

In the other

classroom that same textbook played a less central role,
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with worksheets and filmstrips receiving as much or more
attention.
Contrasting the two classrooms for the fourth research
question found that not only did the two classes in this
study use different ways of interacting, completing
assignments, and using materials and resources, they also
differed in the topics that were central to the unit.
While both classes divided the unit into several subtopics, and both had sub-topics in common, in each
classroom the emphasis of the unit was different.

In one

classroom the powers of Congress were emphasized and in the
other the bill passing process of Congress was the central
issue.
Though seemingly similar in structure and content from
a global perspective, the units were very different as
enacted.
These differences reflect not only what content was
represented in each classroom, but also how the content was
represented, how students and teachers interact within the
context of lesson activities, and how the activities
themselves were structured.
Conclusions
The findings, placed in the context of the literature
reviewed for the study, in some ways seem to support the
conclusions of Goodlad (1983) and even Cuban (1986) that
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classrooms, seen in terms of the kinds of activities that
can be found during lessons, do look alike in overall
structure and tend to be consistent across all classrooms.
Recitation, teacher lecture, and students completing seat
work assignments were part of the target units in both
classrooms observed for this study.

Indeed, these types of

activities were common to all units in both classrooms
across the semester of observation.
What the findings of this study point out, however, is
that what seems to look the same on the surface, is indeed
very different when the focus moves within the overall
structure to the interactions of lesson participants and
the way knowledge is represented to students in those
interactions.
Just moving a short distance within those general
lesson patterns can point up differences.

This study

attempted to discover classroom texts by looking at how a
unit is constructed in two classrooms during everyday
classroom lessons.

The study was successful in doing so at

a very general level.

By focusing on the unit, the basic

structure that unit took in each classroom was identified,
as were the major subdivisions of the topic.

This defines

the text constructed in each classroom in the broadest of
terms, but even so, it establishes that there is a text
being constructed in each classroom and that there are
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different representations of content in each classroom's
text.

In order to flesh out what those differences entail

and exactly what students in each classroom have an
opportunity to learn will come from subsequent
investigations of the unit data at more and more microlevels of analysis.
The findings of the study do point out that there are
several layers of structure within classrooms.

Not only do

teachers and students work within the general patterns of
classroom activities, such as recitation, they also
interact within patterns that are established within each
particular classroom over time.

These are the structures

that guide how assignments are to be completed, who can
talk to whom during lessons--even within parts of lessons,
and what sources of information can be seen as important.
In other words, these structures within structures are the
ground rules that are set between teacher and students so
that a text can be constructed.
In the two classrooms observed for this study, these
ground rules were distinctly different, and because of
this, the text of the unit that was constructed in each
classroom had different "authoring" processes even though
the overall structures of the lessons appeared to be
consistent on the surface.

Not only consistent with each

other, but consistent with those found in scores of other
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classrooms across the country that were identified in the
review of literature.
From the findings then, it appears that we may not
know as much about classrooms as we think.

Yes, classrooms

and classroom activities may look the same on the surface,
but it is the interactions, and the rules and internal
structures that are established by the teacher and students
within individual classrooms that shape what will be
available for students to learn, especially how knowledge
is constructed in the daily interactions of teacher and
students about content.

We need to look further into this

construction process in order to determine how curriculum
content and instructional processes are interwoven in
classrooms before we can truly understand what happens in
classrooms.
Issues
The Use of the Metaphor of Classroom As Text
This study shows that it was possible to document what
happens when curriculum and instruction are fused through
the enactment of lesson activities.

The metaphor of

classroom as text was a critical factor in framing this
study.

As Weade and Ernst (1989) note, metaphors
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take us beyond the particular, the literal, and
the moment-to-moment details of everyday
experience. Metaphors enable us to create
graphic and figurative illusions that convey
meaning and contribute to our sense-making
abilities (p. 134).
By looking at classrooms through the metaphor of
classrooms as text, the complex nature of classrooms is not
only confirmed but appreciated.

This metaphor acknowledges

that each classroom has component parts that contribute to
the meanings that are constructed within them.

Classrooms

can also be seen for their unique characteristics as well
as for those they share with other classrooms.
This view of classrooms as complicated but internally
structured environments was an important one for developing
an understanding of what life in classrooms is really like.
It is also a crucial perspective from which to appreciate
what happened to curriculum as it was enacted in classroom
settings because it allowed for both the content
constructed and the processes and structures that underlie
that content construction to be made visible.
As Collins and Green (1989) point out, each approach
to studying teaching and learning includes "a way of
describing what is occurring, a point of view about what is
important, and a set of assumptions about the nature of
teaching and learning processes" (p. 71).

The metaphor of

classroom as text captures an essential perspective.

From

this perspective, meaning is constructed by students and
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teachers through classroom activities and interactions, as
they build on their own messages and actions, within and
across the everyday events of classroom life.

These

meanings are interpreted by the participants in the events
of classroom life, and they are also interpreted by larger
audiences, including administrators, parents, and
researchers.
For this study this meant that the contribution of
teachers, students, and

material and resources to the

construction of lesson content could be understood within
the underlying structures and processes of lessons and
lesson activities.

This also meant that not only

individual lessons could be studied, but that the
continuing process of content development over a series of
lessons could be studied just as the unfolding of the plot
in a literary work could be.
In this study the metaphor of classroom as text was
used to study the content· construction process in
classrooms.

The study's findings show that parallels

between the content construction process and the process of
text construction can be made.
1.

These parallels include:

Both classroom and text construction processes

focus on the development of a specific piece of content.
From the universe of all available knowledge, both text and
classroom construction processes involve taking this
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universe and narrowing it down in some way in order to be
able to bring together the essential elements of that
content in order to bring some focus to the text that is to
be constructed.
2.

How this content is represented is the decision of

the text authors who bring their knowledge of the topic,
how it should be organized, and who will likely be the
audience for the text to bear as they initially structure
the text.

This is true of both authors of literary texts

as well as teachers who are putting together the content of
their courses.
3.

There are rules that underlie the text

construction process.

Rules of coherence and genre apply

to literary authors.

Rules of coherence and subject matter

area apply to teachers.

For both "authors" there are

boundaries that dictate what is an acceptable manner in
which to present the content of the text.

For classrooms,

this speaks to the different patterns of organization
within subject areas.

The way biology is structured,for

example may be very different from the way English classes
are structured--just as literary texts that are included in
the genre of drama may be very different from those written
in the genre of poetry or non-fiction.

That the rules that

underlie genres and subject areas may be implicit, they are
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nevertheless an important factor in determining how content
is represented.
4.

In the case of both literary texts and classrooms,

texts change as they are being written.

An

author edits

and reworks the text as it takes shape.

Even authors that

do not go through these processes as they write go through
them before the text is presented to an audience.

In

classrooms, there may be an initial plan for the content to
be presented in lesson activities, however, as the teacher
interacts with the students in that class, revisions and
changes in· presentation take place.

Students act as co-

authors in classrooms in that they come to each lesson with
background knowledge and expectations just as teachers do.
It is in their collaboration about content that the
meanings and understandings about content are constructed.
This can be compared to co-authors of a literary text.

One

author may be considered the major contributor, but what
ultimately ends up on the page is a reflection of how all
the authors worked together to create an understanding
about the content.

In classrooms the editing of the text

is part of the construction process and occurs as the
interactions with content are taking place, as well as
during the time between lessons when teachers and students
assess what has gone on in a given class period.
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5.

Finally, both literary texts and classroom texts

are constructed for an audience.

As literary theorists

have pointed out, the intended audience may be only one
faction of the actual audience that reads a text.

Just as

a book written in a specific time period may speak directly
to the world as it is at that time, audiences from later
generations may still read that text and gather some
meaning from it.

The same is true for the understandings

that are constructed in classrooms.

The teachers and

students "read" what happens during lessons and makes some
kind of meaning from it.

Administrators or researchers,

who really aren't part of the intended audience of these
interactions can also

"read"

some interpretation of them.

classroom events and make
Educational research has used

this practice for years, by using transcripts of classroom
lessons to make interpretations of what went on during them
even after the transcripts are several years old.

What is

important about both literary texts and classroom texts is
that both capture a piece of content that can be
interpreted by those other than the author(s).
These five comparisons between classrooms and texts
point out the similarities between the content construction
processes in each.

These parallels were central to this

study and would be useful in further studies of classrooms.
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Decisions that Shaped the Study
In descriptive research, there are many options
available to researchers for conducting studies.

Because

the decision making processes that shape these studies
often evolve as the studies are taking place, many times it
is clear to the researcher why things are handled in a
certain manner but these decisions may not be as clear to
the readers of those studies.

In reflecting on the process

of conducting this dissertation and reviewing the findings
reported above, there were several key decisions, that were
instrumental in shaping this study.

These decisions are

discussed below in order to shed some light on the
processes that ultimately framed the study.
Because the focus of the study was to describe the
daily interactions and activities that make up classroom
lessons one of the first decisions made was to observe
classes as a non-participant.

This was necessary in order

to make as few changes in the classroom environment and
interaction patterns as possible.

It was important to

describe those patterns as they naturally occurred without
influepcing them in any way--or at least as minimally as
possible.
This decision not only determined how observations
were to be made, it also closed the door to several
possible data sources.

In order not to influence the role
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of the teacher or, the students in classroom interactions,
this meant that contact between the observer and the
participants were limited both inside and outside the
classroom.

Daily, or even weekly interviews with

participants about what they perceived was happening during
lessons were ruled out, as was talking to either teacher or
students during the course of any lesson.

Asking any kinds

of questions might have lead to speculation on the part of
both teachers and students about what "ought" to be
happening and therefore change or influence classroom
interactions.

This meant that there was little opportunity

to get at participants' perceptions of the content
construction process.
Because the focus of this study was documenting how
content was constructed in classrooms, including teacher
and students' perceptions of the process as it occurred
would have changed the tenor of the study.

While teacher

and student interviews were conducted for this study, they
took place following the conclusion of the target unit and
were intended only to confirm data provided by field notes,
audio-tapes, and materials collected.

Student interviews,

as noted in Chapter 3, were lost due to the malfunction of
the tape recorder.
confirmatory data.

Only teacher interviews were used as
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Logistics also played a part in keeping the observer
and the participants apart even if contact had been
desired.

As noted in an earlier chapter, students were not

given a great deal of time to be on the school grounds
either before or after school.

The only free time students

had during the day was a brief lunch period in the middle
of the day.

To meet with even a handful of students for

more than five or ten minutes a week in order to discuss
classroom events was barely possible, especially given that
intramural sports activities were also conducted during
this time.
Meeting with teachers was also problematic.

Since

both of the teachers who participated in the study coached
several sports in addition to teaching meant that time
before and especially after school was limited.

Planning

periods for both teachers were often taken up by school
duties, or fell during a part of the day when the
researcher had to teach her own classes at the university.
So contact between the observer and participants was not
only restricted by the choice of observation technique but
also by scheduling difficulties as well.
The second decision that had a major impact on the
study was the decision to observe across the entire
semester, even though only one unit was to be the focus of
analysis.

By observing both classes on a daily basis from
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the first day of school it was possible to do several
things.

The most important of these was to establish a

context in which to place the target unit for analysis.
semester long observation allowed the observer to see how
relationships were established between lesson participants,
note what were typical ways of organizing lessons for each
classroom, and to see how participants responded to certain
situations.

Though the analysis methodology was essential

in describing the patterns that made up the target unit,
without the observations from the rest of the semester it
would have been a very different prospect to understand
what was typical of one teacher or classroom.
Doyle and Carter (1984), in a study of academic tasks
in junior high school English classes, noted that daily
observation was necessary in order to describe the academic
tasks that were part of lesson activities.

Eve~

though

they were interested in describing the attributes of
individual tasks, Doyle and Carter found that they could
not just observe classes only on the days that tasks were
occurring.

By not observing on a daily basis the context

needed in order to understand the task was lost.
is true for this study.

The same

The context of the whole semester

was necessary in order to come to an understanding about
how content was constructed during one unit.
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It is also from observing across the semester that
characteristics of the two teachers and their students were
made clear.

Though the observer had little contact with

the participants in the study inside and outside of class
time, the length of the observation period allowed the
observer to come to know how each participant fit into the
overall scheme of classroom life as it was during civics
class that semester.

It became clear in the first few

weeks of school which students were most likely to
voluntarily participate in question and answer activities,
and also which of these students were likely to try to
disrupt the proceedings.

In Teacher A's classroom, for

example, there was a boy who made it a point to ask
questions that had nothing to do with the topic at hand.
Teacher A was very adept at handling these questions and
moving on with the lesson.

Knowing that this behavior was

typical of this student and had nothing to do with his
understanding of the topic of the lesson or familiarity
with the activity at hand came with being able to observe
this boy on a daily basis.

His behavior (and Teacher A's

handling of this student) may not have been as clearly
understood if the observation period had covered just the
target unit.
The familiarity that long-term observation brought was
also useful in noting when activities were proceeding
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smoothly or if things were moving off track during the
target unit.

That students in Teacher B's classroom were

free to work with each other to complete assignments, that
students in both classes rarely worked in simulation
activities, that students in Teacher A's classroom were
expected to answer questions after filmstrips and videos
would not have been apparent, or as apparent if these
activities were not seen within the context of the kinds of
work that teachers and students were involved in throughout
the civics course.
There are several important issues that this study did
not address, and that need to be addressed in further
studies.
students.

One issue has to deal with the consequences for
This study has shown that there are differences

in the knowledge that was constructed about the bill
passing process in the two classrooms that were studied.
What is the impact of these differing constructions on
students?

We need to look more closely at the texts that

were constructed in each classroom in order to find out
what the message(s) of these texts are.

This needs to be

studied not only in the light of what is demanded of
students in each classroom, but also in light of
standardized measures and the desired outcomes of the
written curriculum.

In order to do this the text for each

classroom for the unit needs to be developed.
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Another issue that was not included in this
dissertation but that needs to be addressed is that of
sources of knowledge.

It was clear in both classrooms that

students had to have more than background matter of the
topic at hand in the knowledge construction process.

In

Teacher B's class this became apparent when students did
impressions of Mr. Bill as Teacher B discussed building a
diagram of the bill passing process.

Students had to have

been aware of the clay character from old Saturday Night
Live television shows in order to do the impressions and
follow the discussion.

In Teacher A's classroom outside

information was brought in to the assignment of roles for
the bill passing simUlation.

The majority of students

seemed to think that it was much better to belong to the
Republican Party than the Democratic Party.
In both instances students brought background
knowledge to bear in constructing information about the
topic under study.

The role of background knowledge in the

knowledge construction process was beyond the scope of this
study, but is an issue that needs to be addressed in
further research.
Implications
This study has several implications for research.
Because curriculum and instruction could be studied
conjointly in classroom contexts, a different perspective
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on the study of

c~assrooms

is presented.

This perspective

would be of value to those that were interested in studying
what happens in classrooms during the daily lessons that
take place within them.

The methodology used in this study

allows the every day events of classroom life to be made
visible--the trees can be seen as well as the forest.
Researchers interested in educational change, staff
developers, curriculum developers could use the kinds of
documentation that the methodology employed in this study
used to document curricular and instructional
characteristics of particular classrooms.

Micro-

ethnographers, or those interested in teacher/student
interaction patterns could build the contexts in which to
study those interactions from this perspective of
classrooms.
In this study content was studied along with classroom
processes.

As Shulman (1986) has pointed out, there is a

need for the study of content development in classrooms.
The methodology used in this study provides a way for
content to become the focus of research.
This study was not

int~nded

to speak directly to

classroom practice, however, there are several ways in
which the information in this study could be used by
practicing teachers.

Teachers could use the findings of a

study like this one to gain a new perspective on their own
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instruction.

Teachers could use the type of information

provided by this study in order to provide the bases for
peer coaching or mentoring programs.

An individual teacher

could also use this information to get a different
perspective on their own teaching practices or the
structure of their courses.

The non-evaluative nature of

the data analysis for this study would be able to provide
teachers with feedback about aspects of their work without
implications about effectiveness or any implied criticism
of current practices or procedures.
Recommendations for Further Research
This study was an initial attempt to investigate
whether the content construction processes and the content
that was constructed during classroom activities could be
documented.

While the study successfully described the

processes of the content constructed in"the two classrooms
that were the focus of the study, these descriptions were
fairly global in nature.

The procedures that were

developed especially for this study may need to further
refinement in order to bring the materials and resources
used in activities as well as the content constructed
during activities into sharper focus.

Replications of this

study may help to refine the analysis procedures.
Replicating this study on a larger scale or in
different content areas would be helpful in building an
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understanding of the nature of the content construction
processes within a variety of classrooms.

As the work of

stodolsky (1988) has indicated, there are differences in
the instruction across content fields.

By using the

methodology developed in this study, both the content and
the processes of curriculum and instruction could be
studied.

This would provide a different perspective on

life in classrooms; one that may be critical in these days
of educational reform.
This study also needs to be extended to include more
micro-analytic studies of the lesson data within the unit.
This study succeeded in identifying and broadly outlining
the text constructed in each classroom observed for this
study.

The content of the knowledge constructed in both

classrooms still needs to be explicated.

Further studies

that focus on moving from the level of unit to the lessons
themselves then within each lesson are necessary in order
to flesh out the outlines of the texts identified in this
study.

These studies are necessary so that information,

such as the cues students and teachers use to make sense of
the lesson as it is occurring, can be made.

In this way we

can further our understanding of the daily events of
classroom life and how content is constructed.
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APPENDIX A
EXAMPLE OF THE TRANSCRIPTIONS OF AUDIO-TAPES
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Example of the Transcriptions of Audio-Tapes
B1

[excerpt from B1-l]

49

Teacher B:

Break out your textbooks and open them
to page 97.

Peggy:

Boring.

Teacher B:

You're allowed to be bored, but do it.
Today we begin a unit on the
Legislative Branch. We know that the
government has three branches:
executive, legislative, judicial. I
hope you realize by now that we will
study these three branches in depth.
The first one is the legislative
branch. We know the job of the
legislative branch is to do what? To
make laws. The job of the legislative
branch is to make laws. Part of the
legislative branch that makes the laws
is called what?

Kelly:

Congress.

Teacher B:

Congress. Congress is broken into two
parts--Representative and Senates.
House of Representatives and Senate.
How they go about this business of
making laws is our next job. What do
they do with those 20,000 or so pieces
of legislation that come upon them each
year? How do they get their work done?

51

56

You're boring us [teasing].

59

And so on page 97 we'll start that
topic. You should be open to there by
now. "Beginning with the first
Congress in 1789, each Congress has
been identified by number. Thus the
Congress that began its term in 1789
was known as the first Congress. The
Congress that began its term in 1987 is
the 100th

62

Congress. So what Congress are we in
right now?
Donald:

101st
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Teacher A:

The 101st Congress, the one that began
in 1989. Terms and Sessions of
Congress Lana. start reading there
Lana.

Lana:

[surly]

Kelly:

Read Lana!

Teacher B:

Not to sound unreasonable, but when we
have a book out and are ready to read,
I assume that before I call your name
out you will be ready to read. Terms
and Sessions of Congress Lana. [Lana
is silent.] Okay Lana, why don't you
stay after class. Sandy?
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Sandy:

"In each term of Congress there are two
regular session or meetings.The first
session begins on January 3 in the odd
numbered year following the
Congressional elections in November.
The second session begins on January
3rd of the next year. Each session may
last as long as Congress wishes. In
the past, sessions usually lasted from
January 3rd until August or September.
In recent years the growing workload
has led to longer sessions.' Both
houses of Congress must agree upon the
date to adjourn or end the session.

77

Teacher B:

Keep going.

Sandy:

Sometimes serious problems come up
after Congress has adjourned its
regular sessions. In such cases, the
President of the united states may
recall Congress for a special session.
Usually the President calls both houses
into special session, however, the
President may decide to call only one
of the two houses. Under certain
circumstances the House of
Representatives and the Senate will
meet together. This is known as a
joint session of Congress. For
example, a joint session will be called
84 if the President wants to address
the Congress.

65

What page?
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Teacher B:

There'll be one session a year unless a
special session is called. How long
does a session of congress last? Does
it say?

89

90

95

Okay, some key items are discussed
there. First of all what is a term of
congress. I have that written on the
board. A term of Congress is the
length of time containing two sessions
of Congress equals two years. If you
want to apply the length of a
congressional term to the House of
Representatives, it is the length of
their term of office. That does not
apply to the Senate because they have a
six-year term. A term of Congress
equals a term of the House of
Representatives. A session was also
brought up.

Sally:

'Til September or August.

Teacher B:

Okay. Why is there no definite ending
point? Hester?

Hester:

I don't know, I have a question. You
mean that they don't like stay and meet
once a week or every day for that time?

Teacher B:

They generally meet five days a week
during that time. Get the work done.
Depending what's going on they'll take
the holidays off.

Hester:

Oh.

Teacher B:

Okay, beginning January 3rd when does
it end?

Several
Students:

August, ·September.

Teacher B:

It says September or October, but what
does it say before that? [silence]

Jack:

It could run longer or shorter.

Thanks.
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97

Teacher B:

Several
Students:
Teacher B:

Okay, it depends on how much work they
have to do. They don't leave, which is
kind of an impossible statement because
they've always got work to do. But
they can't leave a session until they
feel their work for the year is done.
Is Congress still in session now?
Yeah.
Things are still going along right now.
So its October 9th and Congress is
still at work. It is October isn't it?
[class laughs]

100

In the past Congress got its work done
sooner. Sessions would end in early,
middle summer and such.

106

But the responsibilities of the united
State national government, being much
more now-a-days than it was in the
past, sessions tend to last much
longer. In fact, the job of being a
Congressman or Congresswoman would have
been a cake job because it was such a
short time to do it, then you could go
on back to doing what you were doing
and get that done. A person could be
successful in another field as well as
being a Congressman.

110

114

Kelly:

If a session ends in the summer, does
that mean they have to go back to work?

Teacher B:

They have a yearly salary. They get
paid no matter what. If a session
ended early in the middle of July, they
would have that time off. Most
Congressmen would probably go back and
maybe work on some of the problems at
home. Perhaps in some cases they do
that during sessions. It depends on
the person.

Bob:

Does that mean campaigning and that
kind of thing?
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123

Teacher B:

Sometimes. Campaigning. And you'll
notice that terms of Congress tend to
end earlier in.election years. This is
a non-election year for members of the
House of Representatives. So they're
still at it. Last year they in fact
complained that because they went so
long, it was into October, because may
of them were champing at the bit to
campaign. Although they tend to do
that when Congress is in session
anyway.
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EXAMPLE OF DAILY FIELD NOTES
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Example of Daily Field Notes
B4

20

T 1:1 Chris who wants to go to counselor. T says
no. Ethan and Cameron come in late. T goes next
door to Mrs. Lis room. Sara goes to the front of
the room and does impressions of T. Bob and Alex
at computer.

22

T comes back in--apologizes for late.start.
Peggy asks him if he is superstitious--the rest
of the class talks.

23

T calls for attention--librarian comes in, leaves
note on TiS desk. T tells class what will happen
today [has to talk over class].
TRB--What will be read?
TRB--T describes what he has drawn.
Mr. Bill impression.

Ethan does

25

T explains bill process--TRbook p. 109. [Some
students open books.] T tells them what to do-Kelly raises his hand--T keeps on talking.

26

TRB--grades--how he will grade chart. Some
students whispering to each other. Brad rips up
paper over the trash can as T talks. T answers
question about chart.

27

T tells class to start with reading. Kids talk.
Brad comes to T with text, shows T chart. T
tells him that is what chart should be based on
somewhat. Students talk, begin to work together.
Most have their books open, looking through pages
or at chart. Some are reading. Kelly at
Margie's desk explaining chart to her. Janey at
TiS desk in front 1:1. T cuts grade slips as he
talks to Janey--interrupts to tell Burt to get to
work. More students begin to talk, T tells class
that they can work together.

29

TRM--making sure students are working. Students
are now mostly silent, reading from text.

31

T goes back to his desk to organize material.
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TRM--Monitoring 1:1 with Kelly. T intercepts
note, glances at it and throws it out.
Peggy asks if she can do chart first. Vicki asks
if they can do the reading as homework. T tells
them they won't be able to do the chart without
the reading. The rest of the class is quiet
reading.

35

Class still reading silently. T asks the class
how come on Spirit Day everyone wears red when
the school colors are maroon and gold. Peggy,
others callout answers. Kelly suggests that
they change the school color to peach. Class
razzes him then go back to reading, except for
Peggy and vicki who talk about school colors.

36

T asks Janey to bring her notebook up to be
checked. Students begin to finish reading, talk
about charts. Janey gets notebook and goes to
T's desk.

38

Class is getting noisier, most students have
finished reading. T calls next student up to the
desk as Janey goes back to her desk. Students
get out paper and begin to d~aw charts. Talking
increases.

39

T reminds class charts will be graded today.
Students begin to move desks together to work.
Talking increases. T calls next student up for
notebook check.

T - Teacher
1:1 - One-on-one conversation
TRB

-.Teacher refers to the board

TRbook - Teacher refers to the textbook
TRM - Teacher moving around the room
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Teacher Interviews
BACKGROUND
Where did you do your certification work?
How long have you been teaching
- in this district?
- at this school?
How/why did you choose social studies?
Can you describe the characteristics of students at this
level?
Describe students in this class.
How do they compare to the rest of the students at this
school?
Do you know how students are assigned to this class?
How much information do you have about individual students
before they enter your class?
PLANNING
How is the format of this class determined?
- curriculum guide
- instructional models to follow
Why is civics taught at this level?
What is generally taught in this course?
Are there any specific skills/concepts you think are
particularly appropriate for students at this age?
What do you think students will come away from your class
with? . Anything specific?
How do you plan lessons for this class?
Do you ever plan together with other teachers?
How does homework fit in?
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What materials do you use to teach this class?
- text
video
- other
How are grades determined?
TYPICAL
Take me through a typical day in your civics class from the
time the first bell rings until class is dismissed.
Describe a typical assignment (use worksheet to help
explain).
- what is it?
- how do students do it?
- what resources do they need?
- how is it graded?
How do students become successful in this class?
- what kinds of things do they need to do?
- are there students who aren't successful?
Where do the tests for this class come from?
What does a typical test test?
- what are the tests designed to do?
How important is reading in this class?
What is the role of the student in this class?
What are your feelings about this particular class?
- about how the class went?
Anything you'd like to add?
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Examples of Activity Description - pilot
On The Board

A9/5

Articles of Confederation
Purpose
Did not have a.

1.
2.
3.

Whatjado
Daniel Shay's Story
Reading Text pp. 25-

4.

Note taking - Title:
Articles of
Confederation
Filmstrip: "The
Historic Background
of the Constitution"

27

Did have

b.
a.
b.

5.

Powers of Congress
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
Congress could not
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
outcomes
a.
b.

c.
e.

f.
g.
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A9/5-1

Opening Activity

00 -

03

T takes the deck of cards that have the students names
printed on then from the small set of shelves at the front
of the room. Because there is a new student in class, T
prepares another card and adds it to the deck. T then
places a tall stool in the front center of the room and
sits down. As T chooses a card and calIon students, the
class sits quietly in their assigned seats, waiting to be
called on. Each student is asked to tell one thing that
they did the previous day (a school holiday). T calls on
most of the students and then tells them what he had done
that day. A student raises her hand and wants to tell a
story about something bad that happened to her family over
the weekend.

TRANSITION

Topic Switch

T comments on student's story then immediately asks a
question about the topic he wants to introduce.
A9/5-2

Topic Introduction

03 -

06

At the end of the student's story T comments briefly
on the story and then asks if the students could tell him
the name of the man they were talking about ~ast week who
started a rebellion. When no one answers T tells them the
man's name as he goes to the bookcase to get The Book of
Knowledge, which contains a biographical sketch of the man,
Daniel Shays. As T walks back to the front of the room he
tells the class a little bit about Shay's Rebellion, and
reviews information on that topic that was mentioned in one
of the filmstrips that they had seen earlier. T then reads
the excerpt from the Book of Knowledge to the class.

TRANSITION
T finishes excerpt then asks students to look at what
is written on the board. He also asks them to get out
paper for note taking. T walks to the door and closes it.
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A9/5-3

Directions

06 - 07

T tells students that today they will begin taking
notes on the Articles of Confederation. He directs them to
open their books to page 25. T tells the class that some
of the notes will come from the reading they will do and
some will come from the lecture that will follow the
reading assignment. students first need to read pages 2527 in their texts and then copy the outline on the board
onto their papers when they finish reading. T tells them
he will go over the material after they read.

TRANSITION
Amy asks if they have read this material already. T
replies that this assignment continues from where they left
off before and then tells the class specifically where to
begin reading. T announces that they have four or five
minutes in which to complete the reading. He sets the time
on his watch alarm.

A9/5-4

Silent Reading

07 - 12

Students read pages 25-27 silently at their desks. As
they read T stands in the front center of the classroom
behind his podium. He has the Book of Knowledge open and
is taking notes from it. T alternately watches the
student's reading with flipping through the book he was
taking notes from. James is the first student finished
reading. He looks around the class to see if anyone else
has finished [no]. Then he begins to copy the outline off
the board. As the other students finish, they also begin
to copy the outline. No one talks as they switch from
reading to writing.

TRANSITION
T's watch alarm goes off. He tells students "let's
try this" and begins to lecture.
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A9/5-5

Note Taking

12 - 29

As T begins to lecture, he uses the outline on the
board as a guide. For the first few minutes he goes right
down the outline and give students the answers they need to
fill in the blank spaces. Amy asks him to repeat the
purpose of the Articles, and he does so while moving the
podium so that all students can see the board clearly. As
T continues to lecture, he paces back and forth in the
center front of the room. Students are silent and writing
quickly as he speaks. When T begins to talk about the lack
of provision for a president under the Articles, he begins
to ask the students to supply information and give their
opinions on that topic. He then gives them an
illustration, using homerooms in school as an example and
then has students answer questions based on the example.
After several responses, T tells the class that it's time
to move on. T then begins to list the powers of Congress.
As he talks, he writes the answers on the board. Tasks
the class a few questions once that list is completed, Then
moves on to the next list. He again writes the answers on
the board as he talks. He elaborates on several of the
answers as he goes down the list this time.
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Example of Activity Description with Transcript - pilot
Opening Review

GS 9/6/89

00 -

03

Announcements have just ended, attendance has already
been taken. As class begins, the teacher is standing in
his usual place at the center front of the room behind a
wood and steel open podium. Next to the podium is a high
stool. At his back is the blackboard and behind him to his
left against the wall is a table with a mug full of pencils
and his reference materials. Today the books on the table
include his teacher's manual and an 8" x 11" paperback
containing information on the men who signed the Articles
of Confederation and the Declaration of Independence. In
his hands is an old deck of cards, each with the name of
one of the class members on it.
The students sit facing the front board in six
straight rows of desks. only the first three desks in each
row are occupied. students are sitting with their required
texts and notebooks closed on their desks as class starts.
Teacher A takes the deck of cards and calls on several
students to tell him what they learned in class yesterday.
After four students have answered. T calls on a student
with the question. After a brief exchange with the
student, T calls on another student to answer the question.

Transition
T asks if student understands and when she says yes, asks
the class to get out their textbooks.
On the board:
1. Finish/Review Articles of Confederation
2 • Magna Carta
3. Text reading pages 27-32
4. Background of the delegates
5". In class/homework--Looking at the background
#1,2,3

:36

T:

What did you learn yesterday?
three people, maybe one more.
top card.] Kathy?"

Three people,
[Looks at the
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Kathy:

What the Articles of Confederation said
about the President and the laws.

T:

very good.

John:

That there was no court system.

T:

Court system, no federal court system.
there courts?

John:

Yeah.

T:

Yeah, they had them. Tom? [T refers to
cards each time he calls on a student.]

Tom:

That the Articles of Confederation could tax
people.

T:

Ok.

Terri:

That the people in Congress only have one
vote no matter how many people they had in a
state.

T:

Amy, did you have a question?

Amy:

Did they make up the Articles of
Confederation so they couldn't have a
President? Why?

T:

What do you think they would have done to a
President?

Amy:

What do you mean--each state?

T:

Why wouldn't they want a strong central
leader?

Amy:

They couldn't work.

T:

Let's see if Ian can help.

Ian:

Because they didn't want one person taking
over; they didn't want too big of a boss,
not after a king.

T:

Amy, does that help you?

Amy:

Yeah.

Ok, John?

Were

Terri, what do you have to offer?

. ..
?

Ian?
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T:

Good, now let's move on. Why don't you go
ahead and get out your books.
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Material and Resource Description - pilot
HI - Handout "Decide 10 Landmark Cases that Define our
Rights"
Teacher A - Judicial Branch unit
FORMAT:

This handout was copied from the September 8th
edition of Scholastic Update. It presents ten
Supreme Court cases in the span of five or six
paragraphs apiece. Each case begins with a title
and an illustration and ends by asking the reader
to make a decision on the issue.
Cases in the article are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Church and State: Engel vs. vitale
Press Freedom: Near vs. Minnesota
Affirmative Action: University of
California vs. Bakke
Religious Freedom: U.S. vs. Lee, WI vs.
Yoder
Freedom of Speech: Spence vs.
Washington
Abortion: Maher vs. Roe, Harris vs.
MacRae
Women's Rights: Geduldig vs. Aiello
Right to Counsel: Gideon vs. Wainwright
Censorship: Board of Education vs. pico
Student Rights: NJ vs. T.L.O.

The handout is two and a half pages long and is
copied front and back of two sheets of paper.

LENGTH:

CONTENT:
1.

Church and State

*

Students in a NY school district have said the same
prayer in school since 1958.

*

The prayer had been suggested by the NY State Board
of Regents.

*

One parent, Lawrence Roth, objected to the prayer.
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*
*
*

with other parents, Roth sued the school district.
Several lower courts ruled

agains~

the plaintiffs.

First amendment bans establishment of religion by
the government.
(continued on seven more pages)

W-4 Worksheet "Preamble Scramble"
Teacher A
Teacher B constitution unit
LENGTH:

One side of one page.

FORMAT:

The entire page is covered with a word search
puzzle. Under the title the directions tell the
reader to find the Preamble of the constitution
in the puzzle. All the words are connected at 90
percent angles to each other. Students must find
the first word in the jumble of letters then
continue from there until the entire Preamble has
been completed.

CONTENT:

The Preamble of the Constitution
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Chronological List of Activities - Main study
Teacher A

Minutes

A1-1 Introduction
newspaper clippings
A1-2 Filmstrip:

Powers of Congress

A1-3 Role Assignment

6

11
17

A1-4 Bill Writing

9

A2-1 Reassign Roles

7

A2-2 Introduction: Bill Writing
topics on the board

4

25

A2-3 Bill Writing
A2-4 Press Conference - Review

4

A3-1 Introduction:

3

32

A3-2 Bill Passing
A3-3 Bill Committees

8

A4-1 Procedural:

5

Handing out papers

A4-2 Bill Passing

34

A4-3 Bill Reading

4

A5-1 Current Events

2

A5-2 Introduction:

Express Powers

7

A5-3 Silent Reading
textbook pages 101-105, 58,59

10

A5-4 Filmstrip:

The Powers of Congress

14

A5-5 Worksheet:

Express Powers

6

A6-1 Quiz Introduction

6

A6-2 Quiz
quiz written on the board

9
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A6-3 Reading Review
textbook pages 101- 105

5

A6-4

Silent Reading
textbook pages 59,60

2

A6-S

Worksheets
Implied Powers
What Congress Cannot Do

A7-1 Procedural:

17

Handing out papers

7

A7-2 Highlighting - Test Preparation
worksheets
Express Powers
Implied Powers
What Congress Cannot Do

25

A7-3 Review Game

13

A8-1 Procedural:

Hand out test

A8-2 Test

26

A8-3 Procedural:

Collect test

A9-1 Introduction:
A9-2 Video:

9

Video "The Congress"

"The Congress"

Teacher B

8
5
40

Minutes

B1-1 unit Introduction
Bl-2 Round Robin Reading
textbook pages 97-101

5

28

Bl-3 Chart Copying
chart page 100 in text

9

Bl-4' Question Check
textbook page 101

3

B2-1 Introduction

3

B2-2 Silent Reading
textbook pages 101-105, 58,59

6

B2-3 Worksheet:

Express Powers

10
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B2-4 Worksheet Check

6

B3-1 Introduction:

2

B3-2 Video:

Video "The Congress"

"The Congress"

B4-1 Introduction: Bill Writing
diagram on the board
B4-2 Chart Drawing/Silent Reading
diagram on board
chart page 109 in text
textbook pages 105 -111

43
5
38

B5-1 Introduction:

simulation

2

B5-2 Introduction:

Bill Writing

9

B5-3 Bill Writing

20

B5-4 Bill Committees

10

B5-5 Procedural:

Clean up classroom

B6-1 Introduction

4
4

B6-2 Bill Committees

11

B6-3 Voting on Bills

28
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Ex~mple

B1

of Data From stage Two
On the Board

Left Board

How Congress is Organized
1.

2.
3.

Reading pp. 97-101
Copying Chart "standing Committees of Congress"
Questions 1-4, p. 101

term = length of time containing two sessions of Congress =
2 years
session = meeting of Congress = 1 year
Bl-2

Reading Assignment

05 - 33

As students get out their books, T recaps what
happened in class last time. Most of the students now have
their books open to the right page and are listening to T.
T holds up his book and tells them the page number again.
T then begins to read aloud from the text. When he is
finished he asks Lana to read next. Lana ignores his and
the prompts from other students. T tells Lana to see him
after class and calls on Michelle to read. Michelle reads
the next paragraph aloud. T puts his book on the desk of
the student sitting in front of him (Sally) and follows
along silently with the reading. The rest of the class is
quiet and following along too. When Michelle is finished T
talks about a term that was in the reading. As he talks he
moves to the center front of the room. Hester asks if
Congress meets every day. As T answers her he moves over
to Sarah's desk and takes away a card that she has been
playing with. T puts the card on his desk continues to
explain about sessions of Congress. Kelly and Bob both ask
questions. T responds to both questions, then Bob asks why
Congress wants pay raises. Kelly says that everyone wants
more money. T responds to both the question and the
comment. T then says it is. time to move on and calls on
Penny to read. Penny reads the next paragraph aloud. T
elaborates on what was just read then asks Penny to
continue reading. As she reads aloud, T follows along in
his book on Sally's desk. T then elaborates on what was
read then calls on Hester to read. When she has finished
reading aloud, T elaborates and calls on another person to
read. This continues until the entire passage has been
read aloud. Occasionally after T has elabora~ed on the
passage that has been read, a student asks a question. T
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answers quickly and resumes the reading. Students are
quiet and follow along during the reading session until two
or three minutes before the passage ends. Then many
students begin to get out papers and pencils and begin to
copy the chart form the book before the reading is
finished.
Transition
T direct the class to read the last paragraph on their
own and to copy the chart from the book when they are
finished.
Materials Analysis T2
Textbook pp. 97-101
Teacher B - Day 1
TEXTBOOK: American Civics, 4th Edition.
and Jovanovich, 1983

Harcourt, Brace,

LENGTH:

Five pages. This is section 2 , How Congress is
organized, in Chapter 5 Congress Makes Our
Nations's Laws.

FORMAT:

section 2 is headed by thick blue borders, with
the title in bold red print. Each subheading is
written in bold black print. There are eight
sUbsections: Terms and Sessions of Congress, The
organization of Congress, Leaders of the House,
Leaders of the Senate, Congress Works Through
Committees, Membership on Committees,
Congressional Staffs. At the end of the section
is a SUbsection titled "Check Up." It contains a
list of vocabulary words, four review questions,
and ends with a discussion question. The review
questions ask for the length of Congressional
sessions, why the Speaker is an important
official, and why and how Congress uses
committees. The discussion question asks if the
seniority system is a good idea.
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Vocabulary
sessions
special session
joint session
party caucuses
majority party
minority party
Speaker
floor leader
party whip
president pro tempore

bills
committees
standing committees
subcommittees
select committees
joint committees
conference committee
committee on committees
seniority system

Before the first sUbsection is an introductory
paragraph. All sUbsections are written in paragraph form.
The fifth SUbsection is broken down into five smaller
sections: Standing Committees, Subcommittees, Select
Committees, Joint Committees, and Conference Committees.
On the bottom of page 98 is a
joint session of Congress. On the
of page 99 is a colored picture of
page 100, at the bottom of the 1st
showing the Standing Committees of
described in Materials
Description C1.

colored picture of a
top of the second column
Congressional pages. On
column is a chart
Congress. This chart is

CONCEPTS

*

Every Congress has been identified by a number since
1789.

Terms and Sessions of Congress (p. 97)

*
*

Each term has two sessions.

Each begins on January 3rd.

Each sessions lasts as long as Congress wishes.
houses agree on ending date.

Both

*

Special sessions are called when Congress is not in
session.
- called by President
- can call only one house

*

Joint sessions are when both houses of Congress meet
together.
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The organization of Congress (pp. 97-98)

*

The Constitution provides for three Congressional
leaders:
- Speaker of the House
- Vice President heads Senate
- sUbstitute for Vice President when gone

*

Congress developed its own organization over time.

*

Party caucuses help members of both political parties
choose leaders.

*

The political party with the most members in each house
is the majority party. Minority party has fewer
representatives in Congress.

Leaders of the House (p. 98)

*

The Speaker of the House is the most powerful member of
Congress. The Speaker presides over the House of
Representatives.

*

The Speaker is always a member of the majority party and
is usually a long time member of Congress.

*

Floor leaders of each party guide legislation through
Congress.

*

Party whips persuade party members to vote on legislation
sponsored by their parties.

Leaders of

the Senate (pp. 98-99)

*

The Constitution says the Vice President is the presiding
officer of the Senate.

*

President Pro Tempore takes over when Vice President
can't be there.

*

The most powerful officers in the Senate are the majority
and minority leaders.
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Congress Works Through Committees (pp. 99-100)

*

Every year Congress considers thousands of bills. They
divide themselves into committees in order to deal with
all of them.

*

Committees consider all bills before Congress votes on
them.

*

Standing Committees are permanent committees that are
responsible for a specific area.
- Senate has 15
- House has 22

*

standing committees decide what to do with all bills
submitted.
- can pass them on for voting
- can call hearings
- can revise bills

* Each standing committee is divided into subcommittees

that deal with specific issues in an area covered by the
whole committee.

*

Select committees deal with issues that are not handled
by standing committees. They are not permanent.

* Joint committees are made up of an equal number of

members from both the House and the Senate who work
together.

*

Conference committees are also made up of members of both
Houses. They are formed to make compromises when the
Senate and the House pass different bills on the same
issue.

Membership in Committees (p. 100)

*

Members of Congress serve on standing committees.
- House members on one committee
. - Senators on at least two

*

Committee size and membership is determined by membership
proportions in each house. This gives the majority party
an advantage.

*

Each party has a committee to determine committee
membership. These are called committees on committees.
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committee Chairpersons (pp. 100-101)

*
*

Chairpersons are powerful and influential.

*

In recent years the seniority system has been questioned.
The majority party now selects committee heads.

For many years the seniority system governed appointments
of chairpersons.
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Example of Data From stage Three - content Descriptions
B1
B1-1

1.

Government has three branches:
- executive
- legislative
- judicial

2.

We will be studying these in depth starting with the
legislative branch.

3.

Job of the legislative branch is to make laws.

4.

The Senate and the House of Representatives are the
two parts of Congress.

5.

Congress is responsible for making laws.

Bl-2
6.

Each Congress has been identified by a number since
1789. We are now in the 101st Congress.

7.

In each term of Congress there are two regular
sessions. A term is two years long.

8.

Sessions of Congress begin January 3rd and end when
all the work is deemed to be complete. Could be
August, September, October.

9.

One term of Congress is whole term of office for a
Representative. Senators serve six-year terms.

10.

During a session Congress usually meets five days a
week.

11.

In the past, Congress could finish its work sooner •
. Today it takes longer because the job is more
complicated.

12.

Congressmen are paid yearly salary no matter how long
they meet a year.

13.

Congress adjourns earlier in election years so that
Congressmen can campaign, though they still sometimes
campaign during sessions.
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14.

Congressmen don't get paid much when you consider how
much business executives and football players make and
the amount of work that they do and the power they
have.

15.

There are three directions in the Constitution for the
organization of Congress:
- Select presiding officer for the House of
Representatives (Speaker).
- Vice President in charge of the Senate.
- Someone to take charge of Senate when Vice
President is away (President Pro Tem).

16.

House of Representatives and the Senate have devised
their own organization.
- divided by political parties
- parties select their own leaders

17.

Speaker of the House gets measly pay for what he does
and the power he has.

18.

Leaders in the House and Senate usually are chosen by
seniority or party affiliation.

19.

Majority and minority are determined by the number of
Representatives or Senators in each party.

20.

Party whips make sure the party legislation gets
passed; keeps party members in line.

21.

Vice President cannot vote in Senate unless there is a
tie. Also can't take part in debates. Does control
who speaks in the Senate.

22.

First Congress had only 268 bills, could deal with all
in whole group. Today over 20,000. Need to split
into committees to handle all the work.

23.

A committee doesn't pass a bill, only debates it and
recommends what should happen to it. voting is done
in whole Senate or House.

24.

Bills can die in committees, Committees either send a
bill back to be rewritten, hold on to it, send it to
be voted on.

25.

Standing Committees are permanent committees.

26.

Subcommittees are committees within committees.
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27.

Select committees are not permanent and deal with
special topics.

28.

Joint committees are made up of members from both
houses. They work together to propose bills.

29.

Conference committees also have joint membership, but
their job is to make sure that Congress irons out
differences on bills each house has passed on that are
the same topic.

30.

Loyal party members and longtime members tend to get
the best committee assignments. The rules that
started this have changed, but this still happens.

31.

There is a committee to assign committees.

Bl-3
32.

Appropriations committee decides how much money goes
where.

33.

The President makes less that Ricky Henderson and
most, if not all the Oakland A's.

Bl-4
34.

Congress works in committees to make it easier to get
all their work done.

35.

The people who have been in Congress the longest tend
to get the best committee assignments.
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Example - Coded Interview
INTERVIEW - TEACHER B, AUGUST 1990
Int:

Where did you do your teacher training?

B:

I went to The University of Arizona for four and
a half years.

Int:

What year did you graduate?

B:

December of '86. I did my student teaching at
Catalina High school in the Fall of 1986.

Int:

How long have you been in the district?

B:

I've been teaching in the Marana school district.
This was my third year. I've been at the same
school for all three years.

Int:

How and why did you choose social studies?

B:

When I first went to college, I thought I was
going to be a journalist for some reason. That
was where my focus went my last few years in high
school. When it came time to really figure out
what I was going to do with my life, I took a
look at my transcripts, and I found, golly, I had
been taking all these history classes. Not
because they were required, but because I enjoy
them. And when I was real young, I thought, well
it would be neat to teach social studies.
Probably because of having some good influence,
you know, from some teachers. It's something I
was interested in, and I enjoy teaching. And I
enjoy social studies.

Int:

You teach only the civics class?

B:

Yeah. When I started teaching here I was the Inhouse Suspension teacher. And that year I also
taught a seventh-grade basic history class as
well. Then the past two years, I've done the
eighth-grade civics, so this was my second year
doing that.

Int:

Tell me a little about the school and the kids
who go to school here.
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B:

This school is in what seems to be to me a
middle-class area. There are a lot of very
intelligent parents who are concerned with their
kids education. You've got a number who aren't
concerned either, aren't concerned about
anything, except keeping the kids out of their
hair perhaps. And there's no happy medium it
seems. You've got these kids who's parents are
saying "you've got to give my kid all the
attention." You've got other parents not caring.
But for the most part a pretty good clientele.
At this level you've got kids that are pretty
much energetic. If you can focus them on
something right and run with it, even regardless
of the parents getting in the way or not you're
doing well.

Int:

Are there many minority students at this school?

B:

No there aren't. I don't think there was a
minority student in the class you observed.

Int:

No, I don't think there was.

B:

There was maybe one kind of Mexican-American kid,
but that's the closest to it.

Int:

Then there was the girl from Israel.
couldn't speak English very well.

B:

She could speak English very well; she just had a
bad stuttering problem. That's why I never
really asked her to read. I didn't want to put
her on the spot.

Int:

Can you describe the students in your third
period class? Can you remember them?

B:

Yes. For the most part they are a group of kids
who's parents are very involved in their
education. Mostly to the good extent--they want
their kids to succeed in school. The way the
class became formed, that was my algebra class.
Because in the block, we formed the groups on
basic math, pre-algebra, and algebra. In the
sense they were the high achievers in math, not
the high achievers in social studies. But all-of
them were in that group, probably, because they
were good students more so than any~hing else.
They have good homework habits, they've got good

She
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classroom habits. In fact, I think for the first
semester I almost think we were trying to break
them down [laughs], to loosen them up a little
bit. They had fun I think.
Int:

They were all pretty good students?

B:

Yeah.

Int:

Do you know what the grade range was for that
class?

B:

For that class? For that class, in that
particular semester, every one got an A, except
that there were two B's, and there was a C.

Int:

How much do you know about the kids in your class
before they come into your class?

B:

For me, in the past the most knowledge that I
have about them is from experiences that I've had
with them in seventh-grade in Builder's Club.

Int:

That's a pretty large organization isn't it?

B:

Yeah, I get about 80 or 90 kids in that. I also
see mostly the boys out on the basketball court
because I do the lunchtime duty out there. So I
get to know them. I also coach eighth-grade boys
and girls basketball. And this year, after you
left, there.were so many people who went out for
track that they wanted to pick up another coach.
So, I did that for the rest of the season. That
was neat, because I had never had a chance
to
meet the seventh-grade girls as well as the boys.
Prior to this year I also used to do seventhgrade boy's baseball. So I would get to know the
seventh-grade boys. So there would always be a
couple of boys coming into class who I would know
from baseball. I was kinda worried about that
this year, because I wasn't doing baseball, but I
got to do track, and I got to know a lot of the
kids.

Int:

We're going to switch gears a little bit here and
talk about planning. For the civics class, how
is the format of the class determined?

B:

In a sense of what •

. ..
?
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Int:

Is there a district curriculum?

B:

There is a district curriculum that was just
revised this year. And it's very much the same
as it was. They made one or two changes in the
sense of incorporating more up-to-date as current
events and including more geography in the
curriculum. Beyond that, that's what we work
with.

Int:

[jokingly]

B:

[laughs] Maybe by showing the electoral college.
Current events is where you pick up the most. I
think what they're really concerned about is
what's going on in Europe. vfuat I've dealt with,
and the people who wrote the curricula for
eighth-grade, when you look at it, it isn't
something the district wants from the eighthgrade teachers, because it's not strictly
outlined. But what we've got is a situation
where there are concepts listed, and you can
cover them just about any way you want. I think
you may have seen that in [Teacher A's] and my
classroom. We cover things very differently; we
put more emphasis into different things that
we're better at. So kids get more out of certain
aspects.

Int:

So it's not "in these three weeks we will cover
these objectives?"

B:

No. I would guess there are about 12 very broad
objectives listed at the eighth-grade level for
government. That includes just the first
semester. So what we do is cover them and go
beyond them on many different tangents. It gives
the teacher lots of flexibility.
It's not
written that way at the seventh-grade level.
Teachers in the seventh-grade charge through the
decades, so they say. Yesterday we were in the
1840s and today we are in the 1860s, that type of
thing. Cause they have so much to cover. That's
probably going to be changed in the future. Ours
is very broad so that we can meet the objectives,
cover the concepts that are covered on the compo
exam, and go beyond it in whichever ways we feel
comfortable.

Int:

What's the compo exam?

How do you add geography to Civics?
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B:

The compo exam is the district test that is put
together to measure the achievement, I suppose,
of the students within a given class. It's
civics related. There are two parts. There's
one part, the one you observed, that's the
American government part. We took that about a
week after we got back from the break.

Int:

And how were their grades on it?

B:

Yeah, I think there was only one kid who got a B,
the rest of the class got A's on it. In that
class. And the test is aimed at the objectives
that are in the curriculum guide. There are 50
questions in that part. They're really cut and
dried questions. The test was revised this
summer. I haven't seen the new one that's coming
out. Some of them are silly questions, some of
them are good. They could be written at a higher
level, but it lets the district know if kids are
learning anything. It's also used somewhat as a
tool for the school board. If there is a kid
that really needs to be retained back in eighth
grade, not to move them on. If you fail four
classes and you just bomb on all the compo exams
there is no sense in moving you on. On the other
hand, if you fail the classes but you do well on
the compo exams there may be reasons for'You to
go on. [laughing] I'm not sure of the exact
reasons behind the test. As teachers we're
required ·to tag them up just as we do the Iowa
tests. Send them out to district office; we come
back with a rundown of how all our classes did.
There is nothing of a judgment made about your
teaching ability based on it, but I treat it like
it is because it goes to the district office.
I'm in essence, for the most part, teaching to
the test. If they don't want me to send it to
the district office, if they just want me to give
it to my principal and let him see it, and leave
it as a school-record-based thing, then maybe I'd
see I don't need to. [Teacher A] and I have
talked about that. He is very comfortable with
his job, and he's not so concerned with what they
might think at the district office. So he
doesn't focus that much on the test. He covers
the objectives, and then maybe reviews for about
three days before the test. I plug some of the
questions from the compo test questions right
into my tests. I tell the kids "this question is

Do you know?
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on the compo test., if you know it now, you're
going to know H: then. Then we spend a good
three or four days doing all kinds of strange
things to study for the comp test.
Int:

Why do you think civics is taught at this level?

B:

I think this is the age where kids are becoming
aware of a lot of things. One of those things,
personal rights, freedom guarantees that our
government gives them. I'm not attuned enough to
know to what extent they cover these ,things at
the elementary level: as of yet I've seen
curriculum guides. But that doesn't mean that
that's what's being covered for sure. I think
this is where they pick it up the most. I would
say they'll pick it up more now than when they
cover it in their senior year of high school. I
relate that to me. If not so much specifics, as
in, you know, how old someone has to be to run
for President, but in what are some fundamentals.
I have the right to freedom of speech, and how
far does that right go? I think everything
everyone says--parents say, teachers say that
kids this age are suddenly finding out they have
rights. And they're practicing them to an
extent. They are encouraging their parents to
vote--"why didn't you vote?
Did you vote, who'd
you vote for? Oh, you didn't. Why not? I was
told in school that it was very important." I
think it's got to be the best age to teach this
stuff in. And maybe it's a shame it's not
reinforced during their freshman and sophomore
years. Maybe it should be a little earlier than
their senior year. senior year seems to be
[laughs] "let's take a crash course in being an
American citizen" and send you on your way. Some
teachers do a real good job of it though, it's
amazing.

Int:

From your classes, from your own classes, are
there any specific things you really want your
kids to leave with?

B:

First of all an enjoyment for school in general.
If they came to my class and I was the type of
person who turned them off of school or social'
studies, I'd feel I'd done a disservice because a
lot of what they leave with they won't remember a
lot. But if they have this good feeling inside
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them that it was fun, perhaps in the future, when
they're in high school or college they'll say,
"hey, maybe I'll take the social studies class.
I enjoyed it when I was in junior high." Maybe
that's what I did. I think that first and
foremost. Secondly, I'd like them to understand
what our government is based on. Why we do the
things we do. How it came about, first of all.
What is the governments actual make up and what
are the rights that the government guarantees.
And that's the way the curriculum is written, to
a great extent. That's really about it.
Int:

Which leads right into this next question, what's
generally taught as part of Civics?

B:

okay, the course that we're talking about is the
first semester, half year. It's not anchored to
the first semester. In fact this coming year,
we're going to do some different things. I feel
that I'm better that I'm better at Arizona
history and government. We're going to do this
within the block. There's another teacher who
will have two sections of civics next year who
feels he knows nothing about Arizona history. So
first semester, the two classes that coincide
with his classes, I'm going to teach Arizona
history and government. When the semester break
is over, those two classes will take the comp
test on that material. His classes will take the
comp test on American Government. Then I'll get
his kids, and he'll take my kids. It will be
kind of a break in the day for me and I'll get to
specialize where I feel I'm better and he doesn't
have to be put on the spot and teach something
that he'll feel uncomfortable with. I'll get to
see more students, which is nice. Did I answer
the question? In the first semester American
Government, then the second half Arizona history
and government. A lot of what they do in Arizona
government is a review of what they learned in
American government. They learn the differences
in the executive branches.
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Small Group Rules and Roles - Teacher A's Classroom
GROUP RULES
1.

You are responsible for your work behavior.

2.

You must ask each support buddy for help first.

3.

You must be willing to help any support buddy who asks
for help.

4.

You may ask help from the teacher only when the group
has the same question.

GROUP ROLES
1.

Task Facilitator--keeps the group working on task

2.

Human Facilitator--Give encouragement "nice work,"
"good ideas"

3.

Reporter--tells about the groups' work assignment

4.

Collector--distributes and returns the groups' work
assignments.

5.

Time Keeper--Keeps the group aware of available time

6.

Recorder--writes down the groups' work
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Examples of Material Descriptions for the Main study
Materials Description W1
Worksheet
Teacher A - Day 4
Teacher B - Day 3
EXPRESS POWERS OF CONGPESS
LENGTH:

This worksheet is one page in length, front of
the page only.

FORMAT:

There is a blank labelled "riame" at the top of
the page above the title. The worksheet is not
divided into sections. It consists of seventeen
numbered statements. Each number is followed by
a short blank to write an answer in. This in
turn is followed by a partial sentence.
Example:

1.

established a post office in
Ferris, Illinois.

At the top of the page, underneath the worksheet
title is one sentence that directs students to
tell which clause of Section 8 of the
constitution gives Congress the power to act in
the situations presented in each sentence.
Students are to write the clause number in each
blank.
Directions: Tell which clause of section 8 gives
Congress the power to act in each of the
following situations:
OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED

I
•

In order to complete this worksheet students need
to use their textbooks. Section 8 of the
Constitution. A copy of the Constitution can be
found at the end of Chapter Three of the text, on
pages 55-66. section 8 is located on pages 58
and 59. The section heading is outlined in red.
In the extended left hand margin on page 58 and
the extended right hand'margin on page 59 are
summarizations of what are contained in the
eighteen numbered clauses of section 8. These
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margin notations are in blue type. Some are
complete sentences, but most are phrases.
Example:

section 8. Powers Granted to Congress
The Congress shall have power (Text) (Margin
Notes)

8.

To promote the progress of science to issue patents
and useful arts, by securing for and copyrights
limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive
right to their respective writings and discoveries;

9.

To constitute tribunals inferior to set up a system
the Supreme Court of federal courts.

Materials Description W2
Teacher

Worksheet
A - Day 5

"EXPRESS VS. IMPLIED" POWER
LENGTH:

This worksheet covers two sides of one page.
Each side was originally a separate worksheet.

FORMAT:

There are name blanks on the top of both sides of
the worksheet. The first side of the worksheet
is divided into two sections. The first section,
which is at the top of the first page, begins
with a paragraph entitled Implied Power. It
defines express powers, then gives a brief
explanation of what is known as the elastic
clause, which is contained in section 8 of the
Constitution. The paragraph concludes with a
statement about how the implied powers of
Congress come from the elastic clause.
On the left hand side of the page underneath the
paragraph is Clause 18 from section 8. On the
right hand side is an interpretation of Clause
18. The interpretation includes a short
statement that says Congress must work within the
Constitution to make laws, and that both the
President and the Supreme court have ways to
check the lawmaking powers of Congress.
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On the bottom half of the first page are two task
statements with blank, lined spaces for student
responses. There are four or more lines for each
response. The first statement asks students to
give several examples from today's world where
Congress has exercised implied power. The
statement indicates that students look in
newspapers and magazines for additional ideas.
The second statement tells students to list some
powers they feel Congress should have that are
not listed in section 8.
side Two
The second side of the worksheet is titled
Express vs. Implied Power. This side of the
worksheet contains two sections, but the first
section takes up the entire page except for a
paragraph at the bottom of the page. The first
section is divided into four questions, each with
lined spaces for responses. Under the title is
one sentence which directs students to work with
a partner to answer the questions.
The first question ask students to explain the
difference between the express and implied powers
contained in section 8. Students are also to
provide examples to support the strength clause
18 gives to Congress. Question two asks students
to find out how Congress can borrow money and to
find out about the W2 national debt. Question three
asks students to find out about the
naturalization process. Question four asks
students to explain the differences between
patents and copyrights, and to tell what purposes
patents and copyrights serve.
The second section consists of a paragraph at the
bottom of the page. It asks students to give ten
realistic examples of section 8 that come from
everyday living. Students are directed to put
each example on a separate slip of paper. On the
reverse side of each example students are to
label the example as either an expressed or
implied power. Students are then directed to .
exchange papers with another group of students
and have them figure out each others examples.
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Materials Description C1

Chart
Teacher B - Day 1

STANDING COMMITTEES OF CONGRESS
LENGTH:

Half of page 100 in American Civics, the required
text.

FORMAT:

The chart is a graphic of the Capitol building.
The building is divided into two halves, one
colored orange and the other green. The left
hand side (orange) is titled House Committees.
Under the title is a list of twenty-two
committees. On the right hand side (green) is a
list of fifteen committees titled Senate
Committees. Both lists are in alphabetical
order. This chart is in section Two of Chapter
Five, titled How Congress is organized. It is on
the next to the last page of the section.

CONCEPTS
House Committees
Agriculture
Appropriations
Armed Services
Banking, Finance,
and Urban Affairs
Budget
Education & Labor
Foreign Affairs
Government Operations
House Administration
Interior & Insular Affairs
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Judiciary
Merchant Marine & Fisheries
Post Office & civil Service.
Public Works & Transportation
Science & Technology
Small Business
Standards of Official Conduct
Veteran's Affairs
Ways & Means

Senate Committees
Agriculture, Nutrition,
and Forestry
Appropriations
Armed Services
Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs
District of Columbia
Budget
Commerce, Science &
Trans.
Energy & Natural
Resources
Environment & Public
Works
Finance
Foreign Relations
Governmental Affairs
Judiciary
Labor & Human Relations
Rules & Administration
Veteran's Affairs Rules
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Materials Description T2
Textbook Pages
Teacher A - Days 5 & 6
Teacher B - Day 2
TEXTBOOK: American Civics, Fourth Edition, Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich. Orlando, FL, 1983
LENGTH:

Five pages of text (pp. 101-105) that includes
the whole of section Three, Chapter Five.

FORMAT:

Section Three is one of four sections of Chapter
Five, Congress Makes Our Nation's Laws. The
entire chapter runs from page 92 to page 113.
Section Three, The Powers of Congress, is divided
into six sUbsections: The Powers Given to
Congress, The "Elastic Clause, The Power to
Impeach, Special Powers of Each House, Limits on
the Powers of Congress, and Other Roles of
Congress. Each heading is printed in bold black
print. The section heading is printed in bold
red with blue borders.
Before the first sUbsection is an introductory
paragraph that talks about the powers of Congress
and the affects on Americans and people around
the world. These powers include making laws,
determining tax rates, providing for the building
of highways and dams, and determining what kinds
of military equipment will be sold to other
nations.
.
The first sUbsection talks about the powers
delegated to Congress by Article One, section 8
of the Constitution. The subsection is broken
into the five areas that Congress has the right
to make laws about financing the government,
regulating and encouraging trade and industry,
defending the nation, enforcing the nation's
laws, and providing for the continuing growth of
the nation. Each of the five points is numbered
and labelled in bold print, and has a short
explanatory paragraph.
Near the front of the subsection, on the top of
page 102 is a cartoon of a man trying to put a
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horse in a mailbox. The cartoon is in color and
is bordered in blue with stars across the top.
Under the heading "DID YOU KNOW THAT • • • ,11 and'
underneath the picture, the caption explains that
Congress members have the right to send official
mail free of charge. In the 1800s a senator sent
his horse shipped home free of charge.
The second sUbsection deals with the elastic
clause and the implied powers of Congress. This
section is written in paragraph form. The terms
elastic clause and implied powers are
highlighted in bold print.
The third sUbsection is also written in paragraph
form. This section outlines the impeachment
process. The term impeachment is in bold print.
In the middle of this sUbsection is a chart of
the delegated and implied powers of Congress.
This chart is outlined by a thick blue border at
the bottom of the first column on page 103.
Titled "Powers of Congress," the title is
segmented by a graphic of the Capitol. Half of
the graphic is colored orange and labelled The
Senate, and the other half is green and labelled
The House of Representatives. Under the graphic,
listed in one column are the delegated and
implied powers. Each part of the list is headed
in blue print.
The fourth SUbsection on the special powers of
each house of Congress is organized by listing
the powers of House of Representatives, followed
by a list of the Senate's powers. Only the
numbers are in bold print. In the middle of this
section, at the top of page 104 is a picture of a
Congressman shaking hands with a young girl as
several other people look on. The caption says
that an important job of Congress members is to
meet the people they represent so that they can
learn the views of the voters.
The fifth SUbsection deals with the limits of
Congressional powers. The section has three
introductory paragraphs followed by eight
numbered paragraphs headed in bold print by the
powers in Article One, section 9 that are denied
Congress.
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In the last subsection the text is divided into
two parts both headed in bold print. The first
part is labelled "Aiding Constituents," and the
second part is labelled "Conducting
Investigations." Each part has several
explanatory paragraphs. In the first part the
term constituent is in bold print.
At the end of the subsection is a section headed
"Check-Up." This section is divided into thl:'ee
parts--vocabulary, review, and discuss. Under
the subhead vocabulary the following words are
listed:
.
delegated powers
elastic clause
implied powers
impeachment
ex post facto law
bill of attainder
writ of habeas corpus
constituents
Under Review are three questions. They all ask
for a naming or list of the powers Congress has
or is denied. Under Discuss students are given a
quote about how busy Congress members are.
Students are ask to give their opinions about the
workload of Congress members and if there can be
anything done to make their jobs easier.
CONCEPTS:
T2 cont
THE POWERS OF CONGRESS

*

Congress is powerful.

*

Under the Constitution the most important job of Congress
is making laws.

*

Laws
-

affect us in many ways
taxes
building dams and highways
.
deciding what military equipment will be sold to other nations
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*

The actions of Congress members affect the lives of
millions'
- Americans
- around the world

Powers Given to Congress

*

The powers given to Congress that are known as delegated
powers are listed in Article 1, section 8 of the
Constitution.

*

Congress can make laws in five important areas:
Finances. Congress can raise and borrow money,
collect taxes, print and coin money. Funds collected
can pay debts of the U.S., for defense, general
welfare.
Trade and Industry. Congress can regulate trade with
other countries and among states. It can set standard
weights and measures, and pass laws to protect
inventor's rights. Congress establishes post offices,
build roads, and sets punishments for crimes at sea
such as piracy.
National Defense. Congress can declare war and raise
an army and a navy. It can also provide for a
civilian army for wartime or emergency use.
Enforcing Laws. Congress can pass federal laws such
as those on counterfeiting or treason. Congress can
establish federal courts to uphold federal laws.
Providing For National Growth. Congress can govern
territories and admit new states to the union.
Congress can also pass naturalization laws.

section 10.

*

Powers Forbidden to States

States are forbidden to

Materials Description

C2
Chart, page 109
Teacher A - reference Days 2 & 3
Teacner B - Day 4
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LENGTH:

One full pag2.

FORMAT:

Flow chart. Title How a Bill Becomes A Law. The
chart shows the process of a bill that is
introduced in the House of Representatives. At
the top of the chart this is stated, along with a
sentence that says that the same procedures would
be followed if the bill had been introduced in
the Senate. The chart is divided into two
columns. The first column, labelled House of
Representatives, describes five steps in the
process of moving a bill through the House of
Representatives. Each step has a small
illustration. Most steps are also labelled:
Clerk of the House, speaker of the House, House
Committee, and Floor of the House.At the bottom
of the first column is a blue arrow that goes
from the last step in the first column to the
first step in the second column. Inside the
arrow under column one is written "passed by the
House" in bold black print. At the top of the
second column inside the arrow is "sent to the
Senate.
The second column, labelled Senate, also takes
the process through five steps. The same
illustrations that were used in the first column
are used in the second column only they are in
different colors. Boxes in this column are
labelled Clerk of the Senate, presiding Officer
of the Senate, Senate Committee, Senate Floor,
and President. The last step in the first column
(Floor of the House) and the second to the last
step in the second column (Senate Floor) are
connected by two red arrows to a box labelled
Conference Committee in the center bottom of the
chart. One of the arrows points into that box,
the other leads out from it.

CONCEPTS

*

This is a bill that begins in the House of
Representatives.

*

The same process would be followed if the bill was to
begin in the Senate.

*

A representative introduces a bill.
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*

The clerk reads the bill's title to the House, gives it a
number and has it printed.

*
*

The Speaker sends the bill to the proper committee.
The committee or
on the bill, and
If the committee
House calendar.

one of its subcommittees holds hearings
may amend, rewrite, or approve the bill.
approves the bill it is placed on the
[End of the first column.]

Materials Description E1
Quiz - How a Bill Becomes a Law
Teacher A - Day 6
LENGTH:

11 statements, Number 1-11 on a half sheet of
paper.

FORMAT:

Ten statements, each with a corresponding letter
are written on the board. Each student is to
number a half sheet of paper (torn in half
vertically) from 1-11. Students are to place the
letter of the first step in the process by number
one, the letter of the second step by number two
and so on.

CONCEPTS
The teacher told the class that the answer to #1 is U.
W Your bill is sent to the Senate.
R The Speaker sends bill to committee.
I In the Senate Committee
0

The House holds hearings.

H The President vetoes your bill.
T The Senate passes your bill on the floor vote.
K

The House passes your bill on the floor vote.

U

Your bill is introduced.
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E Your bill becomes law.
M Your bill is passed by a two-thirds override vote in
both Houses of Congress.
L The bill is sent to the President.
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APPENDIX M
HOW A BILL BECOMES A LAW
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How A Bill Becomes A Law
Materials Description Bl
On the Board
HOW A BILL BECOMES A LAW

Congress

~
0 ,

Idea for
a Bill

)\Q~

l

f\

\
Mr. Bill

\

/

\

/

\
'-

'-

'-...

--'"/'

~
Mr p",11

//

/
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